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Combinatorial Models for DNA Rearrangements in Ciliates
Angela Angeleska
ABSTRACT

Motivated by genome rearrangements that take place in some species of ciliates we introduce a combinatorial model for these processes based on spatial
graphs. This model builds up on two earlier models for pointer-guided DNA
recombination (intramolecular model introduced in [22, 23] and intermolecular
model introduced in [35, 36]) and is influenced by a molecular model for RNA
guided DNA recombination (introduced in [2]).
Despite their differences, the intermolecular and intramolecular model formalize the recombination events through rewriting operations applied on formal
words. Both models predict the same set of molecules as a result of correct rearrangement. Here, we give an algorithm that for an input of scrambled gene
structure outputs a set of strings which represents the expected set of molecules
after complete assembly. Moreover, we prove that both the set of all realistic
words (words that model a possible gene structure) and the set of all nonrealistic
words are closed under the rewriting operations in the intramolecular model.
We investigate spatial graphs that consist of 4-valent rigid vertices, called
assembly graphs. An assembly graph can be seen as a representation of DNA
molecule during certain recombination processes, in which 4-valent vertices represent molecular alignment of the recombination sites. We introduce a notion of
polygonal path in assembly graph as a model for a single gene. Polygonal paths
are defined as paths that make “90◦ -turn” at each vertex of the assembly graph
and define smoothing of the vertices visited by the paths. Such vertex smoothing
models a homologous DNA recombination. We investigate the minimal number
viii

of polygonal paths that visit all vertices of a given graph exactly once, called
assembly number. We prove that for every positive integer n there is assembly
graph with assembly number n. We also study the relationship between the number of vertices in assembly graph and its assembly number. One of the results is
that every assembly graph with assembly number n has at least 3n − 2 vertices.
In addition, we show that there is an embedding in three dimensional space of
each assembly graph with a given set of polygonal paths, such that smoothing of
vertices with respect to the polygonal paths results in unlinked circles.
We study the recombination strategies by subsets of vertices. Such a subset
is called a successful set if smoothing of all vertices from the set with respect to
a polygonal path results in a graph that contains the polygonal path in a single
component. We characterize the successful sets in a given assembly graph by
a notion of complementary polygonal path. Furthermore, we define a smoothing
strategy in assembly graph relative to a polygonal path as a sequence of successful
sets which model a successive DNA recombinations for correct gene assembly.
Recent experimental results suggest that there might be different pathways
for unscrambling a gene. These results lead to a mathematical model for gene
recombination that builds upon the intermolecular model. We introduce assembly
words as a formalization of a set of linear and circular DNA molecules. Assembly
words are partially ordered, so that any linearly ordered subset models a pathway
for gene rearrangement. We suggest two different pathways for unscrambling of
the actin I gene in O.Trifallax and we prove that they are the only theoretically
possible pathways.

ix
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Introduction

Topics of this dissertation are mathematical models for gene rearrangement in
ciliates. The analysis of genome rearrangements started about 70 years ago with
the work of Dobzhansky and Sturtevant (see [18]), who compared the gene arrangements within a chromosome in different species of Drosophilia. Since then,
gene rearrangements have been observed in variety of cells including eukaryotic
cells (the ciliates [11, 48, 52]), somatic cells such as cancer cells [8, 10]. Therefore, understanding the processes of genome rearrangement is significant from
both evolutionary and developmental point of view. Studies of these complex bioprocesses apply techniques not only from biology but also from other fields including mathematics and computer science. Different mathematical models for DNA
recombination and rearrangement have been developed. Some of them model the
DNA sequence reorganization through formal languages [6, 25, 30], while others
model the spatial DNA structure through topology and knot theory [28, 51].
The motivation for our study is the gene rearrangement and DNA recombination events that happen in ciliates, a group of unicellular organisms. A brief
exposition of the biological background and motivation for our work is included
in Chapter 2. Certain species of ciliates, such as Oxytricha and Stylonychia,
undergo complex DNA rearrangement (see [11, 44, 45]), which makes them an
ideal model organisms for studying these processes. Ciliates posses two types of
nuclei: macronucleus and micronucleus. Micronuclear genes are interrupted by
non-coding segments (internal eliminated sequences, IESs), which divide the gene
into segments called macronuclear destined sequences (MDSs, for short). During
the macronuclear development, when the micronuclear DNA is transformed into
1

macronuclear DNA, a massive rearrangement happens, which involves unscrambling of the MDSs, IESs removal and MDS inversion.
The mathematical study of these complex DNA operations in ciliates embarked
with the work of Lila Kari and Laura Landweber in [35]. They model the DNA
rearrangement in ciliates through rewriting operations defined on formal words,
as previously introduced in [25]. We review this intermolecular model in Section
3.2. Our model of assembly words introduced in Chapter 7 is built upon the
intermolecular model from [35]. It was proven in [30] that the computational
power of the model in [35] is equivalent to the power of the Universal Turing
Machine. The model and the results of Kari and Landweber initiated a course of
research in formal language theory focused on the complexity and computational
properties of different theoretical models for gene rearrangements in ciliates [14,
16].
On the other hand, A. Ehrenfeucht, T. Harju, I. Petre, D.M. Prescott and G.
Rozenberg initiated combinatorial study for gene assembly in ciliates in [19, 22,
46]. Their concentration is on the “gene assembly itself, including topics such
as the possible forms of the genes generated during gene assembly and possible
strategies for the gene assembly” [19]. They model gene assembly through three
rewriting operations ld, hi and dlad. The genes are formalized by words called
descriptors, and the correct gene assembly is achieved by a sequence of successive
applications of ld, hi and dlad operations, called reduction strategy. We review
this model in Section 3.2, where we prove that the set of all descriptors can be
partitioned into two sets: the set of realistic descriptors (strings that possibly correspond to naturally occurring structures) and the set of nonrealistic descriptors,
such that both subsets are closed under the rewriting operations ld, hi and dlad.
Even though the intermolecular and intramolecular model give rise to different
assembly pathways (recombination strategies) for gene rearrangement in ciliates,
the resulting sets of strings (molecules) is the same in both. In Section 3.3 we
give an algorithm which takes a string that corresponds to a scrambled gene as an
input and outputs the set of all strings obtained after application of any reduction
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strategy from the intermolecular or intramolecular model. The resulting set of
strings corresponds to the expected set of molecules obtained after correct gene
assembly.
It is believed that the DNA rearrangements are conducted by homologous
recombination between pairs of identical sequences, called pointers. Pointers occur
in pairs; at the end of each nth MDS and at the beginning of each (n + 1)st
MDS. Both the inter and intramolecular models assume that a correct pair of
pointers “aligns” and “splices”, and therefore, we call them “pointer guided”
models. Some of the pointer sequences might be very short (see [11]), and might
have multiple appearances. Hence, if the pointers are the only assembly guides,
numerous incorrect alignments and recombination events could occur. To take
into consideration the correct alignment of short pointers, Prescott et al. postulate
that DNA molecules, originating from the old macronucleus, serve as templates
to guide the correct pointer recombination. They propose a molecular model
for template-guided recombination in stichotrichous ciliates in [47]. It has been
observed in [42] that RNA molecules can serve as templates for recombination and
IES elimination in the developing macronucleus. These results support our explicit
models for RNA-guided DNA recombination [2], that we describe in Chapter 4.
The RNA-guided models assume that the templates are either double stranded
RNA (Section 4.1) or single stranded RNA (Section 4.2). We also show in Section
4.3 that the operations ld, hi and dlad can be simulated by the RNA guided model
of recombination.
This model was a base for the graph theoretical investigation of gene rearrangements that we present in Chapter 5. We use spatial graphs as a physical
representation of the DNA at the time of recombination. The homologous recombination of the pointers is represented by a 4-valent rigid vertex in the spatial
graph, and the resulting molecules after recombination are modeled by removal
(smoothing) of the appropriate vertex. The edges in the spatial graph represent
MDS or IES sequences. In Section 5.2 we introduce a notion of an assembly graph
as a connected graph with rigid vertices of valency 4. We define a polygonal path
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in an assembly graph as a path that makes “90◦ turn” at every vertex. A polygonal path models a single macronuclear gene and therefore it determines the type
of the smoothing of a 4-valent vertex. The complete assembly of a macronuclear
gene requires recombination of all pairs of pointers, i.e., smoothing of all 4 valent
vertices in the assembly graph. Thus, we consider sets of polygonal paths that
visit every vertex in the assembly graph once. We call such sets Hamiltonian sets.
We also define the assembly number as a characteristic of the assembly graphs.
The assembly number is the cardinality of the minimal Hamiltonian set for the
assembly graph. This number corresponds to the minimal number of genes that
can result from the DNA rearrangement. We show in Section 5.6 that for any
natural number n there is an assembly graph with an assembly number n. The
relationship between the number of vertices in the assembly graph and its assembly
number is also studied. We show in Section 5.5 that all graphs with assembly
number n have at least 3n − 2 vertices.
The assembly graph can be viewed as a spatial representation of DNA rearragements. Smoothings of the rigid vertices relative to different sets of polygonal
paths might lead to distinct spatial embeddings of the resulting graph. Some of
the resulting structures might be knotted or linked. Using techniques usually seen
in knot theory (see [41]) we show in Section 5.6 that any assembly graph with a
given Hamiltonian set H of polygonal paths can be embedded in R3 , such that
the smoothed graph relative to the paths in H is an unlink.
Smoothing of the crossings in virtual knot diagrams by proper coloring has
been introduced by Kauffman in [32]. Such smoothing can be easily translated
into smoothing of vertices in assembly graphs. We compare the smoothings defined by Hamiltonian sets of polygonal paths with the smoothings defined by
Kauffman. In particular, we show that the assembly number is less or equal to
the number of one colored components in properly colored smoothed assembly
graph. We also prove that for any positive integers m and n there is an assembly graph Γ such that assembly number of Γ is m and the minimal number of
monochromatic components of Γ is n. This result demonstrates that smooth-
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ings defined by Hamiltonian sets of polygonal paths and smoothings by proper
colorings define different operations on the assembly graph.
We show, in Chapter 6, that an assembly graph with a single Hamiltonian
polygonal path can capture the MDS-IES structure of a micronuclear gene. A
Hamiltonian polygonal path can be seen as a properly assembled macronuclear
gene. We also prove that the simultaneous smoothing of all vertices with respect to
a Hamiltonian polygonal path results in a graph with a component that contains
the Hamiltonian polygonal path. It was experimentally observed in [39, 53] that
all recombination events might not happen simultaneously. Thus, we broaden
the study with the notion of partial smoothings of assembly graphs. Partial
smoothings that keep the polygonal paths connected might be considered as rearrangements that do not disperse the MDSs on different molecules. Such partial
smoothings are called successful. We characterize the successful smoothings in a
given assembly graph and we incorporate them to define possible recombination
strategies in Section 6.3.
The results in [39] suggest that there are rearrangements that are likely to
happen before others, and furthermore, there might be different pathways for
unscrambling a gene. These results lead to a development of our mathematical
model for recombination that uses formal words and circular strings. In Chapter
7 we define assembly words as sets consist of linear and circular words to model
the set of molecules present at a certain instance of the gene assembly. The
pointer recombination is formalized by introducing three types of transformations
(rewriting rules) of assembly words: deletion, insertion and inversion. Note that
deletion and insertion operations in this model coincide with operations defined
in [35].
We follow the consecutive steps in the process of gene assembly by ordering the
assembly words. Namely, a strict partial order is defined on the set of assembly
words, such that two assembly words are related by this order if one assembly word
can be obtained from the other one by application of a composition of deletion,
insertion or inversion operations. We define an assembly strategy to be linearly
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ordered subset of assembly words, where the minimal element is the scrambled
micronuclear gene and the maximal element is the assembled macronuclear gene.
Based on the intermediate molecules that were experimentally detected in [39],
we postulate two different pathways for descrambling Actin I gene in O.Trifallax.
Each of these pathways can be modeled through an assembly strategy. Therefore,
we view each assembly strategy as a possible pathway of a gene rearrangement.
We summarize our investigation in Chapter 8, where we conclude with open
problems and ideas for future research.
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2

2.1

Biological Motivation

Homologous DNA Recombination

A DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) molecule is a macromolecule composed of two
polynucleotide chains, known as DNA strands (see [1]). Each strand consists of
smaller building blocks, called nucleotides. A nucleotide has three components: a
phosphate group, a sugar molecule and a nitrogenous base.
Nucleotides link together through phosphodiester bonds forming a DNA strand
which is oriented. The orientation is indicated by the 5′ -end on one end and the
3′ -end on the other end.
There are four types of nitrogenous bases: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine
(G) and thymine (T). Depending on the nucleotide base, we distinguish four types
of nucleotides A, C, G, and T. Therefore, each DNA strand can be considered as
a sequence over four letter alphabet {A, C, G, T }, usually written from 5′ -end to
3′ -end. For more details about the DNA structure see [9].
The double helical structure of the DNA molecule is obtained by two polynucleotide DNA strands twisted together and hybridized by hydrogen bonds between
the bases from different strands. This base hydrogen bonding is specific: an adenine bonds with a thymine and guanine bonds with a cytosine. It is said that A is
complementary to T and G is complementary to C. As a consequence of such complementary base pairing, one DNA strand of the double helix is complementary
to its partner as a sequence.
For simplicity the double stranded DNA segments are often abstracted as a
pair of complementary sequences over the alphabet {A, C, G, T } (see Figure 2.1).
The length of the DNA molecule (strand) is measured by the number of base
7

pairs (nucleotides) contained in the segment. The unit is often written as bp
(short for base pairs) or nt (short for nucleotides). For instance, we say that the
DNA segment given on Figure 2.1 is 14bp long.

C T G TGCCACG ATG T
GA CACGGTG C T AC A
Figure 2.1: Double stranded DNA segment represented as a pair of complementary
sequences over alphabet {A, C, G, T }.

The DNA molecules can recombine, enabling an exchange of genetic material.
There are several types of DNA recombination mechanisms, among which the
homologous recombination is widely observed.
Two DNA segments are called homologous if they are identical or very similar
as sequences of base pairs. Homologous recombination is a process in which
segments are exchanged between two homologous DNA portions. Even though
the homologous recombination is not well understood, a few central steps in the
process are known.

X

T G TGCCACG ATG
T
C
G A CACGGTG C TAC T
G
A
C
A

C
T
GC
G T G TGCCACG ATG G
A
C
A CACGGTG C TAC

Y

Figure 2.2: Two double stranded DNA molecules (X-left, Y-right). X and Y contain
identical segments.

• The homologous segments of double stranded DNA molecules “recognize”
each other and they align.
• Both strands in each double helix are cut.
• The broken DNA strands migrate towards the broken ends of the opposite
DNA molecule and they join with each other.
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X

X

C
T
GC
G T G TGCCACG ATG G
A
C
A CACGGTG C TAC

cut
C
T
GC
G T G TGCCACG ATG G
A
C
A CACGGTG C TAC
cut

cut

T G TGCCACG ATG
T
C
G A CACGGTG C TAC T
G
A
C
A

T G TGCCACG ATG
T
C
G A CACGGTG C TAC T
G
A
cut A
C

Y

Y

(B)

(A)

C
T
G T G T GCCACG ATG T
A
A CACGGTG C TACA T
A
GC
T G T GCCACG ATG G
C
G A CACGGTG C TACC
G
C

2

C 1
GC
T
GCCACG ATG G
G T GT
C
A
AC
A CACGGTG C T
GCCACG ATG
T GT
T
C
AC T
G A CACGGTG C T
A
G
4 A
C 3

(D)

(C)

Figure 2.3: Step by step homologous recombination of two DNA molecules.

The introduced cuts are assumed to be at the same positions at both DNA
molecules. Therefore, the created single stranded overhangs are identical. The
DNA molecules exchange segments and two DNA molecules are obtained, each
containing a segment of the other one.
The DNA molecules (X and Y) in Figure 2.2 contain 12 bp segments of identical
sequences. A step by step homologous recombination of the DNA molecules X and
Y is depicted in Figure 2.3. The alignment of the molecules X and Y along their
homologous segments is shown in Figure 2.3(A). Backbone cuts are introduced on
each DNA strand at the same position in both molecules. The location of the cuts
is designated by arrows in Figure 2.3(B). Four DNA segments labeled by 1, 2, 3 and
4 are obtained, each of which has 7bp long overhang (see Figure 2.3(C)). The single
stranded overhang of the segment labeled by 1 is complementary to the single
stranded overhang of the segment 4. Therefore, they can bond and form a new
DNA molecule that contains segments from both X and Y . Similarly, segments 2
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and 3 recombine. The resulting DNA molecules are given in Figure 2.3(D). More
details about the homologous recombination can be found in [1, 9].
2.2

Gene Rearrangements in ciliates

In this section the basic characteristics of ciliates are introduced. Ciliates are
microorganisms that are not only fascinating from a biological, but also from a
computational point of view. The process of massive DNA rearrangement that
takes place in some species of ciliates is a motivation for our entire study.

2.2.1

Characteristics of Ciliates

Ciliates are unicellular eukaryotic organisms. A single celled organism of a ciliate
performs all of the functions that multicellular organisms perform but without
specialized cells (see [43]). This characteristic of ciliates, including their abundance and short generation time, makes them convenient model organisms for
different environmental and evolutionary studies and teaching purposes.

1

2

Figure 2.4: Images of ciliates. (1) Paramecium (courtesy of the English Wikipedia), (2)
Oxytricha trifallax (courtesy of the Human Genome Research Institute).
.

Ciliates inhabit almost all water environments on earth including freshwater,
salt water and even all types of moist soil. They can be found in ponds, rivers,
lakes, seas or oceans at each latitude on earth, from the poles to the equator.
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Ciliates are one of the oldest known group of “animal like” beings that consume and transform food into energy. They mainly feed on bacteria and other
unicellular organisms. It is believed that ciliates originated about two billion years
ago, which makes them an ancient group of organisms. They are also considered
from an evolutionary point of view a very successful group of organisms.
Through their long existence and evolution, ciliates developed into about 8,000
different species known today. Images of some species of ciliates are given in
Figure 2.4. Their body size varies from a few µm to a few mm. Besides their
morphological variance, ciliates are also known by their genetic diversity.
Despite the large diversity of ciliates, there are two main characteristics that
are common to all members of the group. The first feature is the possession of
cilia (see [43]). All ciliates possess cilia at some stage of their life cycle. The cilia
are hairlike organelles that can be attached to different parts of the body (see
Figure 2.4). They are generally used for locomotion and feeding. The second
common feature is the nuclear dimorphism (see [50]). The single cell of ciliate
possesses two types of nuclei; macronucleus (big nucleus or MAC, for short) and
micronucleus (small nucleus or MIC, for short). There can be multiple copies
of the macronucleus or the micronucleus in the cell. The macronucleus and the
micronucleus differ in their morphology, functionality and genetic structure.
The macronucleus is responsible for the vegetative life of the cell. Its functions
are analogous to those of a nucleus of a somatic cell in a multicellular organism and
therefore it is also called somatic nucleus. The macronuclear genes are intensely
transcribed and translated into RNA. The RNA synthesized in the macronucleus
encodes all of the proteins needed for the cell structure and metabolism.
On the other hand, the micronucleus is latent through most of the life cycle
of the cell. It is involved only in the genome exchange during sexual reproduction. The micronucleus is diploid (has two copies of each chromosome). The
micronuclear DNA is not transcribed or translated, it is only carried to the next
generation. These characteristics resemble germ cell in a multicellular organism.
Therefore, the micronucleus is often refereed to as a germline. More details re-
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garding the nuclear dimorphism in ciliates can be found in [50].

2.2.2

Conjugation in ciliates

The ciliates reproduce both asexually and sexually (see [38]). The asexual reproduction is by binary fission. In this case the ciliate divides into two parts
(offsprings), each of which is a complete individual containing the genetic material of the parent.
The sexual reproduction of ciliates consists of two general steps:
• Conjugation. During the process of conjugation, two cells (the parents) pair
and they interexchange the DNA content of their micronuclei. After mixing
the germline material, the parents separate to form two “identical” adult
individuals, different from their parents.
• Division. After conjugation the two newly formed adult cells are divided by
binary fission. The division yields four offsprings.
The mating process is usually triggered by starvation (or other forms of stress)
of the ciliates. Mixing the genomes through conjugation enables many changes in
the parental DNA. The DNA rearrangements that happen during conjugation are
of great interest for this study, so we describe the whole process in more details.
In Figure 2.5, the conjugation of two organisms (representatives of the same
type of ciliate) is depicted. We assume that both cells have one micronucleus and
one macronucleus, even though some ciliates may posses multiple copies of each.
The two cells come together side by side and attach (Figure 2.5(1)). Their
membranes fuse at the place of attachment, and a cytoplasmic bridge is formed
between the cells (see Figure 2.5(2)). The micronucleus of each cell undergoes
meiosis, as shown in Figure 2.5(3). This means that each diploid germline is
divided into four haploid (containing only one copy of each chromosome) micronuclei. At this point there are eight haploid micronuclei, four per cell. Two
of the resulting haploid nuclei and the macronucleus from each organism disintegrate. This is depicted in Figure 2.5(4). In the next step, the two cells exchange
12
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Figure 2.5: Step by step conjugation process.

haploid micronucleus through the cytoplasmic bridge (see Figure 2.5(5)). The
cells separate. Each of the daughter cells has two types of haploid micronuclei;
one micronucleus type inherited from one parent and the other micronucleus type
inherited from the other parent. The two haploid nuclei, with different origin,
fuse. Therefore, a new diploid micronucleus is formed in each daughter cell,
which is illustrated in Figure 2.5(6). The micronucleus divides into two diploid
germlines. At this point, the daughter cells posses two copies of the germline (see
Figure 2.5(7)). Further in the development, one copy of the micronucleus remains,
while the other one transforms into macronucleus. With the development of the
somatic nucleus, the conjugation process have been completed. The resulting cells
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are given in Figure 2.5(8).
To complete the reproduction cycle, each of the daughter cells undergoes binary
division. For more details about the reproduction of ciliates see [38].
The formation of the macronucleus from a copy of micronucleus, in some
species of ciliates, involves massive DNA rearrangement events. Similar rearrangements have been observed in many other cells and more complex organisms.
Therefore, the ciliates provide an excellent biological system for studying those
processes.
2.2.3

From Micronulear to Macronuclear DNA

In this section we focus on the genome rearrangement events that accompany the
macronucleus development from a diploid copy of micronucleus. Such events have
been observed in different types of ciliates [11, 45]. We primarily use Stylonychia
and Oxytricha as model organisms for this study. In order to better comprehend
the DNA reorganization process that is performed during this transformation,
it is necessary to understand the DNA structure of both the micronucleus and
macronucleus. In particular, we want to consider the genomic organization before
and after the process.
The micronuclear DNA is organized into chromosomes, such that each chromosome contains one DNA molecule (see [33]). These molecules are very long
and contain abundant repetitive sequences. On the other hand, the macronuclear DNA is homogenous. Unlike the micronuclear DNA, the macronuclear DNA
molecules are short, linear molecules (often called “nanochromosomes”). Each
macronuclear DNA molecule in spirotrichous ciliate typically contains a single
gene.
The genes, expressed in the macronucleus, are also present in the micronucleus, but with dramatically different structure. The micronuclear genes are divided into numerous smaller fragments. The gene fragments are dispersed along
a micronuclear DNA molecule, separated by long portions of non-coding (junk)
DNA. Moreover, there is evidence (see [11]) that some of the fragments can be
14

even spread on different loci within the same molecule, far from each other.
The gene fragments in the germ line are called macronuclear destined segments
or MDSs, for short. The non-coding DNA segments that flank the MDSs are called
internal eliminated segments, or IESs, for short.

MDS1

MDS3

MDS2
IES1

MDS1

IES2

MDS4
IES3

MDS2 MDS3 MDS4

(A)

(B)

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the C2 gene of Oxytricha nova. (A) micronuclear gene. (B) macronuclear gene.

In Figure 2.6(A) a diagram of micronuclear gene known as C2 in Oxitrichia
nova is given (see [44] for more details). It is composed of four MDSs, represented as rectangular blocks which are labeled by MDS1 , MDS2 , MDS3 and MDS4 .
The gene is interrupted by three IESs (represented by line segments), which are
eliminated during the development of the macronuclear gene. The functional
macronuclear C2 gene, composed only of MDSs, is depicted in Figure 2.6(B).
The IESs can be of length ranging from 5bp to over 500bp (see [45]), but often
less than 100 base pairs long. The IESs can appear anywhere in the micronuclear
gene. The number of the IESs also varies. The polα gene in Oxytrichia nova, for
instance, is spliced into 45 segments. Since the IESs are eliminated during the
macronuclear development, a major DNA portion (about 95% in some species) is
deleted from the germline DNA.
In addition, the scattered MDSs might be scrambled in some micronuclear
genes [44, 45, 11]. This means that the MDS order does not coincide with the
order that they are arranged in the macronuclear gene. Therefore, the transformation into functional MAC gene involves MDS rearrangement. An example of a
scrambled gene is given in Figure 2.7. The micronuclear version of the αTP gene
in Oxytricha trifallax is composed of 17 scrambled MDSs: 1 − 3 − 5 − 7 − 10 −
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the scrambled and assembled polα gene of
Oxytricha trifallax. (A) micronuclear gene, (B) macronuclear gene.

12 − 2 − 4 − 6 − 8 − 9 − 11 − 13 − 14 − 15 − 16 − 17.
Moreover, some of the MDSs can appear inverted in the micronuclear DNA.
Namely, some MDSs (considered as a nucleotide sequences) are reversed relative to
the others. As a consequence, the formation of the macronuclear genes requires
inversion of DNA segments. An MDS sequence and its inverted segment are
illustrated in Figure 2.8.

MDS

MDS

ATAACTCTAAA . . . AAGATCTATAA
TATTGAGATTT . . . TTCTAGATATT

TTATAGATCTT . . . TTTAGAGTTAT
AATATCTAGAA . . . AAATCTCAATA

Figure 2.8: An MDS nucleotide sequence of the USG1 micronuclear gene in Uroleptus
(right) and its reverse (left).

We label the inverted sequences by the same symbol as the original sequence
with overhead bar. In the micronuclear version of the actin I gene in Oxytrichia
nova, MDS2 is inverted (see Figure 2.9). Thus, it needs to be rotated for 180
degrees first and then connected to MDS1 and MDS3 when the MAC actin I gene
is formed.

MDS4

MDS3
IES1

IES2

MDS7

MDS5

MDS6
IES3

IES4

MDS9
IES5

IES6

MDS2

MDS1
IES7

Figure 2.9: Micronuclear actin I gene in Oxytrichia nova.
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IES8

MDS8

The micronucler and the macronuclear structures of the genes is an indicator
for the complexity of the genome processing that takes place during conjugation
in ciliates. Based on the MDS-IES gene organization described previously, the
assembly of the MAC genes from their MIC counterparts consist of a composition
of the following events: DNA elimination, DNA permutation and DNA inversion.
The macronuclear formation of the actin I gene in Oxytrichia nova given in
Figure 2.9 requires all three processing events. In particular, the DNA sequences
IES1 , IES2 , . . . , IES8 are removed, MDS2 is reversed and the MDSs are rearranged
in consecutive order (MDS 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9). The assembled MAC actin I gene
is schematically represented in Figure 2.10.
MDS1 MDS2

MDS3

MDS4

MDS5

MDS6

MDS7

MDS8

MDS9

Figure 2.10: Macronuclear actin I gene in Oxytrichia nova.

The procedure of vast DNA modification that happens during macronuclear
development in ciliates is not well understood. However, there are special nucleotide sequences that guide the process. Those sequences appear as identical
pairs at the end of the nth MDS and the beginning of the (n+1 )st MDS. They are
called pointers, since they resemble the data types pointers used in programming
languages.
In Figure 2.11 a pair of pointer sequences (one copy occurring at the end of
MDS4 and the other copy occurring at the beginning of MDS5 ) in USG1 micronuclear gene in Uroleptus is depicted. The pointer is the following nucleotide
sequence

ATAAACTCTAAA

, represented by underlined repeats in Figure 2.11.
TATTTGAGATTT
The length of the pointer sequences can vary from a few nucleotides to about

twenty nucleotides. Actually, they are subsequences of the MDSs. Therefore, in
a diagram representation of the micronuclear genes, we sketch them as smaller
rectangular blocks within the MDS rectangle (see Figure 2.12). We label the
pointers by numbers such that the pointer appearing at the end of the nth MDS
and the beginning of the (n+1 )st MDS is labeled by (n+1 ). If MDSn is inverted,
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MDS5

MDS4

ATAACTCTAAAAAGCG . . . ATAA
TATTGAGATTTTTCGC . . . TATT

AATA . . . GTTCTATAACTCTAAA
TTAT . . . CAAGATATTGAGATTT

Figure 2.11: A segment containing MDS4 and MDS5 of the USG1 micronuclear gene in
Uroleptus
.

then its pointers are denoted by n and n + 1.
IES1
3 MDS3 4

IES2

4 MDS4 5

IES3

6 MDS6 7

IES4

5 MDS5 6

IES5

7 MDS7 8

IES6

9 MDS9

IES7

IES8

3 MDS2 2 MDS1 2

8 MDS8 9

Figure 2.12: Micronuclear actin I gene in Oxytrichia nova including the pointer sequences.

The pointers play a crucial role in the macronuclear gene assembly. Since each
pointer consists of a pair of homologous (identical) sequences, it guides the joining
of two consecutive MDSs. In particular, the DNA molecule folds in space, so that
the homologous pointers are brought in close proximity to each other. They are
ready to align and recombine, as explained in Section 2.1. In the recombination
process, one copy of the pointer pair is kept in the macronuclear gene, while the
other one is removed.
Although the pointers guide the gene assembly, there are additional factors
that add to the precision and effectiveness of this complex process. Theoretical
models for DNA elimination and rearrangement during macronuclear development
are discussed in details in Chapters 3 and 4.
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3

Pointer Guided Models for DNA Rearrangements

There are different molecular and theoretical models that describe the process of
DNA rearrangement in ciliates. Some of the models solely rely on the pointers as
guides through the process, while others consider RNA templates in addition.
In this chapter we present two “pointer guided” models for gene rearrangements in ciliates introduced in [22, 23, 35, 36]. In both models the micronuclear
and macronuclear DNA molecules are abstracted by linear and circular strings over
formal alphabets. In Section 3.1.1, we present the formalization by strings, called
MDS-IES descriptors, as proposed and studied in [19]. The DNA rearrangement
events in both models are formalized by rewriting rules (operations) applied to the
MDS-IES descriptors. The complete assembly of a MAC gene from its MIC gene
counterpart is viewed as a composition of rewriting operations. One of the models
(Section 3.1) is intramoleculer, since it assumes recombinations only within a single DNA molecule. The other model (Section 3.2), called intermolecular, permits
recombination of different molecules. The authors of [19] define realistic descriptors as a special type of MDS-IES descriptors whose structure may be realized as
a MIC gene. In Section 3.1.2 we give a complete characterization of the realistic
descriptors by Theorem 3.1.18. We use this characterization to prove that it is
not possible to derive a realistic descriptor from a nonrealistic one by applying
the rewriting operations.
It was proven in [24] that the two models agree on the structure of the resulting
molecules after the correct assembly of macronuclear into macronuclear gene (see
Theorem 3.3.1). In Section 3.3, we give an algorithm which outputs the set of
MDS-IES descriptors obtained by assembly of a given MIC gene descriptor.
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3.1

Intramolecular Model

The intramolecular model for gene assembly in ciliates was introduced by A.
Ehrenfeucht, T. Hajru, D.M. Prescott and G. Rozenberg (see [22, 23, 19]). This
model is based on three molecular operations: loop recombination, hairpin recombination and double-loop recombination.
MDS2 3

MDS1
IES1

IES3
MDS3
MDS4

3

(A)

IES2

MDS1

MDS2

IES3
MDS3
MDS3
MDS4

IES1

(B)

IES2

MDS3
MDS3

MDS2 3

MDS1
IES1

MDS4

IES3

3

(C)

IES2

Figure 3.1: Pointer recombination. (A) A pair of pointers 3 align side by side. (B) The
pointers recombine as homologous sequences. (C) Two resulting molecules, such that
one of them contains MDS2 and MDS3 connected through a copy of pointer 3.

A loop recombination is an operation that is applicable to a micronuclear gene
if there is a pair of pointers separated by an IES only. The pointers recombine,
so they guide the removal of the IES that is between them. In addition, the
consecutive MDSs that contain a pair of pointers are spliced. In Figure 3.1 a loop
recombination of pointer 3 is shown. In the first step (see Figure 3.1(A)), the
pointers align in parallel by forming a loop. Next, a homologous recombination
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takes place, as shown in Figure 3.1(A), (B).
IES8
IES7

MDS1 2

8 MDS8 9

2 MDS2 3
(A)

MDS9 9

IES6
IES7

8 MDS8 9

MDS1 2

MDS2 3

2
(B)

MDS9 9

IES6
IES6
IES7

MDS1 2 MDS2 3

2
(C)

MDS9 9

8 MDS8 9
IES8

Figure 3.2: A hairpin recombination. (A) A pair of pointers 2 align side by side, by
forming a hairpin. (B) The pointers recombine as homologous sequences. (C) The
resulting molecule contains M DS1 and M DS2 connected through a copy of pointer 2.

The IES2 is removed from the gene along with one copy of the pointer as a
circular molecule. In addition, MDS2 and MDS3 are joined through a copy of the
pointer 3 forming a composite MDS. The composite MDS contains two pointers;
2 at the beginning and 4 at the end of the segment, which can serve for further
assembly.
The hairpin recombination is a molecular operation applicable to a micronuclear gene that contains reversed segments. In particular, for a hairpin recombination to happen, the DNA molecule should contain a pair of pointers such that
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one is an inverted copy of the other. The oppositely oriented pointers’ alignment
is enabled by folding of the molecule in a hairpin form. This allows them to recombine. The hairpin recombination yields one linear molecule that contains a
composite of two MDSs. One copy of the pointer remains between the composite
MDSs, while the other copy is removed.
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IE

IES2
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7

Figure 3.3: A double loop recombination. (A) A portion of the actin I micronuclar gene
in O. triffalax. (B) The pair of pointers 6 and the pair of pointers 7 align, by forming a
double loop and they recombine. (C) The resulting molecule contain MDS5 , MDS6 and
MDS7 joined correctly.

This operation is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.2. The portion that
contains MDS1 and inverted copy of MDS2 of the actin I gene is considered. This
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provides two inversely oriented occurrences of the pointer 2. Therefore, the hairpin
recombination can be performed (see Figure 3.2(B)). In the resulting molecule,
given in Figure 3.2(C), MDS1 and MDS2 are spliced in a consecutive order, while
IES7 , IES8 and a copy of the pointer 2 have been excised.
The third operation, called double-loop recombination, is applicable to a micronuclear segment that contains two pairs of overlapping pointers. The pointers
overlap when the DNA sequence enclosed between one pair of pointers overlaps
with the DNA sequence enclosed between another pair of pointers. Such segment
is shown in Figure 4.8(A), where pointers 6 and 7 overlap. The molecule folds as
shown in Figure 4.8(B), so the two pairs of pointers align. Thus, two recombination events can be performed. The recombination of the pair of pointers 6 in
Figure 4.8(C) leads to a composite of MDS5 and MDS6 connected through a copy
of pointer 6, while the recombination of the pair of pointers 7 joins MDS6 to MDS7
through a copy of 7. The double-loop recombination yields a single molecule that
contains a composite of three consecutive MDSs.
The authors of [19] show that the assembly of all experimentally observed
micronuclear gene patterns may be modeled by applying a composition of these
three molecular operations. The application of each molecular operation is viewed
as a process of a pointer removal. Thus, all the pointers are removed by successive
application of one or more molecular operations. At the same time, the IESs are
excised and all MDSs are joined in the correct order. The molecules obtained in
the process (after each application of an operation) are called intermediates.
3.1.1

MDS-IES descriptors

The model of gene assembly based on the three molecular operations is further
formalized. Namely, the MDS-IES gene structures are represented by formal
strings and the molecular operations are represented by rewriting rules applicable
to the strings [22, 23].
The first step of formalization is by representing the micronuclear genes or
the intermediates as a sequences of MDSs, called MDS arrangements. This rep23

resentation carries the structural organization of the MDSs within the molecule,
disregarding the IESs.
Example 3.1.1 The C2 gene given in Figure 3.4 has the following MDS structure:
M1 M2 M3 M4 . After applying a loop recombination on pointer 3, the intermediate
in Figure 3.5 is obtained. The MDS structure of the intermediate can be written
as: M1 M2,3 M4 .
The alphabets Mk = {Mi,j |1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k} and Mk = {Mi,j |1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k}
for every natural number k are used. Each symbol (element) of the alphabets Mk
corresponds to an MDS or block of MDSs. Namely, Mi,i stands for MDSi and
is often written Mi , while Mi,j is a block composed of MDSi , MDSi+1 , . . . , MDSj
assembled in a correct order. The elements from Mk represent the inverted MDSs.
A string over alphabet Mk ∪ Mk is called MDS arrangement of size k.
A signed permutation of a string v = v1 v2 · · · vn over alphabet Mk is each string
that is a permutation of a string u = u1 u2 · · · un , where uj = vj or uj = vj for
every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Our convention is that v = v. For a string v = v1 v2 · · · vn ,
its inverse is defined as v = vn · · · v2 v1
Definition 3.1.2 Let α = M1,i2 −1 Mi2 ,i3 −1 · · · Min ,k be a string over Mk . A signed
permutation of α is called realistic arrangement.
The realistic arrangements model possible MDS structures of micronucler genes,
macronuclear genes or the intermediate molecules obtained in the process of rearrangement.
This model is based on the assumption that only the pointers guide the process
of gene rearrangement. Therefore, the MDS-IES DNA structures are represented
as a strings of pointers and IESs, called MDS-IES descriptors.
Definition 3.1.3 Let Dk = {(b, e), (b, i), (i, e), (e, b), (i, b), (e, i)| 2 ≤ i ≤ k}∪
{(i, j), (j, i)| 2 ≤ i < j ≤ k}. A string over Dk is called an MDS descriptor
of size k. Each symbol in {b, e, b, e, i, i | 2 ≤ i ≤ k} is called a pointer. Let
Ik = {I1 , I2 , . . . , Ik } be an alphabet for every natural number k. A string over
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Ik ∪ Ik is called an IES descriptor of size k. A string δ over Dk ∪ Ik ∪ Ik is called
MDS-IES descriptor of size k. An element from the set M = {b, e, b, e} is called
a marker.
We omit the size of the descriptors if it is understood from the context or it is
irrelevant in the context.
A signed permutation of a string v = v1 v2 · · · vn over alphabet {(b, e), (b, i), (i, e)|
2 ≤ i ≤ k}∪ {(i, j)| 2 ≤ i < j ≤ k} is each string that is a permutation of a string
u = u1 u2 . . . un , where uj = vj or uj = vj for every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Note that
(i, j) = (j, i).
As mentioned earlier, each MDS, except the first one and the last one, is bordered by two pointer sequences. For instance, if a micronuclear gene is composed
of n MDSs, then for each i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1}, MDSi begins with pointer i and
ends with pointer (i+1 ). The segment MDS1 ends with pointer sequence 2, and
MDSn begins with pointer n. Since each MDS is uniquely determined by its pointers, one can refer to MDSi as (i, i + 1) for i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n − 1}, MDS1 as (b, 2) and
MDSn by (n, e).
The intermediates may contain blocks composed of more than one MDS. If Mi,j
is a block composed of MDSi , MDSi+1, . . . , MDSj assembled in a correct order, then
it is bordered by pointers i and j + 1. Therefore, it can be refereed to as (i, j + 1).
Each assembled macronuclear gene contains only one block of correctly spliced
MDSs with no IESs or pairs of pointers within the composite. Therefore, the
MDS descriptor of a macronuclear gene is (b,e) in terms of MDS-IES descriptors.
The IESs, on the other hand, may be considered as symbols from the alphabet
{I1 , I2 , . . . , In−1 }, such that Ik is a symbol corresponding to IESk . Using such
representation of the MDSs and the IESs, each micronuclear gene, macronuclear
gene or an intermediate structure can be formalized by a string of pairs of pointers
and IESs, i.e., an MDS-IES descriptor.
Example 3.1.4 The MDS-IES descriptor that represents the micronuclear C2
gene given in Figure 3.4 is (b, 2)I1 (2, 3)I2 (3, 4)I3 (4, e). After applying a loop re25
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the micronuclear C2 gene including the pointers
2, 3 and 4.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the intermediate molecule obtained from the
micronuclear C2 gene after loop recombination of pointer 3.

combination on pointer 3, the intermediate in Figure 3.5 is obtained. The MDSIES descriptor of the intermediate is (b, 2)I1 (2, 4)I3 (4, e).
The MDS-IES descriptor of the actin I micronuclear gene (see Figure 2.12) is
(3, 4)I1(4, 5)I2 (6, 7)I3(5, 6)I4 (7, 8)I5(9, e)I6 (3, 2)I7 (b, 2)I8 (8, 9).
Note that it is not the case that every MDS-IES descriptor corresponds to an
MDS-IES gene structure.
Example 3.1.5 The MDS-IES descriptors α1 = (b, 2)I1 (b, 3)I2 (2, 3) and α2 =
(b, 2)(2, 3)I1(3, 4)I2 (3, 5)I3(4, 5)I4 (5, e), for example, cannot be formalizations of
MDS-IES structures. The string α1 contains more than one beginning marker b,
which means that the corresponding gene structure would have more than one
MDS1 , and this is not possible. The pointer 3 occurs three times in α2 , which
cannot happen in micronuclear gene or an intermediate.
The MDS-IES descriptors that model actual MDS-IES gene structures are
called realistic. The realistic MDS descriptors can be characterized through realistic arrangements. For that purpose, a morphism ϕk , between the set M∗k of all
MDS arrangements over Mk and the set D∗k of all MDS descriptors over Dk , is
defined. The morphism ϕk is defined on the generators of M∗k and D∗k as follows:
• ϕk (Mi,j ) = (i, j + 1) for 2 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k − 1,
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• ϕk (Mi,j ) = (j + 1, i) for 2 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k − 1,
• ϕk (M1,j ) = (b, j + 1) for j ≤ k − 1,
• ϕk (Mi,k ) = (i, e) for 2 ≤ i,
• ϕk (M1,j ) = (j + 1, b) for j ≤ k − 1,
• ϕk (Mi,k ) = (e, i) for 2 ≤ i.
Example 3.1.6 For example, we have ϕ4 (M1 M2,3 M4 ) = (b, 2)(2, 4)(4, e), and
ϕ9 (M3 M4 M6 M5 M7 M9 M2 M1 M8 ) = (3, 4)(4, 5)(6, 7)(5, 6)(7, 8)(9, e)(3, 2)(b, 2)(8, 9).
Definition 3.1.7 An MDS descriptor δ is called realistic if there is a realistic
MDS arrangement α such that ϕk (α) = δ for some k ≥ 2. Moreover, an MDS-IES
descriptor is called realistic if it is composed of a realistic MDS descriptor.
Let δ be an MDS descriptor and p a pointer that occurs in δ. We say that
p is positive if both p and p appear in δ, otherwise p is negative. The pointer
p has left (right, respectively) occurrence in δ if δ = δ1 (p, q)δ2 or δ = δ1 (p, q)δ2
(δ = δ1 (q, p)δ2 or δ = δ1 (q, p)δ2 , respectively) for some descriptors δ1 , δ2 and a
pointer q. For pointers p and q that occur in δ, we say that p is paired with q in
δ if one of (p, q), (q, p), (p, q), (q, p) is a symbol in δ.
Lemma 3.1.8 follows from the definition of an MDS descriptor and the definition of left and right occurrence of a pointer.
Lemma 3.1.8 Let δ be an MDS descriptor and p a pointer that occurs in δ. If
p (p, respectively) has left (right, respectively) occurrence in δ, then it is paired
with some pointer q such that q > p. Similarly, if p (p, respectively) has right
(left, respectively) occurrence in δ, then it is paired with some pointer r such that
r < p. Our convention is that b < p and e > p, for each pointer p.
Theorem 3.1.9 was proven in [19].
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Theorem 3.1.9 If a descriptor δ is realistic then it satisfies the following conditions:
(A) One of the markers b or b occurs exactly once in δ, and one of the markers
e or e occurs exactly once in δ.
(B) Each pointer p (except for b and e) that occurs in δ occurs exactly twice.
(C) For any negative pointer p that occurs in δ, one occurrence is left and one
occurrence is right.
(D) For any positive pointer p that occurs in δ, both occurrences are either left
or right.
We formulate the following definition in order to prove the converse of Theorem
3.1.9.
Definition 3.1.10 Let δ be an MDS descriptor and p a pointer that occurs in δ.
A well paired partition Pp relative to a pointer p is a partition on symbols in δ
containing p whose elements contain exactly two symbols and {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pp
iff one of the following is true:
(i) j = s = p or j = s = p
(ii) j = p and t = p or i = p and s = p.
In addition, the two occurrences of the pointer p in the symbols (i, j) and (s, t)
in δ are called well paired pointers if (i, j) and (s, t) satisfy (i) or (ii).
We introduce generalized statement (C′ ) that includes the conditions (C) and
(D) from Theorem 3.1.9 as:
(C′ ) For every pointer p that occurs in δ, there is a well paired partition Pp on
the symbols of δ containing p.
Note that if both p and p occur in single element of well paired partition Pp ,
then they satisfy (D). Otherwise, they satisfy (C). In other words, if a descriptor
δ satisfies (C′ ) then the occurrences of each pointer p in δ can be grouped in pairs,
such that each pair satisfies either (C) or (D).
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Example 3.1.11 The MDS descriptor α1 = (b, 2)(3, e)(b, 3)(3, 2)(3, 4)(4, e) satisfies the condition (C′ ). Namely, P2 = {{(b, 2), (3, 2)}}, P3 = {{(b, 3), (3, e)},
{(3, 4)), (3, 2)}} and P4 = {{(3, 4), (4, e)}} are well defined partitions for pointers
2, 3 and 4, respectively.
On the other hand, the MDS descriptor α2 = (b, 2)(2, 5)(2, 3)(3, 5)(2, e) does
not satisfy (C′ ). One can easily check that none of the possible two-element partitions on the symbols containing pointer 2 (P2 = {{(b, 2), (2, 5)}, {(2, 3), (2, e)}},
P2′ = {{(b, 2), (2, 3)}, {(2, 5), (2, e)}} and P2′′ = {{(b, 2), (2, e)}, {(2, 3), (2, 5)}}) is
well paired partition. Therefore, α2 violates (C′ ).
It is clear that (C) and (D) imply (C′ ) and the statement (C′ ) implies (C) and
(D) provided that there are exactly two occurrences of each pointer in a descriptor
δ. In addition, we prove in Lemma 3.1.12 that the condition (B) from Theorem
3.1.9 is a consequence of (A) and (C′ ).
Lemma 3.1.12 Let δ be an MDS descriptor that satisfies:
(A) One of the markers b or b occurs exactly once in δ, and one of the markers
e or e occurs exactly once in δ, and
(C′ ) For every pointer p that occurs in δ, there is a well paired partition Pp on
the symbols of δ containing p.
Then, each pointer that occurs in δ occurs exactly twice.
Proof: Let δ be a descriptor that satisfies the conditions (A) and (C′ ).
Note that the condition (C′ ) implies that each pointer in δ has even number
of occurrences. By Lemma 3.1.8 and the definition of the alphabet Dk , for each
pointer p and each {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pp , where Pp is a fixed well paired partition,
we have that in one of the symbols (i, j), (s, t), the pointer p is paired with pointer
q such that q < p and in the other one p is paired with some pointer r in δ, such
that r > p. Note that q might be b and r might be e. Let x1 , x2 , . . . , xn be the
list of all different pointers that occur in δ and x1 < x2 < · · · < xn . Let Pi be a
well paired partition relative to pointer xi for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
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Next, we show by induction that there are exactly two occurrences of the
pointer xi , such that one occurrence is paired with the pointer xi−1 in δ for each
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
First, we show that one occurrence of the pointer x1 is paired with b in δ. For
a contrary, assume that b is paired with a pointer xk in δ for some k > 1. Let
{(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pk−1 . Then, both symbols (i, j) and (s, t) contain the pointer xk−1 ,
but one of them, say (i, j), contains xk−1 paired with some pointer xl1 such that
xk−1 > xl1 . In particular, (i, j) = (xl1 , xk−1 ) or (i, j) = (xk−1 , xl1 ). Then, there is
a symbol (s′ , t′ ) that contains xl1 in δ such that {(i, j), (s′ , t′ )} ∈ Pl1 . Since xl1 is
paired with pointer less than itself in the symbol (i, j), xl1 is paired with some xj2 ,
where xj1 > xj2 in (s′ , t′ ). We continue the sequence xk−1 > xl1 > xl2 > · · · > xlm ,
until pointer xlm that is paired with the beginning marker b is obtained. Since
one of b or b occurs exactly once in δ, xlm = xk . This contradicts the fact that
xk > xk−1 . Hence, k = 1. Similarly, one can show that one occurrence of the
pointer xn is paired with the ending marker e.
We proved that one occurrence of the pointer x1 is paired with the marker b.
There is a second occurrence of x1 paired with a pointer xi > x1 such that one
of {(b, x1 ), (x1 , xi )}, {(b, x1 ), (xi , x1 )}, {(x1 , b), (x1 , xi )}, {(x1 , b), (xi , x1 )} is in P1 .
Assume that x1 occurs more than twice in δ. Then there is at least one more
element {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ P1 . In one of the symbols (i, j) or (s, t), the pointer x1
is paired with a pointer less then itself. But, that cannot happen since there are
no such pointers except the beginning marker b, which is already paired with an
occurrence of x1 . Therefore, x1 has only two occurrences in δ.
Now, assume that there are exactly two occurrences of each pointer xi , such
that one occurrence is paired with the pointer xi−1 in δ for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s−1}.
Consider the pointer xs . There is an occurrence of xs in δ paired with some
pointer xk such that xk < xs . Then, k ≤ s − 1. If k < s − 1, then both xk and
xk+1 satisfy the inductive hypothesis. Namely, xk is paired with xk−1 and xk+1 is
paired with xk in δ and each has exactly two occurrences in δ. Since xk occurs
exactly twice in δ, it cannot occur paired with xs . Thus k = s − 1. This means
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that the pointer xs in δ can be paired with only one pointer less then xs and that
is xs−1 . Hence, xs can occur exactly one more time in δ (paired with a pointer
greater than itself). This shows that xs has exactly two occurrences in δ.
Therefore, each pointer xi has exactly two occurrences in δ for each i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n}. At the same time we proved that each xi is paired with the pointer
xi−1 and xi+1 in δ for each i ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}.2
We can strengthen the result of Theorem 3.1.9 by proving its converse in
Theorem 3.1.13. With these two theorems the structure of realistic descriptors
is completely characterized. We use this characterization later to prove Theorem
3.1.18.
Theorem 3.1.13 A descriptor δ is realistic iff it satisfies the following conditions:
(A) Precisely one of the markers b, b occurs exactly once in δ and precisely one
of the markers e, e occurs exactly once in δ.
(C′ ) For every pointer p that occurs in δ, there is a well paired partition Pp relative
to p.
Proof: If δ is a realistic descriptor then by Theorem 3.1.9, it satisfies the conditions (A), (B), (C) and (D). Since each pointer has exactly two occurrences in
δ, the conditions C and D imply (C′ ). Thus, δ satisfies (A) and (C′ ). Conversly, let δ be a descriptor that satisfies (A) and (C′ ). Assume that x1 , x2 , . . . , xn
are all different pointers that occur in δ and x1 < x2 < · · · < xn . Then, by
Lemma 3.1.12, each xi has exactly two occurrences in δ. In addition, by the
proof of Lemma 3.1.12 (third paragraph), we have that x1 is paired with b, xs+1
is paired with xs for s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} and e is paired with xn in δ. In other
words, δ is a signed permutation of (b, x1 )(x1 , x2 ) · · · (xn , e). On the other hand,
(b, x1 )(x1 , x2 ) · · · (xn , e) = ϕk (M1,x1 −1 Mx1 ,x2 −1 · · · Mxn ,k ), so δ = ϕk (α), where α
is a signed permutation of M1,x1 −1 Mx1 ,x2 −1 · · · Mxn ,k . Since α is realistic arrangement, δ is a realistic descriptor.2
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3.1.2

Reduction Strategies

Three types of rewriting rules were defined on the set of all realistic MDS-IES
descriptors in [19]. Each of the rewriting operations models one of the three
molecular operations defined earlier. Depending on the the MDS-IES descriptor
to which the rewriting rule is applicable, there are a few cases for each rewriting
rule. For any string u = u1 u2 · · · un , any element from the set
{u2 u3 · · · un u1 , u3 u4 · · · un u1 u2 , . . . , un u1 · · · un−1}
is denoted by [u] and we call [u] a circular string. Circular strings model circular
DNA molecules. In the equations that define the rewriting rules below, the pointer
to which the rule is applied is bolded out for easier reading.
1. The first rule is called an ld rule. It corresponds to the molecular loop
recombination (see Figure 3.1). It is applicable to a negative pointer p that
occurs in an MDS-IES descriptor of the following form: δ1 (q, p)l1 (p, r)δ2 or
l1 (p, m)l2 (m′ , p)l3 , i.e., a descriptor that contains two copies of the same
symbol divided by a string over Ik ∪ Ik , and possibly markers.
The ld rule for a pointer p is defined as follows:
ldp (δ1 (q, p)l1 (p, r)δ2 ) = {δ1 (q, r)δ2, [l1 ]}
ldp (l1 (p, m)l2 (m′ , p)l3 ) = {l1 l3 , [(m′ , m)l2 ]}
where q, r are pointers, δ1 , δ2 are MDS-IES descriptors, l1 , l2 , l3 are IES descriptors and m, m′ are markers.
2. The second rule called an hi rule formalizes the hairpin recombination (see
Figure 3.2). It is applicable to a portion of a MDS-IES descriptor that
contains both symbols p and p. In other words, hi is applicable to positive
pointers only. The rewriting rule hi for a positive pointer p is defined with:
hip (δ1 (p, q)δ2 (p, r)δ3 ) = δ1 δ2 (q, r)δ3
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hip (δ1 (q, p)δ2 (r, p)δ3 ) = δ1 (q, r)δ2 δ3
where q and r are pointers and δ1 , δ2 are MDS-IES descriptors.
3. We say that two pointers p and q overlap if they appear in the MDS-IES
descriptor at the order of p, q, p, q. The third rewriting rule, called a
dlad rule is applicable to an MDS-IES descriptor that contains overlapping
negative pointers. It corresponds to the double-loop molecular operation
(see Figure 4.8). In terms of MDS-IES descriptor dlad can be applied in
four ways according to the left or right appearance of the negative pointers
p and q in the descriptor. It is defined with:
dladp,q (δ1 (p, r1 )δ2 (q, r2 )δ3 (r3 , p)δ4 (r4 , q)δ5 ) = δ1 δ4 (r4 , r2 )δ3 (r3 , r1 )δ2 δ5
dladp,q (δ1 (p, r1 )δ2 (r2 , q)δ3 (r3 , p)δ4 (q, r4 )δ5 ) = δ1 δ4 δ3 (r3 , r1 )δ2 (r2 , r4 )δ5
dladp,q (δ1 (r1 , p)δ2 (q, r2 )δ3 (p, r3 )δ4 (r4 , q)δ5 ) = δ1 (r1 , r3 )δ4 (r4 , r2 )δ3 δ2 δ5
dladp,q (δ1 (r1 , p)δ2 (r2 , q)δ3 (p, r3 )δ4 (q, r4 )δ5 ) = δ1 (r1 , r3 )δ4 δ3 δ2 (r2 , r4 )δ5
where p, q, r, r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 are pointers and δ1 , δ2 , δ3 , δ4 , δ5 are MDS-IES descriptors.
The set of all ld, hi and dlad rules is denoted by Φ = Ld ∪ Hi ∪ Dlad. An
operation ω ∈ Φ is applicable to a set ∆ = {δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δn } where δi is MDS, IES
or MDS-IES descriptor for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n if there is some s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, such
that ω is applicable to δs .
Lemma 3.1.14 follows directly from the definition of well paired pointers and
the definitions of rewriting rules.
Lemma 3.1.14 Operations from Φ are applicable to well paired pointers only.
Definition 3.1.15 A composition φ of ld, hi and dlad rules is called a reduction
strategy in this model. Furthermore, φ is a successful strategy for an MDS-IES
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descriptor δ if one of the following is true:
(1) φ(δ) = {l1 (b, e)l2 , [l3 ], . . . , [lt ]}
(2) φ(δ) = {l1 (e, b)l2 , [l3 ], . . . , [lt ]}
(3) φ(δ) = {[(b, e)l1 ], l2 , [l3 ], . . . , [lt ]}
where l1 , l2 , . . . , lt for some positive integer t are IES descriptors.
If a reduction strategy φ satisfies the condition (i) for some i ∈ {1, 2, 3} from the
Definition 3.1.15, then we say that φ is a successful strategy of type (i).
Example 3.1.16 Let φ1 = ld2 ◦ ld3 . Then φ1 is a reduction strategy for the
descriptor δ = (b, 2)I1 (2, 3)I2 (3, 4)I3 (4, e), since ld3 is applicable to δ and ld2
is applicable to ld3 (δ). We have that φ1 (δ) = ld2 ({(b, 2)I1 (2, 4)I3(4, e), [I2 ]}) =
{(b, 4)I3 (4, e), [I1], [I2 ]}.
Furthermore, φ2 = ld4 ◦ ld2 ◦ ld3 is a successful reduction strategy of type (1)
for δ. Namely, φ2 (δ) = {(b, e), [I1 ], [I2 ], [I3 ]}.
Let φ3 = hi3 ◦ dlad8,9 ◦ ld5 ◦ dlad6,7 ◦ hi2 ◦ ld4 . Then φ3 is a successful reduction
strategy of type (2) for the descriptor
δ1 = (3, 4)I1 (4, 5)I2(6, 7)I3 (5, 6)I4 (7, 8)I5(9, e)I6 (3, 2)I7 (b, 2)I8 (8, 9),
since φ3 (δ1 ) = {I6 (e, b)I7 I8 I5 , [I1 ], [I2 I4 I3 ]}.
Lemma 3.1.17 Let δ ′ be a descriptor obtained from a descriptor δ by application
of a rule from Φ. Then for each pointer k that occurs in both δ and δ ′ , there is
a one-to-one correspondence between the set of well paired partitions Pk on the
symbols containing k in δ and the set of well paired partitions Pk′ on the symbols
containing k in δ ′ .
Proof: Let δ ′ be a descriptor obtained from a descriptor δ by application of a rule
from Φ and let k be a pointer that occurs in both δ and δ ′ . The constriction of a
one-to-one correspondence Θ between the set of well paired partitions Pk on the
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symbols containing k in δ and the set of well paired partitions Pk′ on the symbols
containing k in δ ′ is described below.
First, assume that δ ′ = ldp (δ) for some pointer p in δ. Then, by the definition
of the ld rule δ = δ1 (q, p)l1 (p, r)δ2 and δ ′ = δ1 (q, r)δ2 , where q, r are pointers,
δ1 , δ2 are MDS-IES descriptors and l1 , l2 , l3 are IES descriptors. Let Pk be a well
paired partition on the symbols containing k in δ. We consider four cases:
(1) Let k 6= p, k 6= q and k 6= r. Then Pk is well paired partition on the symbols
containing k in δ ′ . Therefore, Θ(Pk ) = Pk .
(2) Let k 6= p, k 6= q and k = r. We construct Pk′ in the following way:
- {(q, k), (s, t)} ∈ Pk′ iff {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pk and (i, j) = (p, k),
- {(i, j), (q, k)} ∈ Pk′ iff {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pk and (s, t) = (p, k),
- {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pk′ iff {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pk and (p, k) ∈
/ {(i, j), (s, t)}.
In other words, Pk′ is obtained from Pk by simply replacing the symbol (p, k)
by (q, k). It is clear that Pk′ is well paired partition on the symbols containing
k in δ ′ . In this case, we set Θ(Pk ) = Pk′ .
(3) Let k 6= p, k = q and k 6= r. Similarly as in case (2), we construct Pk′ from
Pk and we let Θ(Pk ) = Pk′ .
- {(k, r), (s, t)} ∈ Pk′ iff {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pk and (i, j) = (k, p),
- {(i, j), (k, r)} ∈ Pk′ iff {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pk and (s, t) = (k, p),
- {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pk′ iff {(i, j), (s, t)} ∈ Pk and (k, p) ∈
/ {(i, j), (s, t)}.
In this case, Pk′ is obtained from Pk by replacing the symbol (k, p) by (k, r).
It is clear that Pk′ is a well paired partition on the symbols containing k in
δ′.
(4) Let k = p. Then there are symbols (i, j) and (s, t) in δ such that {(i, j), (q, k)} ∈
Pk and {(k, r), (s, t)} ∈ Pk . Let Pk′ = (Pk − {{(i, j), (q, k)}, {(k, r), (s, t)}}) ∪
{{(i, j), (s, t)}}. Since Pk is well paired partition and both {(i, j), (q, k)} and
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{(k, r), (s, t)} satisfy (i) or (ii) from the definition of well paired partition,
{(i, j), (s, t)} will satisfy (i) or (ii). Thus, Pk′ is a well paired partition on
the symbols containing k in δ ′ . Therefore, Θ(Pk ) = Pk′ .
If δ ′ is obtained from δ by application of some hi or dlad rule, then one can similarly
construct a well paired partition Pk′ on the symbols containing k in δ ′ from a well
paired partition Pk on the symbols containing k in δ. For such partitions, we let
Θ(Pk ) = Pk′ . Note that given well ordered partition Pk′ for a pointer k in δ ′ , a well
ordered partition Pk of k in δ can be easily (by following the reverse construction
to the one described above) constructed such that Θ(Pk ) = Pk′ . 2
The MDS-IES descriptors are well defined formalization of the MDS-IES structures. It is clear that the set of all MDS-IES descriptors is closed under the rewriting rules ld, hi and dlad. In addition, we prove in Theorem 3.1.18 that applying
any strategy composed of ld, hi and dlad rules to a nonrealistic descriptor cannot
result in a realistic descriptor. This means that it is impossible to obtain micronuclear gene structure, macronuclear gene structure or an intermediate molecule in
the rearrangement process form an arbitrary DNA molecule with randomly repeated homologous segments by series of homologous loop, hairpin and double
loop recombinations.
Theorem 3.1.18 Let δ be a nonrealistic MDS descriptor. For every reduction
strategy φ = φ1 ◦ φ2 ◦ · · · ◦ φn , where φi ∈ Φ, φ(δ) is a nonrealistic descriptor.
Proof: Let δ be a nonrealistic descriptor and let φ be a reduction strategy. Then,
by Theorem 3.1.13, δ violates some of the properties (A) and (C′ ). As a consequence, we show that φ(δ) violates some of the properties (A) and (C′ ) and
therefore φ(δ) is a nonrealistic descriptor.
Suppose that δ does not satisfy (A). Then some of the markers b or e occur
more than once in δ. None of the operations from Φ can be applied to a marker.
Thus, application of any rewriting rule would result in a descriptor with the
same number of occurrences of b and e as δ. Therefore, φ(δ) has more than one
occurrence of a marker. Hence, φ(δ) is not realistic.
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If the condition (C′ ) is not satisfied, then there is a pointer p in δ such that for
each partition Pp on the symbols containing p, Pp violates (C′ ). In other words,
for every two element partition on the symbols containing p, there is a pair of
symbols containing p which violates one of the condition (i) or (ii). Let (i, j) and
(s, t) be a fixed pair of symbols in δ that contain the pointer p and does not satisfy
(i) and (ii). This means that the occurrence of p within {(i, j), (s, t)} is not well
paired. Then, by Lemma 7.5.1, none of the rewriting rules is applicable to this
pair. Therefore, φ1 (δ) contains the symbols (i, j) and (s, t).
Next, we show by induction that the pointer p occurs in φ(δ) and there is no
well paired partition on the symbols of φ(δ) that contain p.
Let δ1 = φ1 (δ). Then δ1 contains the symbols (i, j) and (s, t). Assume that
there is a well paired partition Pp′ relative to p in δ1 . Then, by Lemma 3.1.17, there
is a well paired partition Pp relative to p in δ containing p such that Θ(Pp ) = Pp′ .
This contradicts the fact that pointer p cannot be well paired in δ. Therefore,
there is no well paired partition on the symbols of δ1 that contains p.
Assume that p occurs in δk = φ1 ◦ φ2 ◦ · · · ◦ φk (δ) and there is no well paired
partition on the symbols of δk that contains p. There is a pair of symbols containing p which violates one of the condition (i) or (ii). Let (ik , jk ) and (sk , tk )
be fixed pair of symbols in δk that contain the pointer p and does not satisfy (i)
and (ii). It is clear that no rewriting rule is applicable to this pair of pointers
and therefore (ik , jk ) and (sk , tk ) are present in δk+1 = φk+1 (δk ). Assume that
there is a well paired partition Pp′ on the symbols in δk+1 containing p. Then, by
Lemma 3.1.17, there is a well paired partition Pp on the symbols in δk containing
p such that Θ(Pp ) = Pp′ , which is contradiction. Therefore, there is no well paired
partition on the symbols of δk+1 that contains p.
This shows that that the pointer p occurs in φ(δ) = φ1 ◦ φ2 ◦ · · · ◦ φn (δ) and
every two element partition on the symbols containing p is not well paired. Thus,
φ(δ) is a descriptor that does not satisfy the condition (C′ ), which implies that
φ(δ) is a nonrealistic descriptor.
In any case, we derive that φ(δ) is a nonrealistic descriptor. 2
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Theorem 3.1.19 follows directly from Theorem 3.1.18, Theorem 3.1.13 and the
definition of the rewriting rules from Φ.
Theorem 3.1.19 The set of all MDS descriptors D∗ is partitioned into two subsets, the subset of all realistic descriptors R and the subset of all nonrealistic
descriptors N, such that both R and N are closed under the operations from Φ.

3.2

Intermolecular Model

The topic of this section is the intermolecular model for gene rearrangements in
ciliates, introduced by L. Kari and L. Landweber in [35]. This model is also based
on the fact that special repeated segments (pointers) are present in the MIC genes.
Two molecular operations were proposed for gene assembly in this model.
Unlike the intramolecular model, the operations in the intermolecular model can
be performed on several molecules at once. The DNA molecules are viewed as
sequences of nucleotides i.e. strings over alphabet Σ = {A, C, G, T }, while the
molecular operations are formalized by rewriting rules. The set of all strings over
Σ is denoted by Σ∗ .

Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of the intermolecular operation op1

1. The first operation (op1) is applicable to a single DNA molecule that contains
two copies of the same segment (pointer) x. The result is one linear and one
circular molecule (see Figure 3.6). Note that this is an operation very similar
to the loop recombination. The only difference is that the applicability of
the loop recombination requires that the pointers are divided by IESs only,
while in the intermolecular model that is not a necessary condition. This
recombination is considered to be reversible and therefore it is applicable to
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a pair of linear and circular molecules which contain the same segment x.
The reverse of op1 is denoted by op1R . Formally, op1 and op1R are defined
as:

op1(uxwxv) = {uxv, [wx]}
op1R ({uxv, [wx]}) = uxwxv
where u, v, w, x ∈ Σ∗ and [wx] is a circular string. The authors in [35] also
introduce circular version of op1, denoted by op1◦ . The input of op1◦ is
one circular molecule that contains a repeated segment (pointer x) and the
output consists of two circular molecules. This operation and its reverse are
defined as follows:
op1◦ ([uxwxv]) = {[uxv], [wx]}
op1◦R ({[uxv], [wx]}) = [uxwxv]

Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of the intermolecular operation op2

2. The second recombination (op2) is intermolecular. It is applicable on two
linear DNA molecules such that each of them contains a copy of the same
pointer x. As a result two linear molecules are obtained (see Figure 3.7).
This recombination is also reversible and it is formally defined as:
op2({uxv, u′xv ′ }) = {uxv ′ , u′xv}
where u, v, u′, v ′ , x ∈ Σ∗ . The reverse operation op2R has the same definition
as op2. Thus, it is not listed separately.
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The operations op1, op1R , and op2 are translated in terms of MDS-IES descriptors through five rewriting rules (o1 , o2 , o3 , o4 and o5 ) different than the operations
in Φ. They are defined below, applied to a pointer p:
o1p (δ1 (q, p)δ2 (p, r)δ3) = {δ1 (q, r)δ3, [δ2 ]}
o2p (δ1 (p, q)δ2 (r, p)δ3 ) = {δ1 δ3 , [δ2 (r, q)]}
o3p ({δ1 (p, q)δ2 , [(r, p)δ3 ]}) = δ1 δ3 (r, q)δ2
o4p ({δ1 (p, q)δ2 , [(p, r)δ3]}) = δ1 δ3 (r, q)δ2
o5p ({δ1 (p, q)δ2 , δ3 (r, p)δ4 }) = {δ1 δ4 , δ3 (r, q)δ2 }
where δ1 , δ2 , δ3 , δ4 are MDS-IES descriptors and p, q and r are pointers. Note that
each of the rewriting operations o1 , o2 , o3 , o4 and o5 is considered as nonreversible.
The rewriting rules o1 and o2 correspond to op1, the rules o3 and o4 correspond
to op1R , and the rule o5 corresponds to op2.
The set of all rewriting rules of type oi for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is denoted by Ω.
Similarly as in the intramolecular model, a composition φ of reduction rules from
Ω is called reduction strategy in the intermolecular model. Furthermore, φ is a
successful strategy for an MDS-IES descriptor δ if one of the following is true:
(1) φ(δ) = {l1 (b, e)l2 , [l3 ], . . . , [lt ]}
(2) φ(δ) = {l1 (e, b)l2 , [l3 ], . . . , [lt ]}
(3) φ(δ) = {[(b, e)l1 ], l2 , [l3 ], . . . , [lt ]}
where l1 , l2 , . . . , lt are IES descriptors.
It has been shown in [19] that the ld, hi and dlad rules can be simulated by
rules from Ω, provided that the input MDS-IES descriptor is available in two
copies. Namely, ld is the special case of o1 and o2 where δ2 is an IES descriptor.
Let δ = δ1 (p, r1 )δ2 (q, r2 )δ3 (r3 , p)δ4 (r4 , q)δ5 be an MDS-IES descriptor to which
dladp,q is applicable. Then, dladp,q (δ) = o4q ◦ o2p (δ). Similarly, dladp,q can be
simulated for all different structures of MDS-IES descriptors to which dladp,q is
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applicable. Next, let δ = δ1 (p, q)δ2 (p, r)δ3 be an MDS-IES descriptor such that
hip is applicable to δ. Provided there are two copies of δ, in particular δ and δ
(the inverse of δ), hip can be simulated as follows: {hip (δ), hip (δ)} = o5p ◦ o5p (δ).
The following results are proven in [19, 24]:
Theorem 3.2.1 Every realistic MDS-IES descriptor has a successful reduction
strategy in the intramolecular model (successful reduction strategy in Φ).
Theorem 3.2.2 Every MDS-IES descriptor available in at least two copies has
a successful reduction strategy in the intermolecular model (successful reduction
strategy in Ω).

3.3

Invariant Properties under the Intramolecular and
Intermolecular Models

There are two main differences between the models for gene assembly described
in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2:
1. First model is intramolecular and the second one is intermolecular;
2. In the second model the proposed operations are reversible unlike ld, hi and
dlad.
Even though the two models for gene assembly might give different successful
reduction strategies for the same MDS-IES descriptor, the final result of the assembly is the same. The following theorem, proven in [19, 24], illustrates that for
any successful reduction strategy the resulting sets of MDS-IES descriptors are
the same.
Theorem 3.3.1 (Invariance Theorem) Let δ be an MDS-IES descriptor. If
φ1 and φ2 are any two successful reduction strategies for δ, intramolecular or
intermolecular, then
(a) φ1 (δ) is is successful strategy of type (i) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} iff φ2 (δ) is successful
strategy of type (i).
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(b) There is an equal number of circular strings in φ1 (δ) and φ2 (δ).
(c) The IES descriptors l1 , l2 , . . . , lt are the same in φ1 (δ) and φ2 (δ).
The Invariance Theorem implies Theorem 3.3.2.
Theorem 3.3.2 Let δ be an MDS-IES descriptor. If φ1 and φ2 are any two successful reduction strategies for δ, intramolecular or intermolecular, then φ1 (δ) =
φ2 (δ).
The observations discussed below were used in [19] to prove the Invariance
Theorem.
Let δ = I1 (p1 , p2 )I2 (p3 , p4 )I3 · · · (p2k−1 , p2k )Ik+1 be an MDS-IES descriptor and
let Ik+1 = {I1 , . . . , Ik+1}, Ik+1 = {I1 , . . . , Ik+1 }.
A symbol Im from Ik+1 ∪ Ik+1 is right bordered by pointer p in δ if Im (p, q) is a
substring of δ. In this case we say that Im is left bordered by pointer p. Similarly,
a symbol Im is left bordered by pointer p in δ if (q, p)Im is a substring of δ. In this
case we say that Im is right bordered by pointer p.
Remark 3.3.3 Let δ be an MDS-IES descriptor and φ a reduction strategy. For
any symbol Im and any pointer p that appears in both δ and φ(δ), Im is left (right)
bordered by p in δ iff Im is left (right) bordered by p in φ(δ). In addition, if p is
a pointer that occurs in δ, but not in φ(δ) then the symbol from Ik+1 ∪ Ik+1 that
is right bordered by p in δ is concatenated in φ(δ) with the symbol that is left
bordered by p in δ. The symbol that is left (right) bordered by the marker b (e)
in δ, stays left (right) bordered by the marker b (e) in φ(δ).
Example 3.3.4 In the MDS-IES descriptor δ = I1 (2, 3)I2(4, 3)I3 (b, 2)I4 (e, 4)I5
the symbol I1 is right bordered by 2 and the symbol I4 is left bordered by 2.
Therefore, I1 I4 is a substring of a string from φ(δ) for any successful strategy φ.
Furthermore, I3 is left bordered by 3, thus I3 is right bordered by 3. Since I2
is left bordered by 3, I2 I3 is a substring of a string from φ(δ) for any successful
strategy φ.
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Next, we give an algorithm, called algorithm for MDS-IES descriptor assembly,
which outputs the set of MDS-IES descriptors obtained as a result of applying
arbitrary successful strategy to an input realistic MDS-IES descriptor.
Algorithm for MDS-IES descriptor assembly
The algorithm is based on the observations discussed in Remark 3.3.3. Let the
input be an MDS-IES descriptor
δ = I1 (p1 , p2 )I2 (p3 , p4 )I3 · · · (p2k−1 , p2 k)Ik+1 .
In each cycle of the algorithm either a linear string s or a circular string [s] over
Ik+1 ∪ Ik+1 ∪ {(b, e), (e, b)} is added to the the resulting set R. The set UI is the
set of all symbols from Ik+1 ∪ Ik+1 appearing in some string from R, and P is
the set of pointers from δ which border some symbol from UI . The construction
of a string s stops when a symbol I not right bordered by any pointer in δ or
bordered by a pointer that is already in P is encountered. In the later case, the
string is circular and [s] is added to R. In the next cycle, a symbol I ∈ Ik+1 − UI
is randomly chosen and starting with s = I a new string to be added in R is
constructed.
The strings are constructed as follows. Let s = s′ J be a string over Ik+1 ∪Ik+1 ∪
{(b, e), (e, b)} that is already constructed and ends with a symbol J ∈ Ik+1 ∪ Ik+1 .
If J is right bordered by a pointer p (marker b, e, respectively) in δ then the
algorithm searches for a symbol I that is left bordered by p (e, b, respectively) in
δ. By Remark 3.3.3 the symbols J and I appear concatenated in R (concatenated
through symbol (b, e), (e, b), respectively) and therefore the string s = s′ J is
recursively extended by concatenating:
- the symbol I, if p 6= b, e.
- the string (b, e)I, if p = b.
- the string (e, b)I, if p = e
The algorithm halts when every symbol from Ik+1 is exhausted, i.e., UI = Ik+1 .
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1. s = I1 , P = {p1 }, UI = {I1 }, p ← p1 and R = ∅.
2. (a) If p 6= b, e, then find Ij ∈ Ik+1 ∪ Ik+1 such that Ij is left bordered by p.
Set s ← sIj .
(b) If p = b, then find Ij ∈ Ik+1 ∪ Ik+1 such that Ij is left bordered by e.
Set s ← s(b, e)Ij .
(c) If p = e, then find Ij ∈ Ik+1 ∪ Ik+1 such that Ij is left bordered by b.
Set s ← s(e, b)Ij .
3. UI = UI ∪ {Ij } if Ij ∈ Ik+1 or UI = UI ∪ {Ij } if Ij ∈ Ik+1 .
4. If there is no pointer q such that Ij is right bordered by q, set R = R ∪ {s}
and go to 6.
5. If q is a pointer such that Ij is right bordered by q, then go to 6.
6. (a) If q ∈ P , then set R = R ∪ {[s]} and go to 7.
(b) If q ∈
/ P , then set P ← P ∪ {q}, p ← q and go to 2.
7. If UI ⊂ Ik+1 then choose Im ∈ Ik+1 − UI , otherwise go to 10.
8. Find pj and pm such that Im is right bordered by pj and Im is left bordered
by pm .
9. Set s = Im , P ← P ∪ {pj }, UI ← UI ∪ {Im } and p ← pj .
10. If pm = pj , then set R = R ∪ {[s]} and go to 7, otherwise go to 2.
11. Output R.
The algorithm above outputs the set of all MDS-IES descriptors R = φ(δ),
which is a result of application of any successful strategy φ to δ. Therefore,
given an MDS-IES descriptor, the algorithm provides the number of all resulting
descriptors |R|, their structure and the number of circular descriptors (|C|, where
C = {[s]|[s] ∈ R}).
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In terms of gene assembly, given micronuclear MDS-IES gene structure, the algorithm predicts the number of molecules obtained, the number of circular excised
molecules and the MDS-IES structure of each resulting molecule.
Here is an example.
Example 3.3.5 Let

δ = I1 (3, 4)I2(4, 5)I3 (6, 7)I4(5, 6)I5 (7, 8)I6 (9, e)I7 (3, 2)I8 (b, 2)I9 (8, 9)I10.

Then I10 = {Ii |1 ≤ i ≤ 10}.
When we apply our algorithm, we obtain the following steps
s = I1 and I1 is right bordered by 3. Since I7 is right bordered by 3, I7 is left
bordered by 3. So, after an execution of step 2 of the algorithm we have the string
s = I1 I7 , UI = {I1 , I7 }. Next, I7 is right bordered by e and I8 is left bordered by
b. Hence, by repeatedly applying step 2 of the algorithm, we extend the string
as s = I1 I7 (e, b)I8 and UI = {I1 , I7 , I8 } and P = {3}. After three more steps,
the string I1 I7 (e, b)I8 I9 I6 I10 is obtained and the process stops, since there is no
pointer that I10 is left bordered with. The string s = I1 I7 (e, b)I8 I9 I6 I10 is added
to R.
At this point, UI = {I1 , I6 , I7 , I8 , I9 , I10 } =
6 I10 and P = {2, 3, 8, 9}.
If we choose I2 ∈ I10 − UI . Then s = I2 , UI = {I1 , I2 , I6 , I7 , I8 , I9 , I10 } and
P = {2, 3, 4, 8, 9}. Since I2 is right and left bordered by 4, [I2 ] is added to R.
If we choose I3 ∈ I10 − UI then we start building a new string from s = I3 .
The symbol I3 is right bordered by 6, I5 is left bordered by 6 and I5 is right
bordered by 7, I4 is left bordered by 7, so the string s = I3 I5 I4 is constructed.
We have UI = {I1 , I2 , I4 , I6 , I7 , I8 , I9 , I10 } and P = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} Since, I4 is
left bordered by 5 and 5 ∈ P , we add the circular string [I3 I5 I4 ] to R.
The output is R = {I1 I7 (e, b)I8 I9 I6 I10 , [I3 I5 I4 ], [I2 ]}.
Note that the MDS-IES descriptor δ describes the MDS-IES structure of the
micronuclear actin I gene in O. nova. In the process of gene rearrangement
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a molecule containing the correctly assembled MAC gene and few molecules
composed of IESs only are obtained. According to the algorithm, two circular
molecules are excised, one composed of IES2 only and the second one composed
of IES3 , IES4 and IES5 . The left (right) context of the macronuclear actin I gene
is expected to be I1 I7 (I8 I9 I6 I10 ).
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4

Template Guided Models for DNA Rearrangements

The models for homologous DNA recombination described in Chapter 3 assume
that the correct pairs of pointers align and splice. Even though the pointers are
up to 20bp long sequences, some of them may be as short as 2bp (see [11, 45]).
When a pointer sequence is very short, it may repeat more than twice within a
micronuclear gene. Therefore, the recognizing and aligning of the correct pairs of
short pointers cannot be accurate.
To account for the correct alignment and splicing of the short pointers we
proposed a template guided recombination model in [2], which is the main subject
of this chapter. In Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, we describe the model for the cases
where the templates are dsRNA or ssRNA, respectively. These template guided
models can simulate the three molecular operations from the intramolecular model
discussed in Section 3.1. In Section 4.3, we translate the RNA guided DNA
recombination model to simulate loop recombination, double loop recombination
and hairpin recombination. In addition, we postulate that an extra twist occurs
in the double stranded DNA molecule after a pointer recombination is performed.
This observation may support the topological mechanism for gene descrambling
introduced in [13].

4.1

Homologous Recombination with dsRNA Templates

In the model described in this section, our assumption is that the templates are
dsRNA molecules i.e., the portion of the molecule that plays the role of a template
is double-stranded.
First, we set up the notation and the labeling of the molecules involved in
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the recombining process. Although the DNA molecules have helical structure, for
simplicity we represent them as ladders. The upper and the lower boundary of
the ladder correspond to the complementary DNA or RNA strands.
Let T be the dsRNA molecule that plays the role of a template, and let X
and Y be two portions of a DNA molecule(s) that contain the same pointer (see
Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Ladder representation of DNA segments X, Y and T , where α corresponds
to MDSi , γ to MDSi+1 , β to pointer i + 1 and δ and ǫ correspond to IESs.

The portions X, Y and T of the molecules are represented in the figures as
ribbons whose sugar-phosphate backbones are oriented from 5′ to 3′ . The base
pairing is represented with vertical bars connecting the backbones. Figure 4.1
introduces the notation used below. The “upper” strand of X in direction 5′ –
3′ (denoted uX) has block αβδ composed of a nucleotide sequences α, β and δ.
We assume that α is a portion of the (i − 1)st MDS, β is the ith pointer and
δ is a portion of an IES. The “upper” strand of Y in direction 3′ – 5′ (denoted
uY ) contains a block composed of nucleotide sequences ǫ, β and γ. In this case
γ is a portion of the ith MDS and ǫ is a portion of an IES. The barred symbols
indicate that the sequence is Watson-Crick complement of the sequence denoted
by unbarred symbol and vice versa.
We propose a dsRNA template T , such that its “upper” strand in direction 3′ –
5′ (denoted with uT ) has a block αβγ composed of sequences α, β and γ. Clearly,
the template contains the ith pointer, and portions of both the MDSi−1 and
MDSi . The lower strands of T , X and Y (denoted lT , lX, lY ) are complementary
to the upper strands. The proposed steps of the homologous recombination are
as follows:
A. The molecules containing portions X, Y and T are present in the environ48
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Figure 4.2: Step by step model for DNA recombination guided by double stranded RNA
template.

ment at the same time. Since they are composed of homologous sequences
(αβ is the homologous portion of T and X and βγ is the homologous portion
of T and Y ) they align in parallel as shown in Figure 4.2(A).
Even if the pointer sequence β is as short as two nucleotides and occurs more
than twice in the DNA sequence, the context of β in T (αγ), the left context
in X (α) and the right context in Y (γ) would be sufficient to lead to the
alignment of the correct pointer sequences.
B. An unzipping of the three double-stranded stripes occurs, from point a1 to
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a2 on X, from b1 to b2 on Y and from a1 to b2 on T (see Figure 4.1).
The sequence between a1 and a2 from uT is complementary to the sequence
between a1 and a2 from uX. So, they anneal. Similarly, the portion on
lT that is between b1 and b2 pairs with the portion of uY between b1 and
b2 , since they are complementary sequences. A portion of lX containing
β and a portion of lY containing a subsequence β remain single stranded.
Since they are in close proximity of each other and single-stranded, hydrogen
bonds form between the complementary regions connecting lX and lY , as
shown in Figure 4.2(B).
Note that the points a1 and a2 on X, b1 and b2 on Y where the unzipping
and later on the pairing occurs are not fixed. They are considered to be
probabilistic.
At some point during this process, cuts are made on the lower and upper
backbones of X and Y ; between β and δ on uX, between α and β on lX,
between ǫ and β on uY and between β and γ on lY . Labeled by c1 , c2 , c3 and
c4 the cuts positions are shown on Figure 4.3. The cuts may be symmetrically
reversed (see Figure 4.4).
uX

a

b

d

a

b

d

e

b

g

e

b

g

lX
= cut
uY
lY

Figure 4.3: The positions of cuts in molecules X and Y corresponding to cut points
c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 in Figure 4.2(E).

C. The next step is depicted in Figure4.2(C). The single-stranded subsequences
β and β from T form hydrogen bonds with the corresponding complementary
sequences β of uX and β from uY , respectively.
D. In Figure 4.2(D), the hydrogen bonds, between uX and uT on one hand and
lT and uY on the other hand, start to dissociate. Since the RNA duplexes
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Figure 4.4: The possible positions of cuts in molecules X and Y .

are more stable than RNA-DNA duplexes, the template strands release uX
and uY . The single stranded sequences at uX and uY are complementary,
so they start to hybridize.
E. The final result is shown in Figure 4.2(E). The pointer sequence β of uX
binds with β sequence in uY . With that the template is released and its
hydrogen bonds are repaired. Thus, the template remains unchanged and
may serve for further recombination.
F. Figure 4.2(F) shows the resulting molecules obtained after recombination.
The cuts are introduced at locations labeled by c1 , . . . , c4 . The blue portion
of the braiding molecule indicates the new recombined molecule containing
the sequence αβγ, i.e., the molecule containing a block of consecutive MDSs.
Assuming that the portions that have undergone recombinations, portions
X and Y , belong to the same DNA molecule, after recombination, the remaining fragments (containing sequence ǫβδ) could be released as a circular
molecule, indicated with green in Figure 4.2(F).
The final step of the recombination, after the cuts have been introduced, is
schematically shown in Figure 4.5.
The right portion of molecule Y rotates towards molecule X (“falls down”)
and the left portion of molecule X rotates towards molecule Y (also “falls down”),
permitting the nicks to be ligated. Similarly, the backbones of the other DNA
portion are ligated.
The whole process of homologous recombination described above is irreversible.
One of the resulting molecules always contains a pair of correctly joined MDSs,
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X
Y
X
Y
Figure 4.5: The resulting molecules after the recombination.

while the IESs are removed. The RNA template is not physically incorporated in
the resulting molecule and it can guide other recombination events if necessary.

4.2

Homologous Recombination with ssRNA Templates

In this section a model for DNA homologous recombination guided by single
stranded template is proposed. The process is very similar to the one described
in Section 4.1, where the template was double stranded RNA. Here we describe a
model which is based on the assumption that the template is ssRNA.
As in the case of dsRNA, we assume that the ssRNA contains a segment αβγ,
for some sequences α, β and γ, where β corresponds to a pointer. The segments
α and γ correspond to portions of two consecutive MDSs. Since the template is
single stranded, we represent it by a line segment denoted by T (see Figure 4.6).
We consider two double stranded DNA segments X and Y possibly parts of the
same DNA molecule. Both X and Y contain the pointer sequence β.
We use the same notation as introduced in Figure 4.1. The double stranded
DNA molecules are represented as ribbons. The base pairing is represented by
vertical bars. Upper strands are labeled by uX and uY , while the lower strands
by lX and lY . The step by step recombination process is given in Figure 4.6.
A. The three molecules align in parallel, as shown in Figure 4.6(A). The αβ
segment from the template T is homologous to the αβ block in X and
template segment βγ is homologous to βγ in Y . Therefore, the alignment is
possible even if the pointer sequence β is very short.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic representation of step by step recombination guided by a ssRNA
template.

B. The hydrogen bonds start to brake in X and Y . The unzipping occurs
between points a1 and a2 in X along the portion (αβ) where X and T are
homologous. Similarly, the hydrogen bonds in Y start to break between
points b1 and b2 along the portion (βγ) where Y and T are homologous.
The sequence αβ from lX is complementary to αβ portion from T , so they
hybridize. On the other hand, hydrogen bonds start to form between the
sequence βγ from uY and its complementary βγ from T .
This process is probabilistic, such that not necessarily all of α and β from
X are captured in the double-stranded portion between T and X, and not
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necessarily all of γ and β from Y are captured in the double-stranded portion
between T and Y . We probabilistically divide the β sequence into two parts
labeled by β1 and β2 , such that β1 is the portion where lX and T hybridize
and β2 is the portion where uY and T hybridize. Therefore, uX and uY
are complementary along β1 , while lX and lY are complementary along β2 .
Hydrogen bonds are formed between those complementary portions as shown
in Figure 4.6(B).
C. The RNA-DNA duplexes are not stable, so the bonds between T and X and
between T and Y brake along portions α and γ, respectively. The hydrogen
bonds in the α portion of X and the γ portion of Y are reestablished as
shown in Figure 4.6(C).
D. Next, the hydrogen bonds between T and X and T and Y begin to brake
along β. After complete dissociation of these bonds, the template is entirely
released. It is unchanged and ready to guide other recombination events. At
this point, the β2 portions of both uX and uY are free and complementary
to each other. Thus, a formation of hydrogen bond is enabled. Similarly, lX
and lY bind along β1 .
During this step, four cuts are introduced on the strands of X and Y . The
cutting positions are labeled by c1 , c2 , c3 and c4 as depicted in Figure 4.6(D).
For another possibility of cutting positions see Figure 4.4.
The resulting molecules of this process are assembled as explained in Section 4. They are given in Figure 4.5. Same as the case of dsRNA template, the
recombination guided by ssRNA template is ireversable.
The biological explanation of the both (ssRNA and dsRNA) template guided
models for DNA recombination can be found in [2].
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4.3

Loop, Hairpin and Double Loop Recombination through the
Template Guided Model

Three molecular operations, loop recombination, hairpin recombination and double loop recombination, were proposed in the pointer guided intramolecular model
for gene rearrangements discussed in Section 3.1. In this section, we translate the
model of DNA recombination guided by an RNA template, as described in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 to simulate each of these operations. Furthermore, we
observe that an extra twist is formed in the double stranded DNA molecule after
correct recombination is performed.

4.3.1

Loop Recombination with Templates

Let G be the MIC gene that encodes the protein known as β-telomere binding
protein (βT BP ). It contains the portion
· · · MDS1 − IES1 − MDS2 − IES2 − MDS3 − IES3 · · ·
(see Figure 4.7(A)). It is clear that a loop recombination is applicable to G at the
pointer 3. As a result (after recombination of pointer 3) one copy of 3 and IES2
are excised from the molecule, and MDS2 is spliced with MDS3 through one copy
of 3. The block that is under consideration becomes
· · · − MDS1 − IES1 − MDS2,3 − IES3 − · · ·
and the rest of the gene is unchanged.
A template that contains a portion corresponding to · · · MDS2,3 · · · guides the
alignment of the pointers 3. Upon this alignment the gene forms a loop as shown
in Figure 4.7(B). Now, let the upper strand (that is 5′ -end to 3′ -end strand) of
MDS2 (without the pointers that MDS2 is bordered with) be denoted by α and
the lower strand (3′ -end to 5′ -end strand) by ᾱ. Similarly, let the upper strand of
pointer sequence 3 be denoted by β and the lower one by β̄, the upper strand of
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Figure 4.7: Step-by-step process of loop recombination with a template.

MDS3 (excluding pointer sequences 3 and 4) by γ, the lower strand by γ̄ and the
upper strand of IES2 by δǫ, the lower strand by δ̄ǭ. In addition, let the δ part of
IES2 be denoted by IES′2 and ǫ part by IES′′2 . In these terms the three portions
of G: MDS2 − 3 − IES′2 , IES′′2 − 3 − MDS3 , and MDS2 MDS3 translate into the
ribbons X, Y and T from Figure 4.1, respectively.
The recombination can be performed exactly as explained in Sections 4.1,
4.2 and the obtained result is illustrated in Figure 4.7(C), with the template
already gone. Introduction of the cuts c1 , c2 , c3 and c4 and the appropriate
strand pairing separates the molecule G in two parts that are unlinked as shown
in Figure 4.7(D). The double helix forms in each of these regions where ligation
takes place connecting point c1 with c4 and point c2 with c3 . Note that in order
for the ligation to occur, points c1 and c4 ; c2 and c3 must be brought next to each
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other, which introduces an extra twist in the double-stranded DNA. As a final
result two molecules are obtained; one circular and one linear, exactly as expected
from either model. The circular molecule is excised from the gene and contains
one excised copy of pointer 3 and IES2 . The linear molecule is the same as G
except that MDS2 and MDS3 are spliced together through (a copy of) pointer 3.

(A)
(B)

Double Loop Recombination with Templates
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4 MDS4 5 IES2 6 MDS6 7 IES3 5 MDS5 6 IES4
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Figure 4.8: Step-by-step process of double loop recombination guided by a template.
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The micronuclear actin gene G in Oxytricha nova contains a segment
MDS4 − IES2 − MDS6 − IES3 − MDS5 − IES4
as shown in Figure 4.8(A). The molecule satisfies the requirements for the double loop recombination to be performed on pointers 5 and 6 since the sequence
between the two occurrences of 5 overlaps the sequence between the two occurrences of 6. After applying double loop recombination on 5 and 6, a molecule that
contains the segment
IES1 − MDS4,5,6 − IES3 − 5 − IES2 − 6 − IES4
is obtained, where MDS4 , MDS5 and MDS6 are spliced together. Note that out
of this block, G remains unchanged. The molecule folds into two loops (Figure
4.8(B)) so that the two copies of pointer 5 align with each other in one loop and
the two copies of pointer 6 align with each other in the other loop. In this case the
alignment is guided either by one or two templates; one for each pair of pointers.
If the template consists of one molecule, then it contains the segment MDS4,5,6
and if there are two short templates, than one must contain MDS4,5 and the other
one must contain MDS5,6 .
Let the upper strand (labeled 5′ to 3′ ) of MDS4 (not including the pointer
sequences flanking MDS4 ) be denoted by α and the lower strand (3′ to 5′ ) by ᾱ.
Similarly, let the upper strand of pointer 5 be denoted by β and the lower one
by β̄, the upper strand of MDS5 by γ, the lower strand by γ̄; the upper strand of
IES2 is denoted by δ, the lower strand by δ̄, the upper strand of IES3 by ǫ, the
lower one by ǭ. Also, denote the upper strand (5′ to 3′ ) of MDS6 by ν and the
lower strand (3′ to 5′ ) by ν̄. The upper strand of pointer 6 is denoted by µ and
the lower one by µ̄; the upper strand of IES4 by η, the lower strand by η̄.
In this setting two recombinations are applied, one at the β-part and one at the
µ-part of the molecule, as shown in Figure 4.8(C). Points c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , s1 , s2 , s3 and
s4 represent the cuts that occur. The result is depicted in Figure 4.8(D), which is
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the same as the one in Figure 4.8(E) with the molecule unlooped. At this point
the backbones of the molecule are ligated. The ligations happen between: c1 and
c4 ; c2 and c3 ; s1 and s4 ; s2 and s3 ; as shown in Figure 4.8(E), such that one extra
twist occurs. The resulting molecule in Figure 4.8(F) contains
MDS4,5,6 − IES3 − 5 − IES2 − 6 − IES4
which is the same molecule that should be obtained after double loop recombination of G.

4.3.3

Hairpin Recombination with Templates

The actin gene G contains the segment MDS2 − IES1 − MDS1 − IES2 . In Figure
4.9(A) MDS2 is inverted relative to MDS1 . Hence, the hairpin recombination
operation is applicable to pointer 2. Its application leads to inversion of MDS2
and splicing it together with MDS1 through one copy of 2. This is accomplished
by aligning the two copies of pointer 2 such that the molecule forms a hairpin as
shown in Figure 4.9(B).
The alignment of the correct pointers is guided by a template, which contains
the segment MDS1,2 . In order to convert this setting into the notations used in
Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, let the upper strand (5′ to 3′ ) of MDS1 (excluding
the pointers) be denoted by α and the lower strand (3′ to 5′ ) by ᾱ. Similarly, let
the upper strand of pointer 2 be denoted by β and the lower one by β̄, the upper
strand of MDS2 without pointer sequences 2 and 3 by γ, the lower strand by γ̄,
the upper strand of IES2 is denoted by δ, and the lower strand by δ̄, the upper
strand of IES1 is ǫ, the lower one ǭ.
In this setting, the recombination between β-regions (Figure 4.9(C)) yields
the outcome illustrated in Figure 4.9(D). Next, the backbones of the molecule are
ligated in four places; namely between points c1 and c4 and between points c2
and c3 . The assembled molecule contains the expected segment MDS1,2 −IES2 −
2−IES1 (Figure 4.9(E)).
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Figure 4.9: Step-by-step process of hairpin recombination guided by a template.

Remark 4.3.1 M. Daley et al. propose a topological mechanism for gene descrambling in [13]. They consider the contribution of the 3-dimensional DNA
structure in the process of gene assembly. Their model hypothesizes that each
recombination event in the process of gene assembly alters the 3-dimensional position of the DNA molecule as a result of supercoiling. The new DNA topology
brings together the MDSs that are to be descrambled next.
As explained in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2, the correct ligation of the recombining DNA molecule can occur, only if an extra twist in the double-stranded
DNA is introduced. According to our RNA guided DNA model for gene rearrange-
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ments few pointers might recombine simultaneously. Therefore, few twists would
be added to the DNA molecule at once. Increasing the number of twists increases
the supercoiling, according to the formula Lk = T w + W r, where Lk the linking
number, Tw is the twisting number and Wr is the writhe. For more details see
[41]. Therefore, the extra twist that we propose might serve as an explanation for
the DNA supercoiling, which is expected to change the DNA secondary structure
and contribute to the further assembly process as postulated in [13].
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5

Assembly Graphs

The proposed model for DNA recombination described in Chapter 4 is the motivation for introducing and studying the assembly graphs. In this chapter we
consider spatial graphs as a representation of the DNA structures in space during the recombination processes. In Section 5.1 we explain how an MDS-IES
micronuclear gene structure translates into a graph with rigid vertices (assembly
graph). The definitions and the notations used in building the assembly graph
model can be found in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 a polygonal path is defined
as a model for single macronuclear gene and a Hamiltonian set is defined as a
set of polygonal paths whose union contains every vertex of the assembly graph
exactly once. We introduce the notion of an assembly number in Section 5.6.
The assembly number corresponds to the minimal number of macronuclear genes
obtained after correct assembly of the micronuclear DNA molecule and therefore,
it is defined as cardinality of the minimal Hamiltonian set. We prove that for
every natural number n, there is an assembly graph with assembly number n.
We also characterize the assembly number of a composition of assembly graphs.
The minimum realization number, Rmin (n), for a natural number n is defined
in Section 5.5 as the cardinality of the minimal assembly graph with assembly
number n. Furthermore, we represent the assembly graphs trough double occurrence words in Section 5.5, similarly as the knot diagrams have been represented
through Gauss codes in knot theory. Using such representation, we prove that
Rmin (n) < Rmin (n+ 1) and Rmin (n) ≤ 3n−2 for every n. In Section 5.6 we model
the DNA recombination process trough smoothing of the vertices in the assembly
graph with respect to a Hamiltonian set. The assembly graph Γ̃ obtained after
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smoothing of all vertices of Γ corresponds to the resulting set of DNA molecules
obtained by correct gene assembly of the micronuclear gene(s) represented by Γ.
We show that the smoothings with respect to polygonal paths studied in Section
5.6 and the smoothings by proper coloring introduced by Kauffman in [32] define
different operations on the assmembly graphs.
5.1

Gene Rearrangements via Assembly Graphs

In this section we describe a construction of a spatial graph that models given
MIC gene.
X
Y

X and Y in pointer−aligning position

MDSi

MDS(i+1)

MDSi

MDS(i+1)

IES

IES

X
IES

IES

Y
pointer alignment (4−valent vertex)

smoothing

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the pointer alignment shown as a 4-valent
vertex and the recombination result shown as smoothing of the vertex.

Consider the situation where two segments of DNA molecules have aligned
pointers and are ready for recombination as presented in Figure 5.1(left). Assume
that X and Y are parts of the precursor DNA molecule from a micronuclear gene.
The left (blue) portion of X and the right (blue) portion of Y are regarded as
sequences of the ith and (i + 1)st MDS, respectively. The middle (pink) region of
both molecules denotes the sequence of the (i + 1)st pointer. The rest of X and
Y belong to IESs sequences.
The stage at which the pointers align, just before the homologous recombination takes place, is depicted by an intersection of the two molecules at the pointer
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region (shown in pink in Fig 5.1, left). The resulting product of homologous
recombination is depicted on the right of Figure 5.1. After the recombination,
one of the resulting molecules contains two newly ordered MDSs, and the other
contains the excised IES(s).
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3 MDS3 4
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4 MDS4 5
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6 MDS6 7
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5 MDS5 6
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7 MDS7 8
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3 MDS2 2 MDS1 2

8 MDS8 9

Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of micronuclear Actin I gene in Oxytricha nova.

Consider the example in Figure 5.2. We associate a graph to the MIC sequence
depicted in Figure 5.2 in the following way. For each pair of pointers that occurs
in the MIC segment, we place a 4-valent vertex in the plane. Label the vertices
with the corresponding number. There are 8 such vertices in this example, labeled
2 through 9 (see Figure 5.3(A)). Next, we pick a point in the plane, called the base
point (the black dot to the left of point 3), and as we read the string of pointers
in the MIC gene (3-4-4-5-6-7-5-6-7-8-9-3-2-2-8-9), following a chosen direction, we
start connecting the vertices: vertex 3 connects to vertex 4, loops back to vertex 4,
connect to vertex 5 etc. When all vertices (pointers in the string) are exhausted,
we connect the path back to the base point. In this way, we obtain a graph Γ with
4-valent vertices. The resulting 4-valent graph is called a spatial graph, when the
graph is considered to be embedded in space.
We label each edge connecting a pair of vertices in Γ by MDSi or IESj such
that, starting at the base point, if one travels Γ following its orientation, the
edge labels follow the appearance of the MDSs and IESs as they appear in the
scrambled micronuclear gene. For the example shown in Figure 5.2, after visiting
vertex 3 the label of the next edge is MDS3 , followed by IES1 , then by MDS4 and
so on. This labeling is shown in Figure 5.3(A).
Note that the representation of the Actin I micronuclear gene from Figure 5.2
as a spatial graph in Figure 5.3(A) completely captures its MDS-IES structure
such that each pair of pointers that occur in the gene is represented by a vertex
in Γ. The DNA recombination can appear at every alignment of the pointers.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the simultaneous braiding and recombination
process.

As shown in Figure 5.1, this is represented by smoothing of the vertices of Γ,
according to the MDS-IES structure. There are two types of vertex smoothings
relative to the orientation of the graph. The smoothings are studied in more
details in Section 5.6. The appropriate type of smoothing can be performed on
every vertex of Γ at once. For the example of Actin I gene from Figure 5.2,
the result of the simultaneous smoothing of each vertex is shown in the diagram
depicted in Figure 5.3(B). As shown, this result is composed of three connected
components. Two of them are labeled only with IESs which indicates the IES
excision. One of the components contains MDS1 −MDS2 −MDS3 − · · · −MDS9 ,
which represents the assembled macronuclear gene in correct MDS order.
Following this example, we can associate a spatial graph to any MIC DNA
segment. In order to precisely formulate and study the MDS-IES micronuclear
gene structures and their recombinations, we introduce the notion of assembly
graphs in Section 5.2 as a special type of graphs.

5.2

Definitions and Notations

For an n-tuple x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) of elements of a set X, we define its reverse to be
(xn , . . . , x1 ) which is denoted by xR = (x1 , . . . , xn )R . Also define the set xrev =
(x1 , . . . , xn )rev = {x, xR }. Two n-tuples x and y are called reverse equivalent if
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xrev = yrev , and denoted by x ∼rev y. Given an n-tuple x = (x1 , . . . , xn ), we
denote by xcyc = (x1 , . . . , xk )cyc the set:
(x1 , . . . , xk )cyc = {(x1 , . . . , xk ), (x2 , . . . , xk , x1 ), . . . , (xk , x1 , . . . , xk−1 ),
(xk , . . . , x1 ), (xk−1 , . . . , x1 , xk ), . . . , (x2 , . . . , xk , xk−1 )}
which consists of all compositions of cyclic permutations and reverses of the ntuple (x1 , . . . , xk ). Two n-tuples x and y are called cyclically equivalent if xcyc =
ycyc , which is denoted by x ∼cyc y.
Let Γ = (V, E) be a finite graph with a set of vertices V and a set of edges
E. We allow multiple edges and loops. Denote by E(v) the set of edges that are
incident to a vertex v ∈ V . Every loop at vertex v is counted as two different
edges incident to v. The cardinality of E(v) (counting twice the loops) is called
valency of v.
Let v ∈ V and E(v) = {e1 , . . . , ek }. For each v we fix an order of E(v) written
by (ei1 , . . . , eik ). We denote by E cyc (v) the set (ei1 , . . . , eik )cyc . Diagrammatically,
the vertex v can be considered as a small disk such that incident edges are attached to the boundary of the disk at a point called “entering point” of e. The
edges incident to v are sketched such that if one traces the boundary of the disk
clockwise, the entering points of the edges from E(v) are encountered in the order
found in E cyc (v).
Definition 5.2.1 A rigid vertex in a finite graph Γ = (V, E) is a pair (v, E cyc (v)).
If (v, (e1 , . . . , ek )cyc ) is a rigid vertex then the edges ei−1 and ei+1 are are called
neighbors of ei , for i = 2, . . . , k − 1; the neighbors of ek are ek−1 and e1 ; the
neighbors of e1 are ek and e2 .
Example 5.2.2 Consider the graph Γ1 given in Figure 5.4. We have E(v3 ) =
{e3 , e4 , e6 , e7 } and according to the cyclic order of the edges, the 4-tuple (e3 , e6 , e4 , e7 )
can be associated to vertex v3 . Therefore, (v3 , (e3 , e6 , e4 , e7 )cyc ) is a rigid vertex
in Γ1 .
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Definition 5.2.3 An assembly graph is a finite connected graph, where all vertices are rigid vertices of valency 1 or 4. A vertex of valency 1 is called an end
point.
Further in the dissertation when we refer to vertices of an assembly graph we
always consider them as rigid vertices.
The number of 4-valent vertices in Γ is denoted with |Γ|. The assembly graph
is called trivial if |Γ| = 0.
Definition 5.2.4 Two assembly graphs Γ1 = (V1 , E1 ) and Γ2 = (V2 , E2 ) are
isomorphic if there is a graph isomorphism Φ that preserves the cyclic order of each
rigid vertex. More specifically, for a graph isomorphism Φ = (Φv , Φe ) : Γ1 → Γ2
with Φv : V1 → V2 and Φe : E1 → E2 , for every rigid vertex (v, (e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 )cyc )
in Γ1 , we have (Φv (v), (Φe (e1 ), Φe (e2 ), Φe (e3 ), Φe (e4 ))cyc ) = (Φv (v), E cyc (Φv (v))).
Instead of writing (Φv , Φe ), we will use notation for assembly graph isomorphism by writing Φ whenever it is clear from the context which map is used.
Definition 5.2.5 A transverse path in Γ is a sequence γ = (v0 , e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , en , vn )
if v0 , vn are endpoints, or (v0 , e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , en ), if v0 is a 4-valent vertex and
en ∈ E(v0 ), satisfying the following conditions:
(1) v0 , . . . , vn is a sequence of a subset of vertices of Γ, with possible repetition
of the same vertex at most twice,
(2){e1 , . . . , en } is a set of distinct edges, and
(3) each ei is not a neighbor of ei−1 with respect to the rigid vertex vi−1 ,
i = 2, . . . , n, and in the case where v0 is a 4-valent vertex, e1 is not a neighbor of
en with respect to the rigid vertex v0 .
A transverse path can be considered as an image of a map from the unit
interval [0, 1] to Γ, where the image of the boundary points ({0} ∪ {1}) consists
of either two end points of Γ, or a single 4-valent vertex.
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Definition 5.2.6 Two transverse paths with end points are equivalent if they are
either identical, or, one is the reverse of the other. Two transverse paths γ, γ ′
without end points are equivalent if they have the same cyclic order: γ cyc = γ ′cyc .
Definition 5.2.7 An assembly graph Γ is called simple if there is a transverse
Eulerian path in Γ, meaning, there is a transverse path γ that contains every edge
from Γ exactly once.
With the following two lemmas we show that:
• In a simple assembly graph, there is a unique equivalence class of transverse
Eulerian paths (Lemma 5.2.8).
• The simple assembly graphs are uniquely determined (up to isomorphism)
by the transverse Eulerian path (Lemma 5.2.9).
Lemma 5.2.8 In a simple assembly graph, there is a unique equivalence class of
transverse Eulerian paths.
Proof. By the definition of transverse paths, an Eulerian path γ in a simple
assembly graph Γ either starts and ends with two endpoints, or none of the vertices
in γ are endpoints. If γ has two endpoints, then every Eulerian path in Γ has to
start and end at the endpoints. Starting from an endpoint, following its incident
edge, at every consecutive vertex there is only one edge that is not a neighbor of
the edge just passed. Hence there is only one transverse Eulerian path starting
at one endpoint. Since the reverse of this path is a transverse Eulerian path from
the other endpoint, the two transverse Eulerian paths are equivalent.
Now consider the case when Γ and therefore γ has no endpoints. We will show
that every Eulerian path in Γ is equivalent to γ, meaning, it belongs to γ cyc . Let
γ = (v0 , e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , en ). Since none of the vertices are endpoints, all of them are
4-valent. Therefore, each vertex v appears in γ exactly twice. Denote the positions
of v in γ by i and j (i¡j), i.e., vi = vj = v. Let α1 = v0 , e1 , . . . , ei , α2 = ei+1 , . . . , ej ,
α3 = ej+1 , . . . , en . In the case of i = 0, α1 is empty. Then γ can be rewritten as
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γ = (α1 , vi , α2 , vj , α3 ). There are four possibilities for an Eulerian path to start at
v = vi = vj choosing either one of the edges ei , ei+1 , ej , ej+1 . Note that in either
one of these choices the successive edges are uniquely determined, since at each
vertex there is only one non-neighbor edge to the edge just passed. Hence the
choice of the first edge uniquely determines the Eulerian path. Therefore there
are only four Eulerian paths that start at v: (vi , α2 , vj , α3 , α1 ), (vi , α1R , α3R , vj , α2R ),
(vj , α3 , α1 , vi , α2 ), and (vj , α2R , vi , α1R , α3R ) and all four of these paths belong to
γ cyc . 2
Lemma 5.2.9 Let Γ = (V, E) and Γ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) be two simple assembly graphs
with γ and γ ′ their transverse Eulerian paths, respectively. Then Γ and Γ′ are
isomorphic if and only if there is a map Φ = (Φv , Φe ) : Γ → Γ′ with bijections
Φv : V → V ′ and Φe : E → E ′ such that Φ(γ) is equivalent to γ ′ .
Proof. If Γ and Γ′ are isomorphic by an isomorphism Φ, then Φ(γ) is a transverse
Eulerian path in Γ′ , and by Lemma 5.2.8, γ ′ and Φ(γ) are equivalent. Conversely,
the pair of bijections Φ = (Φv , Φe ) provides a graph isomorphism as the transverse
Eulerian path γ maps to a transverse Eulerian path Φ(γ). Hence it suffices to show
that the rigidity of the vertices is preserved:
(Φv (v), (Φe (e1 ), Φe (e2 ), Φe (e3 ), Φe (e4 ))cyc ) = (Φv (v), E cyc (Φv (v)))
for every vertex v in Γ. Let v be a 4-valent vertex in Γ, and let
γ = (v0 , e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , en , (vn )).
Then there are i, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that v = vi = vk . Then Φv (v) =
Φv (vi ) = Φv (vk ) and we have E cyc (v) = (ei−1 , ek−1 , ei , ek )cyc and E cyc (Φv (v)) =
(Φe (ei−1 ), Φe (ek−1 ), Φe (ei ), Φe (ek ))cyc , therefore
(Φv (v), (Φe (e1 ), Φe (e2 ), Φe (e3 ), Φe (e4 ))cyc ) = (Φv (v), E cyc (Φv (v)))
holds. 2
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Next we consider directed assembly graphs and we define their composition.
Given a simple assembly graph Γ with two endpoints, choose one of them to be
initial (i) and the other to be terminal (t). We call such Γ a directed simple
assembly graph with direction from i to t. We consider the transverse path of a
directed simple assembly graph as a path starting at the vertex i and terminating
at the vertex t.
Definition 5.2.10 A composition Γ1 ◦Γ2 of two (directed simple) assembly graphs
Γ1 and Γ2 is the directed simple assembly graph obtained by identifying the terminal vertex of Γ1 with the initial vertex of Γ2 .
Note that initial vertex of Γ1 ◦ Γ2 is the initial vertex of Γ1 and terminal vertex
of Γ1 ◦ Γ2 is the terminal vertex of Γ2 .
Definition 5.2.11 If Γ = Γ1 ◦ Γ2 for some non-trivial directed assembly graphs
Γ1 and Γ2 , then Γ is called reducible. Otherwise it is called irreducible.
Example 5.2.12 Each graph in Figure 5.4 is an assembly graph.
1. The assembly graphs Γ1 and Γ2 in Figure 5.4 are not isomorphic as assembly graphs, even though they are isomorphic as graphs. Namely, the
rigid vertex v3 has a cyclic order (e3 , e6 , e4 , e7 )cyc in Γ1 and a cyclic order
(e3 , e6 , e7 , e4 )cyc in Γ2 . Since (e3 , e6 , e4 , e7 )cyc 6= (e3 , e6 , e7 , e4 )cyc , we have
(v3 , (e3 , e6 , e4 , e7 )cyc ) 6= (v3 , (e3 , e6 , e7 , e4 )cyc ).
2. The assembly graph Γ1 is a simple assembly graph. The transverse Eulerian path is: (v1 , e1 , v2 , e2 , v2 , e3 , v3 , e4 , v4 , e5 , v4 , e6 , v3 , e7 , v5 ). The assembly
graphs Γ3 and Γ4 are simple assembly graphs as well.
3. The assembly graph Γ2 is not a simple assembly graph. There is no single transverse path that contains every edge exactly once. There are two
trasverse paths: (v1 , e1 , v2 , e2 , v2 , e3 , v3 , e7 , v5 ) and (v3 , e4 , v4 , e5 , v4 , e6 , v3 ).
4. The assembly graph Γ1 is reducible, since Γ1 = Γ4 ◦ Γ3 . The assembly graphs
Γ3 and Γ4 are irreducible.
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5.3

Polygonal Paths and Hamiltonian Sets

In this section we define polygonal paths in assembly graphs as a model for a
single macronuclear gene. Therefore, a polygonal path represents an ordered MDS
sequence (MDS1 − MDS2 − MDS3 − · · · − MDSn ), where each edge corresponds
to an MDS. The vertices of a polygonal path where the edges meet model the
pointer sequences which guide the assembly of the gene. A polygonal path makes
“90 degree turn” at every vertex, such that the consecutive edges of the polygonal
path are consecutive MDSs (say, MDSi and MDSi+1 ). Thus, a polygonal path
determines a smoothing of the 4-valent vertices. The complete assembly of a
single MAC gene requires recombination of all pairs of pointer sequences, i.e.,
smoothing of all 4-valent vertices in the assembly graph. Therefore, we consider
sets of polygonal paths that visit every vertex in the assembly graph once. We
call such sets Hamiltonian.
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Recent studies show that a micronuclear DNA sequence may contain scrambled
MDS portions of several genes, or even a single gene may appear on different loci
[34]. Thus, a set of polygonal paths which cover all vertices in an assembly graph
models the set of corresponding scrambled macronuclear genes present in the DNA
molecule.
Definition 5.3.1 Let Γ be an assembly graph. An open path in Γ is a homeomorphic image of the open interval (0, 1) in Γ.
An open path is also represented by a sequence:
(e1 \ v0 ), v1 , e2 , v2 , e3 , . . . , vm−1 , em , vm , (em+1 \ vm+1 ),
where vi ’s are vertices in Γ for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that vi 6= vj when i 6= j, ei ’s
are edges in Γ for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} with end points vi−1 and vi respectively, such
that the initial vertex of e1 (and possibly part of e1 ) and the terminal vertex of
em+1 (and possibly part of em+1 ) are not included and it is denoted by (e1 \ v0 )
and (em+1 \ vm+1 ), respectively. We say that the open path is a cycle if e1 = em+1 .
Two open paths are disjoint if they do not have a vertex in common.
Definition 5.3.2 A set of pairwise disjoint open paths {γ1 , . . . , γk } in Γ is called
Hamiltonian if their union contains all 4-valent vertices of Γ. An open path γ is
called Hamiltonian if the set {γ} is Hamiltonian.
Definition 5.3.3 A polygonal path is an open path γ:
(e1 \ v0 ), v1 , e2 , . . . , vm−1 , em , vm , (em+1 \ vm+1 ),
such that ei and ei+1 are neighbors for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}.
Hamiltonian polygonal paths are of special interest, since they model the correct order of the MDSs in the macronuclear DNA.
Example 5.3.4 In Figure 5.5(A) an assembly graph is given with Hamiltonian
polygonal path γ. Two open paths, γ1 and γ2 , are depicted in the assembly graph
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Figure 5.5: Polygonal Paths and Hamiltonian Sets

in Figure 5.5(B). The path γ1 is a polygonal path, but not a Hamiltonian since
it does not visit all vertices of the assembly graph. The path γ2 does not visit
every vertex of the assembly graph and also at vertex 5 connects non neighboring
edges. Therefore, γ2 is neither polygonal, nor Hamiltonian.

5.4

Assembly Numbers

Definition 5.4.1 Let Γ be an assembly graph. The assembly number of Γ, denoted by An(Γ), is defined by An(Γ) = min{ k | there exists a Hamiltonian set
of polygonal paths {γ1 , . . . , γk } in Γ}.
As mentioned earlier, an assembly graph models a micronuclear DNA sequence,
while each polygonal path in the assembly graph corresponds to a macronuclear
gene. Therefore, the assembly number represents the minimal number of macronuclear genes that can be obtained after complete rearrangement of the micronuclear
DNA sequence.
Motivated by realizable words discussed in [19], a simple assembly graph Γ is
called realizable if An(Γ) = 1, otherwise it is called unrealizable.
Example 5.4.2 The assembly graph in Figure 5.5(A) is realizable.
Example 5.4.3 The assembly graph Γ1 depicted in Figure 5.6 (left) has a Hamiltonian polygonal path γ. Therefore, An(Γ1 ) = 1 and Γ1 is realizable. The assembly graph Γ2 in Figure 5.6 (right) has a Hamiltonian set of two polygonal paths
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Figure 5.6: The assembly graph Γ1 has assembly number 1 (left). The assembly number
of Γ2 is 2 (right).

{γ1, γ2 }. By exhaustive search one can deduce that there is no single polygonal
Hamiltonian path in Γ2 , and therefore An(Γ2 ) = 2. Hence, Γ2 is unrealizable.
Lemma 5.4.4 For each pair of directed simple assembly graphs Γ1 and Γ2 , one
of the following equalities hold: An(Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) = An(Γ1 ) + An(Γ2 ), or An(Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) =
An(Γ1 ) + An(Γ2 ) − 1.
Proof. Let An(Γ1 ) = k1 and An(Γ2 ) = k2 . There are Hamiltonian sets of polygonal
paths S1 = {α1 , α2 , . . . , αk1 } for Γ1 and S2 = {β1 , β2 , . . . , βk2 } for Γ2 , respectively.
Then S1 ∪ S2 = {α1 , α2 , . . . , αk1 , β1 , β2 , . . . , βk2 } is a Hamiltonian set of polygonal
paths for Γ1 ◦ Γ2 . Hence
An(Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) = k ≤ k1 + k2 = An(Γ1 ) + An(Γ2 ).
Let S be a Hamiltonian set of polygonal paths for Γ1 ◦ Γ2 with minimal number
of components (i.e., S consists of k distinct paths). As Γ1 ◦ Γ2 is obtained by
identifying one endpoint from Γ1 and one endpoint of Γ2 , S contains at most one
path that includes vertices from both Γ1 and Γ2 . If S does not contain a path
that includes vertices from both Γ1 and Γ2 , then there are at least k1 paths of S
that contain all vertices of Γ1 ⊂ Γ1 ◦ Γ2 , and at least k2 paths for Γ2 ⊂ Γ1 ◦ Γ2 , so
that k ≥ k1 + k2 , and we obtain k = k1 + k2 . Suppose S contains a path γ that
includes vertices both from Γ1 and Γ2 . Let γ = γ1 γ2 where γi contains vertices
from Γi only, and let Si ⊂ S be the paths that visit vertices from Γi only (i = 1, 2).
Each Si contains at least ki − 1 components since Si ∪ {γi } is a Hamiltonian set
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of polygonal paths for Γi . Hence we obtain k ≥ (k1 − 1) + (k2 − 1) + 1. Therefore
in this case, k = k1 + k2 − 1 as well. 2
Example 5.4.5 The assembly graph Γ2 depicted in Figure 5.6 is reducible. Namely,
Γ2 = Γ1 ◦ Γ1 . By Lemma 5.4.4, An(Γ2 ) = An(Γ1 ◦ Γ1 ) = An(Γ1 ) + An(Γ1 ) = 2,
or An(Γ2 ) = An(Γ1 ◦ Γ1 ) = An(Γ1 ) + An(Γ2 ) − 1 = 1. By inspection, like in the
proof of Lemma 5.4.4, we have An(Γ2 ) = 2.
Remark 5.4.6 We note that An(Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) 6= An(Γ2 ◦ Γ1 ), in general. For take Γ1
and Γ2 in Figure 5.7, then An(Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) = 2 and An(Γ2 ◦ Γ1 ) = 1.

t

i

t

i
G2

G1

Figure 5.7: Assembly graphs Γ1 and Γ2 such that An(Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) 6= An(Γ2 ◦ Γ1 ).

Corollary 5.4.7 |An(Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) − An(Γ2 ◦ Γ1 )| ≤ 1.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4.4, each of An(Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) and An(Γ2 ◦ Γ1 ) is equal to An(Γ1 ) +
An(Γ2 ) or An(Γ1 ) + An(Γ2 ) − 1, hence |An(Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) − An(Γ2 ◦ Γ1 )| ≤ 1. 2
Corollary 5.4.8 If one of Γ1 or Γ2 is not realizable, then both Γ1 ◦ Γ2 and Γ2 ◦ Γ1
are not realizable.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that Γ2 is not realizable. Then, An(Γ2 ) ≥
2. By Lemma 5.4.4, each of An(Γ1 ◦Γ2 ) and An(Γ2 ◦Γ1 ) is equal to An(Γ1 )+An(Γ2 )
or An(Γ1 ) + An(Γ2 ) − 1, hence An(Γ1 ◦ Γ2 ) ≥ 2 and An(Γ2 ◦ Γ1 ) ≥ 2. Therefore,
both Γ1 ◦ Γ2 and Γ2 ◦ Γ1 are not realizable. 2
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Proposition 5.4.9 For any positive integer n, there exists an assembly graph Γ
such that An(Γ) = n.
Proof. Let n be a positive integer. Let Γ1 be the assembly graph with two end
points that is depicted in Figure 5.6. Consider the n-fold composition Γn =
Γ1 ◦ · · · ◦ Γ1 of Γ1 , shown in Figure 5.8. We have An(Γ1 ) = 1 and An(Γ2 ) = 2,
where Γ2 = Γ1 ◦ Γ1 as shown in Figure 5.6. Then by induction on n and using a
similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.4.4, it follows that An(Γn ) = n. 2

n copies

Figure 5.8: Assembly graph with assembly number n.

5.5

Words and Assembly Graphs

In this section we consider formal words and their connection to assembly graphs.
In particular, we establish a convention of representing simple assembly graphs by
words motivated by the Gauss code representation of (virtual) knot diagrams. For
a virtual knot diagram with labeled classical crossings, a Gauss code is a sequence
of crossing labels to indicate a walk along the diagram from a given starting point
and returning to that point (see [31]). Each symbol is repeated exactly twice in a
Gauss code, since the walk contains two encounters of each crossing. Similarly, if
we choose a base point in a simple assembly graph Γ, then traveling Γ from the
base point along the Eulerian path and returning to the base point one can obtain
a sequence of vertex labels. We refer to such sequence as a word that corresponds
to Γ. Each symbol that appears in a word that corresponds to some simple
assembly graph appears exactly twice, so we define double occurrence words.
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Definition 5.5.1 A word w over an alphabet Σ is called double occurrence word
if every symbol that appears in w appears exactly twice.
For a word w = w1 w2 · · · wn , we continue to use the notation w cyc denoting
(w1 , w2 , . . . , wn )cyc , and w rev for {w, w R} where w R = wn · · · w2 w1 . We say that
v is reverse equivalent to w (v ∼rev w) if v rev = w rev , and v is cyclic equivalent
(v ∼cyc w) to w if v cyc = w cyc . In the rest of the exposition we always work with
an equivalence class representative of either

rev

or

cyc

.

Lemma 5.5.2 (a) There is a one to one correspondence between the isomorphism
classes of simple assembly graphs with two endpoints and the reverse equivalence
class of double occurrence words. (b) There is a one to one correspondence between
the isomorphism classes of simple assembly graphs with no endpoints and the cyclic
equivalence classes of double occurrence words.
The above Lemma 5.5.2 is well known in knot theory as a method of representing knot diagrams by Gauss codes. Here we briefly describe the bijective
correspondence.
Let Γ be a simple assembly graph with two end points, and let
γ = (v0 , e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , en , vn )
be a transverse Eulerian path in Γ. Then the corresponding double occurrence
word is defined to be w = v1 · · · vn−1 , where the vertices are regarded as symbols.
In the case of a simple assembly graphs with no endpoints and with a transverse
Eulerian path γ = (v0 , e1 , . . . , en ), the corresponding double occurrence word is
v0 v1 · · · vn−1 . Conversely, for a given double occurrence word a1 · · · an over some
alphabet Σ, we can construct a simple assembly graph by connecting vertices labeled by a1 , . . . , an consecutively from a1 to a2 , a2 to a3 , and so on, in a transverse
manner, i.e., at every vertex the outgoing edge is not a neighbor of the incoming
edge. Similarly one can obtain an assembly graph with no endpoints by adding
an edge from an to a1 .
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For double occurrence word w, the corresponding assembly graph is denoted
by Γw . Whether Γw is assembly graph with two end points or no end points would
be stated within the context.
Example 5.5.3 There are three reverse equivalences for double occurrence words
in alphabet Σ = {a, b} that correspond to three equivalence classes of simple
assembly graphs with two end points, represented by double occurrence words
aabb, abab and abba. There are only two cyclic equivalences for double occurrence
words in alphabet Σ = {a, b} that correspond to two equivalence classes of simple
assembly graphs with no end points. They are represented by words aabb and
abab.
Definition 5.5.4 If a double occurrence word w can be written as a product
w = uv of two non-empty double occurrence words u, v, then w is called reducible,
otherwise it is called irreducible.
Note that if w corresponds to an assembly graph Γ with no endpoints, then
every v ∈ w cyc is also a representation of Γ and therefore, the notion of “reducible”
words and/or graphs does not apply. For example, abba ∼cyc bbaa.
In the rest of the section, we use double occurrence words to describe and show
some properties of the assembly graphs and the assembly numbers.
We prove Theorem 5.5.5, which is an extension of Theorem 5.4.9 using double
occurrence word representation of assembly graphs.
Proposition 5.5.5 For any positive integer n, there exists
(i) a reducible assembly graph Γ such that An(Γ) = n,
(ii) an irreducible assembly graph Γ such that An(Γ) = n, and
(iii) an assembly graph Γ with no endpoints such that An(Γ) = n.
Proof. (i) Let n be a positive integer. Let Γu be the assembly graph with
two end points that corresponds to the double occurrence word u = v1 v2 v2 v1 v3 v3
(this is the graph Γ1 depicted in Figure 5.6). Consider the n-fold composition
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Γ′n = Γu ◦· · ·◦Γu of Γu . Let wn be the double occurrence word that corresponds to
Γ′n , and let Γn be the simple assembly graph with two end points that corresponds
to the word v0 v0 wn
Then by induction on n and using a similar argument as in the proof of
Lemma 5.4.4, it follows that An(Γn ) = n+1. (ii) To prove the proposition in an irreducible case, observe that it is sufficient to “find” Γn described above embedded
in an irreducible graph. Consider the double occurrence word zuz where u is the
double occurrence word that corresponds to Γn . Let Γzuz be the assembly graph
that corresponds to zuz. Clearly, zuz is irreducible, and An(Γzuz ) = An(Γn ) as
the Hamiltonian set for Γzuz can be obtained from the Hamiltonian set for Γn by
adding the vertex z to the appropriate path in Hamiltonian set for Γn .
(iii) The case of assembly graph with no endpoints follows directly, by observing that the graph Γn+1 with the two endpoints identified has assembly number
n. 2
Definition 5.5.6 For a positive integer n, we define minimal realization number
for n to be Rmin (n) = min{|Γ| : An(Γ) = n}, where |Γ| is the number of 4-valent
vertices in Γ. A graph Γ such that Rmin (n) = |Γ| is called a realization of Rmin (n).
Basically, the minimal realization number for n is the “size” of the smallest
graph with assembly number n.
Example 5.5.7 Through case by case inspection, we find that An(Γ) = 1 for all
assembly graphs Γ with |Γ| ≤ 3, and the graph Γ2 in Figure 5.6 has An(Γ) = 2
and |Γ| = 4, so we have Rmin (1) = 1 and Rmin (2) = 4.
Next, we derive assembly graphs from a given one by vertex deletion, as described in Definition 5.5.8. We use this definition in the proof of Proposition
5.5.9.
Definition 5.5.8 Let Γ1 = (V1 , E1 ) be an assembly graph. We define the assembly graph Γ2 obtained from Γ1 by deleting a vertex v ∈ V1 as follows. Let
γ = (v0 , e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , en , vn ) be a transverse Eulerian path in Γ1 . Define Γ2 =
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(V2 , E2 ) by setting V2 = V1 − {v}, and E2 = (E1 − {ei , ek , ei+1 , ek+1 }) ∪ {li , lk },
where vi = vk = v (i + 1 6= k), li is a new edge from vi−1 to vi+1 , and lk is a new
edge from vk−1 to vk+1 . The order of the new edges li and lk at vertices vi−1 , vi+1
and vk−1 , vk+1 are inherited from the edges ei , ei+1 and ek , ek+1 respectively, such
that locally the rigid vertices vi−1 , vi+1 , vk−1 , and vk+1 remain the same. In case
i + 1 = k, then only one new edge connecting vi−1 with vi+2 = vk+1 is aded. The
new edge li is denoted by li = e\
i vi ei+1 . See Figure 5.9.
It is clear that Γ2 does not depend on the choice of γ.
v k−1

v k−1

ek
ei
v

v i−1

v i−1

e i+1

k

v i+1

i

v i+1

e k+1
v k+1

v k+1

Figure 5.9: Removing a vertex v = vi = vk , the case when i + 1 6= k.

Proposition 5.5.9 The following properties hold for Rmin .
(i) For every positive integer n, Rmin (n) < Rmin (n + 1).
(ii) If Rmin (n) = k for some n and k, then for every s ≥ k there is an assembly
graph Γ with s 4-valent vertices such that An(Γ) = k.
(iii) Rmin (n) ≤ 3(n − 1) + 1 for every positive integer n.
Proof. (i) Let Rmin (n + 1) = k for a positive integer k. Let Γ1 be an assembly
graph with k 4-valent vertices such that An(Γ1 ) = n + 1, i.e., Γ1 is a realization
of Rmin (n + 1). Let Γ2 be a graph obtained from Γ1 by deleting a vertex v with
or without a loop. Since Γ2 has one less vertex than Γ1 , An(Γ2 ) < n + 1. Suppose
An(Γ2 ) = m < n and there is a Hamiltonian set for Γ2 with m components that
does not traverse any of the new edge(s) in Γ2 added in the process of removal of
v. Then by adding to this Hamiltonian set of m components for Γ2 , a short arc
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containing v and parts of two neighboring edges in Γ1 , a Hamiltonian set of paths
with m + 1 components for Γ1 is created. But, m + 1 < n + 1, which contradicts
the assumption that Γ1 is a realization of Rmin (n + 1). Hence An(Γ2 ) = n.
Next we consider the case when every Hamiltonian set traverses at least one
of the new edges in Γ2 added in the process of removal of v. We show the case
when v does not have a loop. The case when v has a loop can be shown in a
similar manner. Let E(v) = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 } in Γ1 , and denote with ei the edges
connecting v with vi (i = 1, . . . , 4). We observe that at least two of the vertices
in E(v) must be distinct. If all are equal v1 = v2 = v3 = v4 = w, then Γ1 consists
two 4-valent vertices, and it is not a realization of any Rmin (n) by Example 5.5.7.
Further, if three of the vertices are equal, say v1 = v2 = v3 = w then there are three
parallel edges connecting v and w and therefore Γ1 is not a simple assembly graph.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that in Γ2 there is an edge e connecting
v1 , v3 and another edge f connecting v2 , v4 (where one or both of these pairs of
vertices may be in fact the same vertex). By assumption every Hamiltonian set for
Γ2 contains paths that traverse one or both of these edges entirely. Suppose only
one of these edges is traversed, say edge e connecting vertices v1 and v3 . Then let
γ = γ1 v1 ev3 γ2 be the one component in the Hamiltonian set ∆ for Γ2 that traverses
e. A Hamiltonian set for Γ1 is constructed with |∆| + 1 = m + 1 components with
∆′ = ∆ \ {γ} ∪ {δ1 , δ2 } where δ1 = γ1 v1 e1 ve′2 and δ2 = e′3 v3 γ2 are such that e′2
is a proper segment of e2 with boundary vertex v, and e′3 is a proper segment
of e3 with boundary vertex v3 . The case when both edges e and f are traversed
by every Hamiltonian set of Γ2 with m components can be shown similarly. Let
γ = γ1 v1 ev3 γ3 and γ ′ = γ2 v2 f v4 γ4 be two components of a Hamiltonian set ∆
for Γ2 traversing both edges e and f . If γ and γ ′ represent the same component
without loss of generality we can assume that γ1 , γ2 have the same endpoints and
γ3 , γ4 have the same endpoints, i.e., the component (polygonal path) connects
vertices v1 and v4 with a portion γ̂ without visiting vertices v2 and v3 . Then
γ = γ2 v2 f v4 γ̂v1 ev3 γ3 = γ ′ . We form a Hamiltonian set ∆′ for Γ1 with |∆| + 1 =
m + 1 components with ∆′ = ∆ \ {γ} ∪ {δ1 , δ2 } where δ1 = e′4 v4 γ̂v1 e1 ve2 v2 γ2 and
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δ2 = e′3 v3 γ3 are such that e′4 is a proper segment of e4 with boundary vertex v4 , and
e′3 is a proper segment of e3 with boundary vertex v3 . When γ and γ ′ are separate
components, ∆′ = ∆ \ {γ, γ ′ } ∪ {δ1 , δ2 , δ3 } with δ1 = e′4 v4 γ4 , δ2 = γ1 v1 e1 ve2 v2 γ2
and δ3 = e′3 v3 γ3 . Because Γ1 is a realization of Rmin (n + 1), it is not possible to
have m < n, therefore An(Γ2 ) = n.
(ii) Let Rmin (n) = k and let Γw be an assembly graph that corresponds to
a double occurrence string w such that An(Γw ) = n and |w| = k. There is a
Hamiltonian set S = {γ1 , γ2, . . . , γn } of polygonal paths for Γw . Let q be the
last vertex visited by one of the paths in S, say γ1 . For any positive integer s
one forms a double occurrence word u from w by u = w1 qp1 p1 p2 p2 · · · ps ps w2 ,
where w = w1 qw2 , and p1 , p2 , . . . , ps are symbols that do not appear in w. Then
a Hamiltonian set S ′ for Γu can be obtained as S ′ = {γ1′ , γ2 , . . . , γn } where γ1′
is obtained by extending γ1 through vertices p1 , . . . , ps in a polygonal manner.
Consequently, An(Γu ) = n and |u| = k + s. Hence the statement (ii) is true.
(iii) For the graph Γn in the proof of Proposition 5.4.9, the number of 4-valent
vertices is 3(n − 1) + 1 and An(Γ) = n. Hence Rmin (n) ≤ 3(n − 1) + 1. 2
For two words v, w, we write w ⊂ v if as a sequence of symbols, w is a
subsequence of v. We say that a word w is realizable if Γw is realizable. Otherwise
it is called unrealizable.
Proposition 5.5.10 There exists a constant N such that for any realizable w,
there exists an unrealizable irreducible v such that w ⊂ v and |v| − |w| < N.
Proof. One can check that the following word is not realizable: u = 12345677634521.
The corresponding assembly graph Γu is depicted in Figure 5.10.
Let w be any realizable double occurrence word. Then v = 1234567w7634521
(see Figure 5.10 for a sketch of Γv ) is a nonrealizable double occurrence word and
assume that the symbols in w are distinct from {1, . . . , 7}. For if there were a
Hamiltonian polygonal path in Γv , then this path would start either in Γw or out
of Γw . Note that Γw as an assembly graph is a subgraph of Γv . A Hamiltonian
polygonal path visits every vertex exactly once, so, once a path enters Γw , it has
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Figure 5.10: Unrealizable graphs.

to visit all vertices in Γw before it exists through vertex 7. If a Hamiltonian path
starts in Γw , then first it has to visit every vertex in Γw and then it exits Γw
through vertex 7. Since u is not realizable, the rest of the path cannot visit every
vertex in {1, . . . , 7} and therefore cannot visit every vertex in Γv . If the path
starts outside of Γw , in order to visit vertices of Γw , the path must pass vertex
7. However, since u is not realizable, the path can not visit every vertex from
{1, . . . , 7} before visting a vertex in Γw . Hence for any realizable w, there exists
an unrealizable irreducible v such that w ⊂ v and |v| − |w| < 8. 2
Corollary 5.5.11 There exists a constant N such that for any w with An(Γw ) =
k for some positive integer k, there exists an irreducible double occurrence word v
with w ⊂ v, such that An(v) = k + 1, and |v| − |w| < N.
Proof. It is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition 5.5.10 by substituting
the realizable word w with a word that defines a graph Γ with An(Γ) = k. 2
Corollary 5.5.12 For any positive integer k, there exists a constant Nk such that
for any realizable w, there exists an unrealizable v such that An(v) = k, w ⊂ v,
and |v| − |w| < Nk . (One can take Nk = 3 + 5(k − 1)).
The above Proposition 5.5.10 and its two corollaries show that if we take the
difference between the number of vertices of assembly graphs as a measure of
“distance” between the graphs, then the results can be interpreted as follows.
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(i) For every realizable assembly graph Γ, there is an unrealizable word within a
radius of 8 from Γ. (ii) For every assembly graph Γ, there is an unrealizable graph
within radius 8 from Γ. (iii) For every realizable graph Γ, there is an assembly
graph with assembly number k within radius 3 + 5(k − 1) from Γ.
Proposition 5.5.13 For any unrealizable double occurrence word v with |v| = m,
there exist a constant N(m) and a realizable double occurrence word w such that
v ⊂ w, and |w| − |v| ≤ N(m).
Proof. Let v be an unrealizable double occurrence word, and let Γv be the assembly
graph that corresponds to v. If An(Γv ) = k, then there is a Hamiltonian set of
polygonal paths S = {γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γk } for Γv . Let vi1 and vi2 be the initial and
terminal vertices visited by the path γi for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. Construct w from
v as follows: add a symbol pi after the first appearance of vi1 and before the
first appearance of v(i+1)2 in v for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} such that pi 6= pj when
i 6= j and pi ’s are different from any symbol in v. By construction we have that
v ⊂ w. Note that in Γw , for each i, the path vi2 pi v(i+1)2 is polygonal, and therefore,
the path γ1 , v12 , p1 , v21 , γ2, v22 , p2 , v31 , γ3, . . . , v2(k−1) , pk−1 , v1k , γk is a Hamiltonian
polygonal path in Γw . So w is realizable. Note that there are m = k − 1 new
symbols added in w, hence we can take N(m) = k + 1. 2

5.6

Smoothings of Assembly Graphs

In this section we define smoothing of a 4-valent vertex in directed assembly graph
to model the process of DNA recombination. The 4-valent vertices in an assembly
graph represent a pair of aligned pointer sequences, prepared for recombination.
The recombination as a result of splicing is represented as a smoothing of the
vertex. If the pointer sequences are aligned in parallel, then the smoothing of the
vertex follows the predetermined direction of the graph, which we call parallel
smoothing. If the alignment is antiparallel, then the smoothing of the vertex is
performed opposite the direction of the graph, called non-parallel smoothing. A
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smoothing of a 4- valent vertex can be seen as a removal of the vertex and its neighborhood, followed by attaching two parallel arcs as shown in Figure 5.11. If the
smoothing is orientation preserving then it is parallel smoothing (or p-smoothing,
as in Figure 5.11 left). Otherwise, the smoothing is non-parallel smoothing (or
n-smoothing as in Figure 5.11 right). Although we start with a directed simple
assembly graph, if n-smoothings are performed at some of the vertices, there is
no direction defined for the resulting graph.

n−smoothing

p−smoothing

Figure 5.11: Two types of smoothings, parallel (p-)smoothing (left) and non-parallel
(n-)smoothing (right).

One can see smoothing at a vertex v as a splitting of the vertex v to two 2valent vertices, such that the pairs of the edges incident to the same vertex after
the smoothing are neighbors at v.
As mentioned earlier, a polygonal path can predetermine the type of a smoothing at a vertex. Therefore, we define a smoothing of a vertex with respect to a
polygonal path. Let Γ be an assembly graph and γ a polygonal path in Γ.
e1

γ e2

e1

e2
v

γ

v

Figure 5.12: Smoothing at a vertex v with respect to a polygonal path γ̂.

Definition 5.6.1 A smoothing of a 4-valent vertex v in Γ with respect to γ is a
smoothing such that the neighboring edges traversed by γi at v remain connected
after the smoothing (see Figure 5.12).
A smoothing of Γ with respect to a Hamiltonian set of polygonal paths γ =
{γ1, . . . , γk } is the graph denoted Γ̃γ obtained after smoothing of every 4-valent
vertex v with respect to the path from γ that visits v.
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Note that the smoothing Γ̃γ consists of arcs and closed curves (topologically,
circles).

g

g

e5
v4

e2

v1

e1

v2

e5
v4

e2

e6

e4

e3 v3

e7

v2
v1

v5

G

e1

v2

e6
e3 v3

v4
e4
v3

e7

v5

Gg

Figure 5.13: Smoothing the assembly graph Γ (left) with respect to the Hamiltonian
polygonal path γ. The result is smoothed graph Γ̃γ (right).

Example 5.6.2 The assembly graph Γ given in Figure 5.13 has Hamiltonian
polygonal path γ. After smoothing of each vertex in Γ with respect to γ we
obtain the assembly graph Γ̃γ given in Figure 5.13 (right). The graph Γ̃γ has two
components; one circular and one linear component. The Hamiltonian polygonal
path γ remains connected after smoothing and it belongs to the linear component.
Remark 5.6.3 Let Γ be an assembly graph, γ = {γ1 , . . . , γk } be a Hamiltonian
set of polygonal paths, and Γ̃γ be the smoothing of Γ with respect to γ. Since
for each i = 1, . . . , k, neighboring edges of γi remain connected after smoothing, a
path corresponding to γi is naturally defined in Γ̃γ as depicted by a thick dotted
line in the upper arc in Figure 5.12 to the right. We denote these paths using
the same notation {γ1 , . . . , γk } whenever it is clear from the context. Hence, after
smoothing, the new set of paths γ = {γ1 , . . . , γk } is a subset of Γ̃γ . Furthermore,
on each arc or circle in Γ̃γ , the edges and vertices (their “traces,” or “scars”)
can be regarded as kept in tact, as depicted in Figure 5.12 in the right. We also
continue to use the same symbols for these vertices and edges when regarded as
subsets of arcs and circles in Γ̃γ and call them vertices and edges inherited from
Γ.
We view the assembly graph as a spatial representation of a DNA molecule
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during recombination events. Namely, an assembly graph is a 2-dimensional projection of a 3-dimensional DNA structure. Therefore, the assembly graphs are
not planar, and their edges might intersect. These intersections are depicted
with over- and under-information as in knot diagrams (see, for example, [31]) and
they are not vertices of the graph. The way the crossing information is depicted
depends on the way the molecule is situated in space.

4
i
t

3

2

Figure 5.14: Assembly graph that corresponds to MDS2 −IES1 −MDS4 −IES2 −MDS3 −
IES3 − MDS1 .

Example 5.6.4 Consider the assembly graph Γ that is a physical representation
to the possible “micronuclear gene structure” given by: MDS2 − IES1 − MDS4 −
IES2 − MDS3 − IES3 − MDS1 . The graph Γ has three vertices, labeled by 2, 3
and 4 (one for each pair of pointers) and it corresponds to the double occurrence
word 234342. Furthermore, Γ is not planar, since it can not be drawn without
edge crossing, see Figure 5.14.

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 5.15: Two Hamiltonian polygonal paths resulting in distinct smoothed embeddings.

We observe that smoothings generated by different sets of polygonal paths
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might lead to distinct spatial embeddings of the resulting graph. Some of the
resulting structures might be knotted or linked.
Example 5.6.5 There exists an embedding of a simple assembly graph Γ in R3 ,
and two Hamiltonian polygonal paths γ1 and γ2 ⊂ Γ, such that for the corresponding smoothings Γ̃γ1 and Γ̃γ2 are distinct, see Figure 5.15. Note also that this
provides an example of an assembly graph with two non-equivalent Hamiltonian
polygonal paths.
If the recombined DNA molecules are knotted or linked, then they might not
be functional. Therefore, we study the embeddings of an assembly graph that
result in an unlink after smoothing.
Namely, we show that every assembly graph Γ, given with a Hamiltonian set of
polygonal paths γ, can be embedded in R3 such that Γ̃γ is unlinked. This implies
that for every set of recombinations of a given DNA sequence, the molecule can be
positioned in space such that after all recombinations are performed (some or all
simultaneously), the resulting sequence encoding a functional gene can “easily”
be identified and separated from the other pieces.
Proposition 5.6.6 For any assembly graph Γ and a Hamiltonian set of polygonal
paths γ = {γ1, . . . , γk }, there is an embedding of Γ in R3 such that Γ̃γ is unlinked.
Proof. Consider a generic map from Γ to the plane R2 . The diagram, that is
an image of Γ under the generic map, aside from the 4-valent vertices might
contain vertices as a result of transverse double points. We need to determine the
crossing information for each such transverse intersection, so that the result can
be regarded as a diagram of an embedding of Γ in R3 . To the image of Γ in R2
corresponds an image of Γ̃γ in R2 such that the 4-valent vertices of Γ are smoothed
and the transverse double points from the image of Γ coincide with the transverse
double points of Γ̃γ . Denote the (circular) components of Γ̃γ by c1 , c2 , . . . , cℓ .
Since smoothings are performed locally at each 4-valent vertex, {c1 , c2 , . . . , cℓ }
can be regarded as immersed, (closed) plane curves. Choose base points b1 , . . . , bℓ
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on c1 , . . . , cℓ , respectively. Each component ci is traced in one direction, starting
from point bi . The crossing information at transverse double points is given in an
descending order; the arc visited first is the over-arc, and the arc visited second
time is under-arc. If a crossing is between two components ci and cj for i < j,
then the arc being part of ci is designated as an over-arc. It is well-known in knot
theory that such a descending order gives a diagram of the unlink [41]. Now we
take the same crossing information at the transverse double points of the image
of Γ to Γ itself, and we obtain a desired embedding. 2
Smoothing of the crossings in virtual knot diagrams has been studied by Kauffman. In particular he introduced smoothings corresponding to proper colorings
of knot diagrams in [32].
The smoothing of the crossings in virtual knot diagrams by proper colorings
can be easily translated into smoothing of the vertices of assembly graphs. We
want to compare the smoothings defined by Hamiltonian sets of polygonal paths
with the smoothings defined by Kauffman. Therefore, we define a proper coloring
of assembly graph associating a Hamiltonian set of polygonal paths to it.
A proper coloring is an assignment of two colors 0 and 1 to the edges of
an assembly graph such that non-neighboring edges are colored distinctly. The
smoothing with respect to a proper coloring is performed such that the neighboring
edges colored with the same color remain connected (see left of Figure 5.16 (A)).
For a given proper coloring of an assembly graph, there is a unique smoothing
at every crossing such that the resulting circles have consistent colors, 0 or 1, as
depicted in the right of Figure 5.16 (A). In Figure 5.16 (B), such a smoothing is
depicted for a projection of the trefoil knot.
Each smoothing with a proper coloring in an assembly graph defines a Hamiltonian set of polygonal paths; take the set of circles colored by 0, say, and remove
a point from each circle component to obtain open paths. The color with smaller
number of components give rise to the smaller number of Hamiltonian polygonal
paths. The cardinality of such constructed Hamiltonian set of polygonal paths
equals the number of smoothed circles with one color and it is always less or equal
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Figure 5.16: (A) Proper coloring of a vertex and smoothing corresponding to the proper
coloring (Kauffman [32]). (B) An example of a proper coloring for an assembly graph
“representing” the trefoil and the resulting components after the smoothing.

to the assembly number of the assembly graph.
Definition 5.6.7 Let C be the set of proper colorings for an assembly graph Γ
with one or more transverse components and no end points. Given a coloring
ξ ∈ C let ξ0 and ξ1 denote the number of components colored 0, respectively
1, after smoothing corresponding to ξ. The minimal number of components of
smoothed circles with one color, is defined to be Kmin = minξ∈C {ξ0 , ξ1 }.
Lemma 5.6.8 For any assembly graph Γ with no end points, An(Γ) ≤ Kmin (Γ).
Other than this inequality, however, these numbers are independent in the
following sense.
Proposition 5.6.9 For any positive integer m and n with m ≤ n, there is an
assembly graph Γ with no end points such that An(Γ) = m and Kmin (Γ) = n.
These results show that the smoothings through Hamiltonian sets of polygonal
paths and the smoothings by proper colorings define different operations on the
assembly graphs. For more details, see [4].
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6

Simultaneous DNA rearrangements through Assembly Graphs

In the process of gene rearrangement a number of pointers might recombine at the
same time. Therefore, in this chapter we study simultaneous smoothing of set of
vertices in an assembly graph. In particular, in our model of assembly graph a set
of simultaneous recombinations translates into a set of simultaneous smoothings.
In Section 6.1 we show that the gene assembly might be theoretically considered
as a single step process. Namely, we prove that the smoothing of all vertices
at once with respect to a Hamiltonian polygonal path results in an assembly
graph that corresponds to the expected set of DNA molecules after complete gene
rearrangement. Considering the gene assembly as a single step is not realistic,
since it has been observed that some pairs of pointers recombine before others
[39]. Thus, we introduce the notion of partial smoothings of assembly graphs in
Section 6.2. Our assumption is that all of the macronuclear gene segments (MDSs)
stay in a single molecule during the entire process of rearrangement. Therefore, we
introduce and characterize the subsets of vertices whose simultaneous smoothing
keep all of the gene segments on a single DNA molecule and we call such sets
successful. Furthermore, in Section 6.3 we define a smoothing strategy in assembly
graph as a sequence of successful sets which corresponds to a successive DNA
recombination strategy. We study and characterize the ”successful” strategies i.e.
the strategies that result in a complete correct DNA assembly.
6.1

Simultaneous Smoothings

Following the example in Section 5.1, any MDS-IES micronuclear gene structure
can be modeled by a simple assembly graph. The vertices of the assembly graph
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represent the pointer alignment and the edges of the assembly graph correspond
to MDSs or IESs.
As numerous pointers can align at once, a few, or even all of the recombination events may occur simultaneously. In this section, we consider simultaneous
smoothing of all 4 valent vertices in an assembly graph that model recombination
of all pairs of pointers of the micronuclear gene at once.
Every micronuclear gene G can be formally represented as a string of the
following form:
(*)

G = I0 Ni1 I1 Ni2 · · · Ik−1 Nik Ik

for some positive integer k, i1 , . . . , ik ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} (for ij 6= is if j 6= s),
where Nij is three symbol word in the set {(ij )Mij (ij + 1), (ij )Mij (ij + 1)} for
every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}.
Note that such representation of G completely captures its MDS-IES structure,
as I1 , I2 , . . . , Ik represent the IESs and Nij for 1 ≤ j ≤ k represent the MDSs.
Each ij 6= 1 and ij 6= k + 1 denotes a pointer sequence and we refer to these
symbols as pointers. Let wG = w1 w2 · · · w2k be the scattered subsequence of G,
that contains the pointers only. Note that wG is a double occurrence sequence.
To each micronuclear gene we associate a simple assembly graph ΓG with a
base point and no end points, such that |ΓG | = k. Place k vertices on the plane
and label them by integers ij for every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} such that ij 6= 1 and
ij 6= k + 1, representing pointers. Connect the vertices consecutively from a
vertex with label w1 to w2 , w2 to w3 , and so on, in a transverse manner, i.e., at
every vertex the outgoing edge is not a neighbor of the incoming edge. The edges
of ΓG are labeled by either Ij or Mj (Mj ). Since ΓG is simple assembly graph,
it has a unique transverse Eulerian path. If one travels ΓG along its transverse
Eulerian path along its orientation, starting and ending at the base point, one
first encounters the edge labeled by I0 , then a vertex labeled by w1 , followed by
edge labeled by Mi1 or (Mi1 ), and so on, until the edge labeled by Ik is traversed
finishing back at the base point. The construction of an assembly graph ΓG from a
micronuclear gene G is discussed in [2] in details. An example of such construction
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is given in Section 5.1.
Given polygonal path γ in ΓG , the smoothing of ΓG with respect to γ is defined
in Section 5.6 and the resulting diagram (with no vertices) is denoted by Γ̃Gγ . Each
component of Γ̃Gγ is labeled with a label that is inherited from ΓG . The label of
a component C of Γ˜Gγ is denoted by λ(C).
Theorem 6.1.1 For every G of the form (*), there is Hamiltonian polygonal path
γ in ΓG , yielding Γ̃Gγ with a component C such that λ(C) = JM1 M2 · · · Mk J’,
where J and J’ are words over alphabet {I0 , I1 , . . . , Ik }.
Proof: Suppose that G is given in the form (*). Then gG = p1 p2 · · · pn where
n = 2k − 2, which implies that ΓG has exactly (k − 1) 4-valent vertices each
labeled by p for p ∈ {2, 3, · · · , k}. Let γ = (M1 , 2, M2 , 3, . . . , Mk−1 , k, Mk ) be an
alternating sequence of vertices and edges in ΓG . Note that, if a directed edge
(i+1, i) is labeled by Mi in ΓG , then we write Mi to denote the same edge (i, i+1),
but with the opposite direction. Then by the construction of ΓG , γ is Hamiltonian
polygonal path since the edges Mi−1 and Mi are non neighboring edges incident
to vertex i for each i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , k}.
Next, observe that a vertex labeled i can have four different ways of occurrence
in G.
1. Im (i − 1)Mi−1 (i)Im+1 and Is (i)Mi (i + 1)Is+1 are substrings of G, for some
m, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}.
¯ s+1 are substrings of G, for some
2. Im (i − 1)Mi−1 (i)Im+1 and Is (i + 1)Mi (i)I
m, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}.
¯ i−1 (i − 1)Im+1 and Is (i)Mi (i + 1)Is+1 are substrings of G, for some
3. Im (i)M
m, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}.
¯ i−1 (i − 1)Im+1 and Is (i + 1)Mi (i)I
¯ s+1 are substrings of G, for some
4. Im (i)M
m, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}.
These four cases for the vertex i in ΓG , together with its incoming and outgoing
edges and their labels, are shown in Figure 6.1. When the vertex i is smoothed
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Figure 6.1: Four distinct occurrences of pointer i in ΓG and their corresponding smoothings.

according to the polygonal path γ, an edge with label Mi−1 Mi as a substring is
obtained (see Figure 6.1).
As the smoothing of Γ requires corresponding smoothing at each pointer, a
similar observation holds for each pointer. Namely, splicing of every i gives an
edge with label that contains Mi Mi+1 as a substring for each i = 2, . . . , k. But,
since there is only one occurrence of Mi in ΓG for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} as (a
substring of) a label of an edge, and by the smoothing process no label has been
added except the pointer labels being removed, in Γ̃Gγ there must be at most one
appearance of Mi as a label as well. This means that the parts Mi of the edges
labeled Mi−1 Mi and Mi Mi+1 obtained after smoothing pointers i and i+1 coincide
and Mi−1 Mi Mi+1 is a label of a substring of the same component in Γ̃Gγ . Hence,
inductively, there must be a component with label containing M1 M2 · · · Mk−1 as
a substring in in Γ̃Gγ . 2
The theorem 6.1.1 shows that each macronuclear gene G can be modeled by a
unique Hamiltonian polygonal path γ in the assembly graph ΓG . Furthermore, the
simultaneous smoothing with respect to γ always leads to one component having
all MDSs in a correct macronuclear order.
However, simultaneous rearrangement at all pointer sequences may not be
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realistic. Probably some rearrangements appear simultaneously, or in a close
time periods to be considered simultaneous, and identifying the sets of pointers
that could undergo simultaneous rearrangement, as well as their possible order of
appearance is the topic of Section 6.2.

6.2

Partial Smoothings

As mentioned earlier, few pointer recombination events may occur simultaneously
or within a short time frame difference to be considered simultaneous. We assume
that the recombinations that occur simultaneously do not disturb the natural
MDS order in the macronuclear gene. In our assembly graph model a set of
simultaneous recombinations translates into a set of simultaneous smoothings,
and the consistent order of the MDSs during the recombination process becomes
a requirement that the corresponding polygonal path remains connected after
these smoothings. In this section we characterize the sets of vertices in a simple
assembly graph that allow simultaneous smoothings.
Let Γ be a simple assembly graph, and let Γ̃γ be the smoothed graph of Γ
with respect to a Hamiltonian polygonal path γ. Note that Γ̃γ does not contain
any 4-valent vertices, and might have two vertices of degree 1 equivalent to the
endpoints of Γ. The graph Γ̃γ can have more than one component. If Γ has
endpoints, then one of the components in Γ̃γ is an arc component and the rest
are closed curves (topologically circles).
Definition 6.2.1 Let Γ be a realizable assembly graph (i.e., An(Γ) = 1), and S a
subset of vertices in Γ. An S-partial smoothing of Γ with respect to a Hamiltonian
polygonal path γ, is an assembly graph with a set of 4-valent vertices V (Γ) \ S,
denoted by Γ̃(γ,S) , obtained by smoothing of all vertices in S with respect to γ.
Definition 6.2.2 Let Γ be a realizable assembly graph and γ a polygonal Hamiltonian path. A subset S ⊂ V (Γ) is called linear with respect to γ if the S-partial
smoothing of Γ with respect to γ is a simple assembly graph.
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Note that ∅ ⊂ V (Γ) is linear with respect to any polygonal path γ iff Γ is a
simple assembly graph. Let S ⊂ V (Γ). Recall the process of deleting a vertex
in Γ (Definition 5.5.8). We denote with ΓS the assembly graph obtained from Γ
by deleting all of the vertices from V (Γ) \ S. Note that the process of deletion of
a vertex is local, i.e., Γ is changed at a local neighborhood of the deleted vertex
without affecting the structural rigidity of the other vertices. Hence if a set T of
vertices is deleted from Γ, then this can be done by fixing an order of the vertices
in T , and then removing vertices from T one by one according to the order. Since
the removal of one vertex does not affect the local structure of the others, the
resulting graph is invariant with respect to the choice of the order of vertices in
T.
Remark 6.2.3 If Γ is a simple assembly graph, with or without endpoints, removal of all vertices in Γ results in a single component diagram (arc if Γ has
endpoints, or circle if Γ has no endpoints). This follows because the transverse
Eulerian path in Γ determines the single component.
We can characterize linear subsets as follows.
Proposition 6.2.4 A subset S ⊂ V (Γ) is linear with respect to a polygonal
Hamiltonian path γ iff ΓS has a polygonal path γ ′ that is Eulerian (i.e., visiting every edge exactly once), and at every vertex in S, the path γ ′ either coincides
with γ, or is disjoint to γ, (i.e., it traces the other two edges incident to the
vertex).
Proof. Let Γ be a simple assembly graph with or without endpoints having a
Hamiltonian polygonal path γ. Assume that the set of vertices S is linear.
Denote with S c the the set V (Γ) \ S. By performing smoothings at vertices
in S with respect to γ, we obtain the simple assembly graph Γ̃(γ,S) with set of
vertices S c . Now the removal of the vertices from S c means removal of all of
the vertices form a simple assembly graph Γ̃(γ,S) . The removal of each vertex is
done such that the new edges are denoted with the pair of edges that is removed,
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i.e., if a vertex vi is removed and the incident edges ei and ei+1 are substituted
with a new edge li , we write li = (ei , vi , ei+1 ) (see Figure 5.9). The resulting
graph (Γ̃(γ,S) )S c = Γ′ , by Remark 6.2.3, is a single component diagram (an arc
or a circle). The name of this component is the sequence of edges and vertices
determining the required Eulerian path in ΓS . It is obtained by tracing the single
component of Γ′ (either form one end point to the other, or from a chosen vertex
to a return to that vertex). In this path every pair of edges incident to a vertex
in S must either coincide with γ or is disjoint from γ, since Γ′ was obtained after
smoothing all of the vertices in S with respect to γ.
Conversely, let γ ′ be an Eulerian polygonal path in ΓS that agrees with γ or
follows the other two edges at vertices of S. Such a path can be considered as a
path in Γ, simply by replacing each edge li in γ ′ by ei , vi , ei+1 where li is obtained
by connecting ei+1 and ei after removal of vi in ΓS (see Figure 5.9). Call this path
γ ′′ . As a path in Γ, γ ′′ is Eulerian since each edge of Γ appears exactly once as
part of an edge in ΓS , and γ ′ is Eulerian. At a vertex in S, γ ′′ either coincides
with γ, or follows the other two edges, and at a vertex not in S, it coincides
with the transverse path. Next consider Γ̃(γ,S) . If v ∈ S, then v is smoothed in
Γ̃(γ,S) as depicted in Figure 5.12. Hence γ ′′ can be considered as a path in Γ̃(γ,S) .
This can be done if γ ′′ either coincides with γ (as depicted in Figure 5.12 to the
right by a dotted arc), or If γ ′′ follows the other two edges complementing γ, (in
which case γ ′′ is taking the arc opposite of the dotted arc in Figure 5.12). Let γ ′′′
be the path in Γ̃(γ,S) thus obtained. Since γ ′′ coincides with the transverse path
in Γ at vertices not in S, γ ′′′ is a transverse path in Γ̃(γ,S) . Furthermore, γ ′′′ is
Eulerian, since γ ′′ is Eulerian. Hence γ ′′′ is a transverse Eulerian path in Γ̃(γ,S) ,
which implies that Γ̃(γ,S) is a simple assembly graph. Therefore, S is linear. 2
Definition 6.2.5 Let Γ be a realizable assembly graph, and γ be a Hamiltonian
polygonal path. A subset S ⊂ V (Γ) is called successful with respect to γ if
the S-partial smoothing of Γ with respect to γ is an assembly graph that has a
transverse arc component containing γ. (Here, we regard that γ remains intact
after the smoothing, see Remark 5.6.3.)
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A successful S-smoothing for a set S ⊂ V (Γ) can be seen as a simultaneous
recombination of a set of pointers S. A successful S-smoothing models recombinations which keep the MDSs (i.e., the edges from the polygonal path γ) that
are expected to be part of an assembled gene on a single molecule. Hence, we
regard smoothings of a successful subset S of V (Γ) as a possible one step in the
process of assembly of functional MAC gene, where recombinations determined
by the pointers in S occur simultaneously. By theorem 6.1.1, we have that for
any simple assembly graph Γ, the set of all vertices, S = V (Γ) is successful.
Lemma 6.2.6 Let Γ be a simple, realizable assembly graph and γ be a Hamiltonian polygonal path. Then every linear subset S of V (Γ) is successful with respect
to γ.
Proof. Let S be a linear subset of V (Γ). Then Γ̃(γ,S) is a simple assembly graph.
Hence Γ̃(γ,S) itself is a transverse arc component of Γ̃(γ,S) that contains γ. Therefore, S is successful with respect to γ. 2
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Figure 6.2: An assembly graph modeling actin I gene of S. nova [2]. A Hamiltonian
path in this assembly graph is indicated with a thickened line.

Example 6.2.7 Let Γ be the assembly graph depicted in Figure 6.2, where a
polygonal Hamiltonian path γ is also indicated by a thick line. Consider three
sets of vertices S ′ = {2, 3}, S ′′ = {2, 3, 4} and S ′′′ = {4, 8}.
The assembly graphs Γ̃(γ,S ′ ) , Γ̃(γ,S ′′ ) and Γ̃(γ,S ′′′ ) depicted in Figure 6.3(A),
Figure 6.3(B) and Figure 6.3(C), respectively, are obtained from Γ by applying
S ′ -, S ′′ - and S ′′′ -partial smoothings with respect to γ. We observe that S ′ is
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Figure 6.3: Three choices of partial smoothings. (A) Example of a linear set: {2, 3}smoothing of graph Γ from Figure 6.2 results in a single transverse component containing
γ. (B) Example of a successful but not linear set: {2, 3, 4}-smoothing of graph Γ from
Figure 6.2 results in two transverse components one of which contains γ. (C) Example
of a non-linear non-successful set: {4, 8}-smoothing of graph Γ from Figure 6.2 results
in three transverse components two of which contain γ.

linear, since Γ̃(γ,S1 ) is a simple assembly graph with a Hamiltonian polygonal path
indicated with thick red line. Therefore S ′ is also successful.
On the other hand, S ′′ is successful, since Γ̃(γ,S ′′ ) has a transverse path (i.e.,
component) that contains γ. However, S ′′ is not linear, because Γ̃(γ,S ′′ ) has two
transverse components: one containing γ and the other being a separate cyclic
component. The set S ′′′ is neither linear nor successful, since Γ̃(γ,S ′′′ ) has three
transverse components: one indicated with doted line, another indicated with a
solid line containing parts of γ and the third being a small cyclic part which
doesn’t contain any part of γ. Since there are two components that contain edges
from γ, S ′′′ is neither linear, nor sucessful.
Remark 6.2.8 The union, intersection, complement, subset or superset of successful sets are not necessarily successful sets. For example, let Γ be the assembly
graph and γ a polygonal Hamiltonian path in Γ as depicted in Figure 6.2. Then,
the set {5, 6, 7} is successful, but {5} and {5, 6, 7, 8} are not. Also {6, 7} and
{5, 7} are successful, but {5, 6, 7} \ {6, 7} and {6, 7} ∩ {5, 7} are not.
Definition 6.2.9 Let Γ be a simple realizable assembly graph, and let γ be a
Hamiltonian polygonal path (e1 \ v0 ), v1 , e2 , . . . , vm−1 , em , vm , (em+1 \ vm+1 ) in Γ.
A Hamiltonian set of polygonal paths {γ1 , γ2, . . . , γk } is called complementary to
γ if no edges from γ except (possibly) when e1 6= em+1 (e1 \ v1 ) and (em+1 \ vm )
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appear in the paths γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γk .
A complementary to γ Hamiltonian set of polygonal paths is called minimal,
and is denoted γ c , if its cardinality is minimal among all complementary Hamiltonian sets of polygonal paths.
One can deduce from the definition that all paths in γ c are with maximal
length such that γ c is complementary to γ.
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Figure 6.4: Complementary paths for the Hamiltonian path depicted in Figure 6.2.

Example 6.2.10 A minimal complementary Hamiltonian set of polygonal paths
γ c = {γ1, γ2 , γ3 } for the simple assembly graph Γ and the polygonal Hamiltonian
path γ is depicted in Figure 6.4.
For the rest of the section, only simple assembly graphs with no endpoints are
considered. There is no loss of generality with such an approach, since each simple
assembly graph with two endpoints can be transformed into a simple assembly
graph with no endpoints by connecting the end points. In Lemma 6.2.11, some
properties of complementary Hamiltonian sets of polygonal paths are examined.
Lemma 6.2.11 Let Γ be a simple assembly graph with no endpoints, and
γ = (e1 \ v0 ), v1 , e2 , . . . , vm−1 , em , vm , (em+1 \ vm+1 )
be a Hamiltonian polygonal path in Γ and γ c = {γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γk } be a minimal
Hamiltonian set of polygonal paths complementary to γ. The following holds.
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(i) The elements of γ c are pairwise edge disjoint, i.e., no edge of Γ appears in
more than one path from γ c .
(ii) For each edge e ∈ E(Γ), e appears either in γ or there is some i such that e
appears in γi ∈ γ c .
(iii) Each γi ∈ γ c that does not contain edges from γ starts and ends at the same
edge.
(iv) If γi ∈ γ c contains an edge from γ, then it contains both e1 and em+1 .
(v) The set of paths γ c is unique.
Proof. (i) Let γi and γj be two distinct polygonal paths in γ c containing a common
nonempty part of an edge e. Let v1 and v2 be the end points of e (possibly v1 = v2 ).
Since γ c is a Hamiltonian set, neither v1 nor v2 appears in both γi and γj . Hence
there are three possibilities: (1) each of γi , γj contains exactly one of v1 or v2 , (2)
both v1 and v2 appear in one of the paths γi or γj , (3) one of v1 or v2 does not
appear in {γi, γj }. We show that none of these cases holds. If the case (1) happens,
then assuming v1 appears in γi , (e \ v2 ) is an initial or terminal edge of γi and
(e \ v1 ) is an initial or terminal edge of γj . Therefore, the path γij = γi , v1 , e, v2 , γj
is a polygonal path in Γ, and (γ c \{γi, γj })∪{γij } is a Hamiltonian set of polygonal
paths complementary to γ. This contradicts the minimality of γ c . Hence, the case
(1) is not possible. (2) Consider the case when both v1 and v2 appear in γi . That
implies that neither of v1 and v2 appear in γj , and both (e\ v1 ) and (e\ v2 ) are end
edges of γj and e \ {v1 , v2 } is an edge in γj . Since γj is connected, it must consist
only of a part of e without the endpoints. But then γj is not a polygonal path and
can be removed from γ c , which violates the minimality condition of γ c . For the
case (3), assume, without loss of generality, that v1 does not appear in {γi, γj }.
Then (e \ v1 ) is an initial or terminal edge of both γi and γj . If v2 appears in γi ,
then (e \ v2 ) is an initial or terminal edge of γj and therefore γj = (e \ v1 ), (e \ v2 ),
otherwise, v2 is in γj but not γi and hence γi = (e \ v1 ), (e \ v2 ). In either case
the resulting path is not a polygonal path and therefore case (3) is not possible
either. Hence γi and γj are edge disjoint.
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(ii) Let e ∈ E(Γ). Note that both γ and γ c are Hamiltonian. So every vertex
v is in both γ and γi for some γi ∈ γ c . Therefore each γ and γi contains a pair
of neighboring edges incident to v. So, if e is a loop at a vertex v, two pairs of
neighboring edges at v must contain e. Suppose e is not a loop and e does not
appear in γ. Let v and v ′ be incident vertices of e. If v (or v ′ ) is not v0 or vm+1 ,
then the four edges incident to v (or v ′ ) must belong to two complementary pairs
of neighboring edges (one pair belonging to γ and the other to γi for some γi ∈ γ c ).
Hence e must be in γi. The same holds if e1 = em+1 is incident to v. An edge
incident to v belongs to both γ and γ c only if it is e1 or em+1 when e1 6= em+1 .
If v = v0 (or v = vm+1 ), the Hamiltonian path γ contains two edges incident to
v that are distinct from e1 (i.e., em+1 ), hence one of the paths in γ c must visit v
through e1 and e (i.e., em+1 and e).
(iii) Let γi ∈ γ c be a polygonal path that does not contain edges from γ.
Suppose that γi starts with the edge e and ends with the edge e′ and assume that
e 6= e′ . let v and v ′ be the endpoints of e such that γi starts with (e \ v). Note
that if v = v ′ then e is a loop, i.e., e is a neighbor of itself and γi must start and
end at e. If v appears in γi , then (e \ v ′ ), v is subsequence of γi , implying that γi
starts and ends at e, so γi is circular. This cannot happen if e 6= e′ . Hence, v does
not appear in γi . Then, there is some j 6= i such that v appears in γj . Therefore
(e \ v ′), v, e′′ is a subsequence of γj , where e′′ a neighbor of e with respect to v not
in γ. But, that contradicts (i), since in that case e would be in both γi and γj .
Hence, e = e′ .
(iv) Note that if e1 = em+1 then γi ∈ γ c cannot contain any edge from γ by
definition of γ c , so if γi ∈ γ c is a polygonal path that contains an edge from γ,
e1 6= em+1 . By the definition of γ c , γi contains e1 or em+1 . Suppose that γi starts
with (e1 \ v1 ), i.e., γi = (e1 \ v1 ), v2′ , . . . , vk′ (e \ v). First note that e1 6= e, since
otherwise v = v0 and γi contains (e1 \ v0 ) which contradicts the definition of γ c . If
vk′ = v then e is a loop. The Hamiltonian path γ visits v either by the two edges
incident to v that are distinct from e, or it contains e and one edge distinct from e.
In the former case γi = (e \ v), v, (e \ v) and cannot start with (e1 \ v1 ). So it must
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be that γ contains e, in which case it contains (e \ v), i.e., (e \ v) = (em+1 \ vm+1 ).
If vk′ 6= v, consider the other three incident edges of v, say e′ , f, f ′ . Assume e
is a neighbor to both e′ and f with respect to v. Since v is not visited by γi , there
must be γj ∈ γ c that contains v. By (i), γj cannot contain e, therefore it contains
either f, f ′ or e′ , f . In both cases the Hamiltonian γ has to visit v containing
edges e, e′ or e, f . Since e is in both γ and γi , by the definition of γ c , it must be
that it is the end of γ, i.e., v = vm and vk′ = vm+1 .
(v) First, note that there is no element of γ c that contains edges e1 or em+1 from
γ if e1 = em+1 . If e1 6= em+1 , then by (iv), there is exactly one element of γ c that
contains both e1 and em+1 . Let γ c = {γ1 , . . . , γk } and γ̂ c = {γ1′ , . . . , γk′ ′ } be two
distinct minimal Hamiltonian sets of polygonal paths complementary to γ. From
the above argument, both γ1c and γ2c contain either one or no element that has edges
from γ. Now, let show that the paths that do not contain edges from γ are the
same in both γ c and γ̂ c . Let γi = (e1i \ v0i ), v1i , e2i , . . . , vs−1i, esi , vsi , (es+1i \ vs+1i )
be an element of γ c that does not contain edges from γ. By (iii) we have that
e1i = es+1i i.e., γi is a cycle and v0i = vsi , v1i = vs+1i There is some j ∈ {1, . . . , k ′ }
such that γj′ ∈ γ̂ c is a polygonal path that visits the vertex v1i . Then e2i appears
in γj′ . If γj′ does not visit the vertex v2i , then there is γl′ ∈ γ̂ c ( l 6= j) that visits
v2i . But, then e2i would have to appear in γl′ too, which contradicts (i). Hence,
γj′ must visit the vertex v2i . Using the same arguments, one can show that γj′
contain the vertices v3i , . . . , vs+1i and the edges e3i , . . . , es+1i . Therefore we obtain
γicyc = γj′ , since γi is a cycle.
By the symmetry of the arguments, the above shows that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the elements of γ c and γ̂ c that do not contain edges e1
and em+1 . Further, γ c has an element γ1 that contains the edges e1 and em+1 , iff
there is an element γ1′ in γ̂ c that contains both e1 and em+1 . Moreover, it must
be γ1 = γ1′ since both γ1 and γ1′ contain the edges/vertices not visited by γ and
the rest of the paths in γ c and γ̂ c . This proves that γ c = γ̂ c i.e., γ c is unique for
a given Γ and a given Hamiltonian polygonal path γ in Γ. 2
Lemma 6.2.12 Let Γ be a simple assembly graph with no endpoints, and let γ be
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a Hamiltonian polygonal path, with γ c its minimal complementary Hamiltonian
set of polygonal paths. Then the number of connected components of Γ̃γ is |γ c | if
γ is a cycle, and |γ c | + 1, otherwise.
Proof. Let Γ be a simple assembly graph, with a Hamiltonian polygonal path
γ = (e1 \ v0 ), v1 , e2 , . . . , vm−1 , em , vm , (em+1 \ vm+1 ),
and let γ c = {γ1 , . . . , γs } be a minimal complementary Hamiltonian set of polygonal paths to γ. Let C = {C1 , . . . , Cp } be the set of components of Γ̃γ . As mentioned in Remark 5.6.3, each component in C contains edges and vertices inherited
from Γ. Denote with E(Ci ) the set of edges inherited from Γ that are contained
in Ci , and let E ′ = {E(C1 ), . . . , E(Cp )}. Note that E(Ci ) is nonempty for each
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, and for each edge e ∈ E(Γ), there is exactly one i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}
such that e ∈ E(Ci ). Hence E ′ is a partition of E(Γ).
First, assume that there is a path in γ c that contains either the edges from γ.
Then by Lemma 6.2.11 (iv), such path is unique in γ c and contains both e1 and
em+1 . Without loss of generality, let γ1 ∈ γ c be such a path. Define
G1 = {e ∈ E(Γ)|the edge e intersects withγorγ1 },

and

Gi = {e ∈ E(Γ)|the edge e intersects withγi} for i = 2, . . . , s.
Note that if an edge e ∈ E(Γ) intersects with γi , then it is contained in γi , or
intersects at one of the ends of γi . By (i) and (ii) from Lemma 6.2.11 G =
{G1 , . . . , Gk } is a partition on E(V ).
Next we show that G = E ′ . Let
i
i
i
γi = (ei1 \ v0i ), v1i , ei2 , . . . , vm
, eimi , vm
, (eimi +1 \ vm
),
i −1
i
i +1

for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}.

By definition of smoothing all edges from γ appear in one component of C, and
therefore in one of the set in E ′ , say E(C1 ). Since e11 = em+1 ∈ E(C1 ), by the
definition of vertex smoothing we have e12 ∈ E(C1 ). Then e12 ∈ E(C1 ) implies
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e13 ∈ E(C1 ), and inductively, one obtains that every edge from γ1 is in E(C1 ). For
any fixed i ∈ {2, . . . , s}, by Lemma 6.2.11 (iii) we have that ei1 = eim+1 , i.e., γi
is cyclic. If C ′ is a cyclic component in C with ei1 ∈ E(C ′ ), by the definition of
smoothing, the edges eij belong to the same partition set E(C ′ ) from E ′ for all j ∈
{2, . . . , mi +1}. Hence, for each Gi ∈ G, there is E(Cj ) ∈ E ′ such that Gi ⊂ E(Cj ).
As both G and E ′ are partitions of E(Γ) G = E ′ . The proof is similar if we assume
that there is no element in γ c that contains edges from γ. In that case, consider
G = {Gi|i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , s}}, where G0 = {e ∈ E(Γ)|the edge e intersects withγ}
and Gi = {e ∈ E(Γ)|the edge e intersects withγi } for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}. 2
Let Γ be a simple assembly graph with no endpoints, γ be a Hamiltonian
polygonal path, and γ c = {γ1 , γ2, . . . , γk } be a minimal Hamiltonian set of polyg′

onal paths complementary to γ. Denote by γ c the subset of γ c that consists of
the paths that are edge disjoint from γ.
′

Let S ⊆ V (Γ). For γi ∈ γ c , let Ci be the component of Γ̃(γ,S) that contains
edges inherited from γi . When S = V (Γ) such a component is connected in
Γ̃(γ,V (Γ)) , by the proof of Lemma 6.2.12.
′

Lemma 6.2.13 Let γi ∈ γ c and Si = {v|v ∈ V (Γ), v appears in γi }. Then, for
any successful set S ⊂ V (Γ), Ci is a connected component of Γ̃(γ,S) if and only if
Si ⊂ S.
Proof. First, assume that Ci is a connected component of Γ̃(γ,S) . This implies
that each edge of γi appears in Ci . That is possible only if every vertex of γi is
smoothed. Therefore, Si ⊂ S.
Conversely, let Si ⊂ S. Since γi has no edges from γ, by Lemma 6.2.11(ii) it
is cyclic. Each vertex that belongs to γi is smoothed. By smoothing the vertices
from γi (i.e., Si ), one obtains a connected component that contains each edge
from γi as explained in the proof of Lemma 6.2.12. By definition that component
is Ci , so Ci is a component of Γ̃(γ,S) . 2
For the rest of the section, we call Ci the component of Γ̃γ,S that corresponds
to Si , if they are related as in Lemma 6.2.13. Keeping the same definitions of
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Γ, γ, γ c , Si , and Ci , we characterize the successful sets as follows.
Proposition 6.2.14 A subset S ⊂ V (Γ) is successful iff there is I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}
S
such that S can be written as SI ∪ S ′ , where SI = i∈I Si , S ′ is linear in Γ̃(γ,SI ) \
S
( i∈I Ci ).
Proof. Let S ⊂ V (Γ) be a successful set. If S is linear in Γ, then Γ̃γ is a single
component and we can take I = ∅. So, S = ∅ ∪ S. If S is not linear, then
Γ̃(γ,S) has more than one connected component. Let C = {C1 , . . . , Ck } be the
set of all connected components of Γ̃(γ,S) . One of them contains γ, since S is
successful. Let I = {i|Ci is a component in Γ̃(γ,S) that does not contain γ}. If
C ′ is component of Γ̃γ,S that does not contain γ, then the corresponding vertex
′

set S ′ = {v|v ∈ V (Γ), v appears in γ ′ ∈ γ c } is subset of S, by Lemma 6.2.13.
Hence, Si ⊂ S for any Si that corresponds to some connected component Ci such
that i ∈ I. Therefore, SI ⊂ S. Furthermore, because S is successful note that
S
Γ̃(γ,S) \ i∈I Ci has one transverse arc component that contains γ. This implies
S
S
that S ′ = S \ SI must be linear for Γ̃(γ,SI ) \ i∈I Ci . We have S = SI S ′ .
S
Conversely, let S = SI S ′ for some SI = ∪i∈I Si , I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}. Note
that Γ̃(γ,SI ) contains the connected component Ci that corresponds to Si for each
i ∈ I, by the Lemma 6.2.13. Since none of those components contains γ, Γ̃(γ,SI ) \
S
S
′
i∈I Ci is an assembly graph that contains γ. Since S is linear in Γ̃(γ,SI ) \ i∈I Ci ,
S
Γ̃(γ,SI S S ′ ) \ i∈I Ci is a simple assembly graph that contains γ. Hence, Γ̃(γ,S) has
a transverse arc component that contains γ, or, in other words, S is a successful
set. 2
Example 6.2.15 For the simple assembly graph Γ and the polygonal Hamilto′

nian path γ given in Example 6.2.10 (see Figure 6.4), γ c = {γ2 , γ3}. Furthermore,
S2 = {4}, S3 = {5, 6, 7} and let C2 and C3 be components of Γ̃γ that correspond to
S2 and S3 , respectively. Then, the set {2, 3, 4} is successful by Proposition 6.2.14,
since {2, 3, 4} = S2 ∪ {2, 3} and {2, 3} is linear in Γ̃(γ,S2 ) \ C2 (see Figure 6.3(B)).
The set {4, 8} is not successful by Example 6.2.7 (see Figure 6.3(C)). It can be
written as S2 ∪ {8}, but {8} is not linear in Γ̃(γ,S2 ) \ C2 . The set {4, 5, 6, 7}
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Figure 6.5:
Successful and unsuccessful smoothings. (A) Successful smoothing of
Γ in Example 6.2.10 relative set S = {4, 5, 6, 7} = {4} ∪ {5, 6, 7} = S1 ∪ S2 . The
resulting graph contains γ in a single component. (B) Unsuccessful smoothing of Γ in
Example 6.2.10 relative set S = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8} = {4} ∪ {5, 6, 7} ∪ {8} = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ {8}.
The set {8} is not linear in Γ̃(γ,S2 ∪S3 ) \ (C2 ∪ C3 ) since the resulting graph contains γ
on two distinct components indicated by full and dotted lines.

can be written as S2 ∪ S3

S

∅. It is clear from Figure 6.5(A) that ∅ is linear in

Γ̃(γ,S2 ∪S3 ) \ (C2 ∪ C3 ). Hence {4, 5, 6, 7} is a successful set. On the other hand, the
set {4, 5, 6, 7, 8} is not successful, since {8} is not linear in Γ̃(γ,S2 ∪S3 ) \ (C2 ∪ C3 )
(see Figure 6.5(B)).

6.3

Smoothing Strategies

The successful sets studied in Section 6.2 are defined such that the smoothing
of the vertices of a successful set keep the Hamiltonian polygonal path in the
assembly graph connected. Since a Hamiltonian polygonal path models a single
macronuclear gene, a successful set resembles a set of pointers whose simultaneous recombination keep a given gene in tact. In particular, the simultaneous
rearrangement of pointers from a successful set do not disperse the MDSs on different molecules. Therefore, a successful set can be considered as a single step in
the process of macronuclear gene assembly.
In this section we use the successful sets to define smoothing strategies for a
given assembly graph. The smoothing strategies define possible rearrangement
strategies for a given micronuclear gene.
Definition 6.3.1 Let Γ be simple assembly graph and γ a Hamiltonian polygonal
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path in Γ. An ordered partition S = {S1 , . . . , Sk } of V (G) is called smoothing
strategy for Γ with respect to γ. Denote S1′ = ∅ and Si′ = ∪i−1
j=1 Sj . We say that
S is a successful smoothing strategy for Γ with respect to γ if Si is successful in
Γ̃(γ,Si′ ) , for every i = 1, . . . , k.
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Figure 6.6: (A) An example of an assembly graph and the corresponding Hamiltonian
polygonal path. (B) S1 -smoothing of the graph in (A), for the successful set S1 = {2, 3}.
(C) S2 -smoothing of the graph in (A), for the set S2 = {5, 6}. S2 is not successful and
therefore can not be the first smoothing set in a smoothing strategy.

Example 6.3.2 For the simple assembly graph Γ and the polygonal Hamiltonian
path γ given in Figure 6.6(A), consider the sets S1 = {2, 3} and S2 = {5, 6}. The
smoothing Γ̃(γ,S1 ) is depicted in Figure 6.6(B), and since γ belongs to a single
transverse component of Γ̃(γ,S1 ) , S1 is successful. The set S2 = {5, 6} is not
successful as seen in Γ̃(γ,S2 ) depicted in Figure 6.6(C) since portions of γ belong
to two transverse components. Furthermore, S1 ∪ S2 = V (Γ). Therefore, the
sequence (S1 , S2 ) is a successful smoothing strategy, but (S2 , S1 ) is not a successful
smoothing strategy for Γ with respect to γ.
Lemma 6.3.3 Let Γ be a simple assembly graph, γ be a Hamiltonian polygonal
path in Γ and let S ⊂ S ′ ⊂ V (Γ). If both S and S ′ are successful with respect to
γ, then S1 = S ′ − S is successful for Γ̃(γ,S) .
Proof. Let S ⊂ S ′ ⊂ V (Γ), and suppose that both S and S ′ are successful.
Then Γ̃(γ,S) is an assembly graph that has a transverse arc component containing
γ. The application of S1 -partial smoothing on Γ̃(γ,S) results in Γ̃(γ,S ′ ) . However,
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Γ̃(γ,S ′ ) is an assembly graph that has a transverse component containing γ, since
S ′ is successful in Γ. Therefore, S1 = S ′ − S is successful for Γ̃(γ,S) . 2
Proposition 6.3.4 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of successful smoothing strategies and the set of all nested sequences: P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ · · · ⊂
Pk = V (Γ), where Pi is successful for Γ for every i = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. Let {S1 , . . . , Sk } be a successful smoothing strategy for Γ with respect
′
to γ. Then, Si is successful in Γ̃(γ,Si′ ) , where Si′ = ∪i−1
h=1 Sh . Hence, Pi = Si ∪ Si is

successful in Γ. Therefore, P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Pk is nested sequence of successful
sets in Γ.
Conversely, let P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Pk = V (Γ) be nested sequence where Pi is
successful for Γ for every i = 1, . . . , k. Define Si = Pi − Pi−1 . Since Pi−1 ⊂ Pi and
both Pi and Pi−1 are successful sets in Γ, by Lemma 6.3.3, Pi − Pi−1 is successful
′
in Γ(γ,Pi−1 ) . On the other hand, Pi−1 = ∪i−1
h=1 Sh = Si . Therefore, Si = Pi − Pi−1

is a successful set in Γ(γ,Si′ ) . The ordered set {S1 , . . . , Sk } consists of pairwise
disjoint subsets of V (Γ) whose union is V (Γ) and each Si is successful in Γ̃(γ,Si′ ) .
Hence S1 , . . . , Sk is a successful smoothing strategy for γ. 2
Example 6.3.5 Let Γ be the assembly graph given in Figure 6.7(A) and let γ be
the Hamiltonian polygonal path depicted by ticked red line. S1 -smoothing of Γ,
for the successful set S1 = {2, 3, 4} with respect to γ results in an assembly graph
Γ1 , given on Figure 6.7(B). The set S2 = {5, 6, 7} is successful with respect to γ in
Γ1 . The assembly graph Γ2 obtained by S2 -partial smoothing of Γ1 is illustrated
in Figure 6.7(C). Applying S3 -smoothing on Γ2 for the successful set S3 = {8, 9}
results with the diagram depicted in Figure 6.7(D). Since S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 = V (Γ),
{S1 , S2 , S3 } is successful smoothing strategy for Γ.
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Figure 6.7: (A) An example of an assembly graph and the corresponding Hamiltonian
polygonal path. (B) S1 -smoothing of the graph in (A), for the successful set S1 =
{2, 3, 4}. (C) S2 -smoothing of the graph in (B), for the successful set S2 = {5, 6, 7}.
(D)S3 -smoothing of the graph in (C), for the successful set S2 = {8, 9}.
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7

Assembly Words

In this chapter we investigate the order of recombination events of DNA that take
place during the macronuclear development in ciliates. The recombination processes happen in certain succession, possibly with some pointer recombinations
performed at the same time, but others in prescribed order. We define partial order on DNA molecules in such a way that two molecules are related by this order
when one is produced by recombination from the other. We apply our model to experimental data that gives the possible intermediate molecules in the macronucler
gene assembly. The model provides a method for deriving all possible pathways
of gene rearrangements. Namely, given an MDS-IES structure of a micronuclear
gene and possible intermediate molecules, our goal is to theoretically characterize
all possible assembly strategies. For that purpose, we introduce assembly words
as sets of linear and circular words and define a partial order on such assembly
words that represents gene assembly strategy.
7.1

Definitions and Notations

Let Ak = {M1 , . . . , Mk , I1 , . . . , I(k+1) } and Ak = {M1 , . . . , Mk , I1 , . . . , I(k+1) } be
alphabets (sets of symbols) for some integer k ≥ 1, and Ak = Ak ∪ Ak . We
consider two types of words over A: linear words that correspond to the regular
definition of words over an alphabet, and circular words defined in Section 3.1.2.
Same as in the intermolecular and the intramolecular model, symbol Mi ∈ Ak
corresponds to MDSi for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} and each symbol Ij corresponds to IESj
for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k + 1}. The symbols in Ak refer to the corresponding inverted
MDSs and IESs.
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Definition 7.1.1 An assembly word over an alphabet Ak is a set
W = {w0 , [w1 ], [w2 ], . . . , [wn ]}
which consist of one linear word w0 and n circular words [w1 ], [w2 ], . . . , [wn ] over
Ak , such that for each symbol σ ∈ Ak , either σ or σ appear exactly once in W .
We say that two assembly words are equal if they are equal as sets.
We denote by A∗k the set of all assembly words over alphabet Ak .
Example 7.1.2 For example, let A4 = {M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 , I1 , I2 , I3 } and A4 =
A4 ∪ A4 , and w0 = M3 M4 I2 M2 , [w1 ] = [I1 ], [w2 ] = [M1 I1 ], [w3 ] = [M1 I3 ] be words
over A4 . Then W = {w0 , [w1 ], [w3 ]} is an assembly word, but W ′ = {w0 , [w1 ], [w2 ]}
is not, since I3 does not appear in W ′ . Also, W ′′ = {w0 , [w1 ], [w2 ], [w3 ]} is not an
assembly word, since I1 appears twice in W ′′ .
Definition 7.1.3 Each word over Ak of the form Mi M(i+1) . . . M(i+j) or
M(i+j) . . . Mi , for some i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} is called an assembled segment. For an
assembled segment s and an assembly word W , we denote by s ⊏ W if there is
an element w ∈ W such that s is a substring of w.
We denote by SW the set of all assembled segments in the assembly word W .
An assembled segment s ⊏ W is maximal if for every assembled segment s′ ⊏ W ,
s ⊂ s′ implies s′ = s.
max
Definition 7.1.4 Let W be an assembly word. We define the set SW
= {s ⊏

W |s is a maximal assembled segment}. The degree of the assembly word W is
max (|s| − 1). The degree of an assembly word W is denoted by
defined as Σs∈SW

dg(W).
The degree of an assembly word W counts the pairs Mi M(i+1) or M(i+1) Mi
that appear as subwords in the elements of W .
Example 7.1.5 Consider the assembly word W = {w0 , [w1 ], [w3 ]}, where w0 =
I4 M3 M4 I2 M2 , [w1 ] = [I5 M5 M6 I3 ], [w2 ] = [I6 M1 I1 ], [w3 ] = [I7 ]. Then SW =
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{M3 M4 , M5 M6 , M2 , M1 } and therefore the degree of W is (2-1)+(2-1)+(1-1)+(11)= 2.
7.2

Rewriting rules

Definition 7.2.1 We define three types of transformations (rewriting rules) of
assembly words: deletion, insertion and inversion.
• Deletion
Let W = {w0 , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ]} be an assembly word over alphabet Ak . Suppose w0 is written as w0 = a1 · · · ai wn+1 ai+1 · · · as and let w0′ = a1 a2 · · · as .
Then we say that the assembly word
W ′ = {w0′ , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ], [wn+1 ]}
is obtained from W by deletion.
• Insertion
Let W = {w0 , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ]} be an assembly word over alphabet Ak and
w0 = b1 · · · bs . Then we say that the assembly word
W ′ = {w0′ , [w1 ], . . . , [wj−1 ], [wj+1], . . . , [wn ]}
is obtained from W by insertion, where w0′ = b1 · · · bi wj bi+1 · · · bs (j ≤ n,
i ≤ s).
• Inversion
Let W = {w0 , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ]} be an assembly word. Suppose w0 is written
as w0 = v1 v2 v3 , where v1 , v2 and v3 are words over A, and let w0′ = v1 v2 v3 .
Then we say that the assembly word
W ′ = {w0′ , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ]}
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is obtained from W by inversion.
Note that the deletion and insertion operations defined on assembly words are
similar to the operations op1 and op1R , respectively from the intermolecular model
given in Section 3.2. They differ in their domains (alphabets) and the applicability
requirements. For example, the operation op1 is applicable to a string u′ over
alphabet Σ = {A, C, G, T } if u′ contains repeated subword, i.e u = uxwxv for
some u, x, w, v ∈ Σ∗ , and op1(uxwxv) = {uxv, [xw]}. On the other hand, if the
singleton set {u′ } is an assembly word the deletion operation is applicable to {u′}
and the result is not uniquely determined. Namely, if u′ = uxv = wyz, then both
of the assembly words {uv, [x]} and {wz, [y]} are obtained by deletion from u′ .
Similarly, the insertion operation is applicable to any assembly word, while op1R
is applicable to a set of linear and circular word such that both of them contain
the same subword.
Lemma 7.2.2 (i) The word W ′ obtained from an assembly word W by deletion,
addition, or inversion, is indeed an assembly word.
(ii) If W ′ is obtained from W by deletion (insertion and inversion, respectively), then W can be obtained from W ′ by insertion (deletion and inversion,
respectively).
Proof. (i) Let W = {w0 , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ]} be an assembly word over alphabet Ak
and let W ′ be a set of words obtained from W by deletion, insertion or inversion.
Then, W ′ contains one linear word and n + 1, n − 1 or n circular words over Ak . If
W ′ is obtained from W by deletion (insertion) then by the definition of deletion
(insertion) operation the number of symbols in W and W ′ is the same and every
symbol from A that appears in W appears in W ′ . Therefore, one of Mi or Mi
appears exactly once in W ′ for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} and one of Ij or Ij occurs
exactly once in W ′ , for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k + 1}. Hence, W ′ is an assembly word.
If W ′ is obtained from W by inversion, then W ′ = {w0′ , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ]}, where
w0′ = v1 v2 v3 and w0 = v1 v2 v3 . Each symbol i that appears in v2 is replaced by i
in W ′, while the rest of the symbols are unchanged. Therefore, one of Mi or Mi
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appears exactly once in W ′ for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} and one of Ij or Ij occurs
exactly once in W ′ , for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k + 1}. Hence, W ′ is an assembly word.
(ii) Let W = {w0 , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ]} be an assembly word over alphabet Ak . Suppose w0 is written as w0 = a1 · · · ai wn+1 ai+1 · · · as and let w0′ = a1 a2 · · · as . Then
the word W ′ = {w0′ , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ], [wn+1 ]} is obtained from W by deletion.
Since w0′ = a1 a2 · · · as and w0 = a1 · · · ai wj ai+1 · · · as for j = n + 1 the assembly word W = {w0 , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ]} is obtained from W ′ by insertion. One may
similarly show that if W ′ is obtained by insertion from W , then W is obtained
from W ′ by deletion.
Next, suppose that w0 is written as w0 = v1 v2 v3 , where v1 , v2 and v3 are words
over Ak , and let w0′ = v1 v2 v3 . Then the word W ′ = {w0′ , [w1 ], . . . , [wn ]} is obtained
from W by inversion. Furthermore, w0 = v1 v2 v3 where v2 = v2 . Hence W is also
obtained from W ′ by inversion. 2
Remark 7.2.3 The operations insertion and deletion are inverse to each other.
Example 7.2.4 Let W = {M3 I1 M4 I2 M2 I3 M1 } be an assembly word over alphabet A4 . The word W ′ = {M3 M4 I2 M2 I3 M1 , [I1 ]} is an assembly word that is
obtained from W by deletion, and the word M ′′ = {M3 I1 M4 I2 M2 M1 I3 } is obtained from W by inversion. Also note that the word W can be obtained from
W ′ by addition.

7.3

Ordering of Assembly Words

Definition 7.3.1 Given an alphabet Ak , we define a binary relation “→” on the
set of assembly words A∗k over Ak as follows: W → W ′ if there is a sequence
W = W0 , W1 , . . . , Wh = W ′ of assembly words such that for each i (i = 1, . . . , h),
Wi is obtained from Wi−1 by a single operation of deletion, insertion or inversion,
dg(Wi−1 ) ≤ dg(Wi ) and dg(W) < dg(W′ ).
For instance, W → W ′ for W and W ′ defined in the Example 7.2.4.
Proposition 7.3.2 The relation → is a strict partial order.
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Proof. The irreflexivity and antisymmetry properties of → follow from the irreflexivity and antisymmetry properties of the relation < defined for the degree
of the assembly words. In other words, < is a strict partial order on non-negative
integers. If W → W ′ and W ′ → W ′′ , then it is clear that dg(W) < dg(W′′ ).
Let σ1 σ2 · · · σm and µ1 µ2 · · · µn be sequences of deletion, insertion and inversion
that transform W into W ′ and W ′ into W ′′ , respectively. Then the sequence
σ1 · · · σm µ1 · · · µn transforms W into W ′′ . Therefore, W → W ′′ , i.e. → is transitive. Since → is irreflexive, antisymmetric and transitive, it is a strict partial
order. 2
Note that, for a given alphabet Ak , the poset (A∗k , →) is bounded with assembly
words of degree 0 as minimal elements and assembly words of degree k − 1 as
maximal elements.
Example 7.3.3 Let W = {M3 I1 M4 I2 M2 I3 M1 } be an assembly word over A4 .
Then W → {M3 M4 I2 M2 I3 M1 , [I1 ]} → {M3 M4 I2 M2 M1 I3 , [I1 ]} →
→ {I2 M4 M3 M2 M1 I3 , [I1 ]}.
Also, W → {M3 I1 M4 I2 M2 M1 I3 } → {M3 M4 I2 M2 M1 I3 , [I1 ]}. Note that W is a
minimal word and W ′ = {I2 M4 M3 M2 M1 I3 , [I1 ]} is a maximal word.
Definition 7.3.4 Let (A∗k , →) be the poset over an alphabet Ak . An assembly
strategy is a linearly ordered subset of (A∗k , →) that contains a maximal and a
minimal element.
In Example 7.3.3, the first subset is an assembly strategy, but the second is
not.

7.4

Assembly Graphs and Assembly Words

Both, smoothing strategies introduced in Section 6.3 and assembly strategies introduced in Section 7.3 model the micronuclear gene rearrangements. In this
section we study how assembly words and assembly strategies are related to assembly graphs and smoothing strategies.
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Let Γ be a directed assembly graph and let {C1 , . . . Cn } be the set of all
transverse components in Γ. Each component Ci for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n} is uniquely
determined by transverse path γi that contains every edge of Ci exactly once. Let
γi = (v0i , ei1 , v1i , ei2 , . . . , ein , vni i ) if Ci is a component with endpoints v0i and vni , or
γi = (v0i , ei1 , v1i , ei2 , . . . , eini ), if Ci has no end points with 4-valent vertices v0i and
edges ein ∈ E(v0i ). We assign a linear word wγi = ei1 ei2 · · · ein to γi if Ci is component
with two endpoints, or a circular word [wγi ] = [ei1 ei2 · · · ein ] if Ci has no end points.
We refer to the set of words WΓ = {wγi |i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}} as the phrase of Γ. Let
Γ be a directed assembly graph that contains exactly one transverse component
with two base points and n components with no end points. Then, the phrase WΓ
of Γ, consists of one linear word and n circular words. Denote by W1 the set of all
phrases that contain exactly one linear word. The rewriting operations insertion,
deletion and inversion defined on assembly words can be also defined on phrases
from W1 .
Proposition 7.4.1 Let Γ be a directed assembly graph that contains exactly one
transverse component C with two end points. If Γ̃{v} is the assembly graph obtained
from Γ by a smoothing of a vertex v ∈ V (C), then WΓ̃{v} is obtained from WΓ by
at most two applications of deletion, insertion or inversion.
Proof: Let Γ be a directed assembly graph. Let {C, C1, . . . , Cs } be the set of
all transverse components in Γ such that C is the only transverse component with
two end points i and t. Then, WΓ = {wγ , wγ1 , . . . , wγs } is the phrase of Γ. Let v
be a vertex in C. There are two possibilities:
(i) The vertex v belongs only to C.
(ii) There is component Ci with no endpoints such that v belongs to both C and
Ci .
These situations are depicted in Figure 7.1 (A) and (B), respectively. In the
first case the rigid vertex is (v, (ek , em , ek+1 , em+1 )) for some natural numbers 1 ≤
k ≤ m ≤ n such that γ = (i, e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , ek , v, ek+1, . . . , em , v, em+1 , . . . , en , t) is
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Figure 7.1: (A) The rigid vertex v belongs to single transverse component C. (B) The
rigid vertex v belongs to two transverse components C and C1 .

the transverse path that corresponds to C. By smoothing of v, only the component
C is changed in Γ as depicted in Figure 7.2. If the smoothing is parallel the
transverse path of C becomes
γ = (i, e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , ek , v, em , . . . , ek+1 , v, em+1 , . . . , en , t)
and therefore the phrase of Γ̃{v} is
WΓ̃{v} = {e1 e2 · · · ek em · · · ek+1 em+1 · · · en , wγ1 , . . . , wγs }.
The phrase WΓ̃{v} is obtained from WΓ by inversion. By nonparallel smoothing of
v the transverse component C is divided into two transverse components in WΓ̃{v} ;
one of them is liner with transverse path (i, e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , ek , v, em+1 , . . . , en , t) and
the other one is circular with transverse path (v, ek+1, . . . , em , v). Therefore the
phrase of Γ̃{v} is
WΓ̃{v} = {e1 e2 · · · ek em+1 · · · en , [ek+1 · · · em ], [wγ1 ], . . . , [wγs ]}.
The phrase WΓ̃{v} is obtained from WΓ by deletion.
In the case (ii) the rigid vertex (v, (ek , e1m , ek+1 , e1m+1 )) belongs to two trans-
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Figure 7.2: Parallel smoothing of vertex v (left) and nonparallel smoothing of vertex v
(right).

verse components C and say C1 (see Figure 7.1 (B)). The transverse components
C and C1 are determined by the transverse paths
γ = (i, e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , ek , v, ek+1 , . . . , en , t)
and
γ1 = (v, e1m+1 , . . . , e1m , v),
respectively. If Γ̃{v} is obtained by parallel smoothing of v, then the transverse
components of WΓ̃{v} are C2 , . . . , Cs and a component determined by the transverse
path
(i, e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , ek , v, e1m , . . . , e1m+1 , v, ek+1 , . . . , en , t).
The phrase of Γ̃{v} is
WΓ̃{v} = {e1 e2 · · · ek e1m · · · e1m+1 ek+1 · · · en , [wγ2 ], . . . , [wγs ]}.
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It is clear that WΓ̃{v} is obtained from WΓ by insertion and inversion.
If Γ̃{v} is obtained from Γ by nonparallel smoothing of vertex v, then one
can similarly show that WΓ̃{v} can be obtained from WΓ by application of single
insertion operation.
In each case WΓ̃{v} can be obtained from WΓ by application of insertion, deletion or insertion operation. 2
Note that the phrase of each directed simple realizable assembly graph can be
viewed as an assembly word.
Remark 7.4.2 Let Γ be a directed simple realizable assembly graph with two
base points i and t. Then Γ models some micronuclear gene G. Let G be formally
represented as a string of the following form:
(*)

G = I1 Ni1 I1 Ni2 · · · Ik Nik Ik+1

for some positive integer k, i1 , . . . , ik ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} (for ij 6= is if j 6= s), where
Nij is a three symbol word in the set {(ij )Mij (ij + 1), (ij )Mij (ij + 1)} for every
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}.
Then Γ can be constructed using the construction described in Section 6.1,
with only one difference; instead of adding an edge from vertex ik back to the
base point i, we add an edge from the vertex ik to the base point t. The edges of
Γ are labeled by either Ij or Mj (orMj ). Let wG = I0 wi1 I1 wi2 · · · Ik−1 wik Ik , where
wij = Mij if Nij = (ij )Mij (ij + 1) and wij = Mij if Nij = (ij )Mij (ij + 1). Then
the singleton set {wG } is the phrase of Γ. In addition, wG is a word over alphabet
Ak , such that for each symbol σ ∈ Ak , either σ or σ appears exactly once in wG .
Therefore, the set {wG } is an assembly word.
Therefore, for each simple realizable assembly graph Γ, there is an assembly
word wΓ that corresponds to Γ. If γ = (v0 , e1 , v1 , e2 , . . . , en , vn ) is the Eulerian
transverse path of Γ then by suitable labeling of the edges of Γ, wΓ = {e1 · · · en }
can be viewed as an assembly word that corresponds to Γ.
Proposition 7.4.3 Let Γ be a directed simple realizable assembly graph with two
end points and a Hamiltonian polygonal path γ. If the nested sequence ∅ = S0 ⊂
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S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Sk = V (Γ) is a smoothing strategy for Γ with respect to γ, then
the sequence WΓ , WΓ̃(γ,S ) , WΓ̃(γ,S ) , . . . , WΓ̃(γ,S
1

2

k)

is an assembly strategy.

Proof : Let Γ be directed simple realizable assembly graph with two end points.
Then, by Remark 7.4.2 the edges of Γ can be labeled by either Ij or Mj (Mj ), such
that the phrase WΓ of Γ is an assembly word over alphabet Ak . By Proposition
7.4.1, each of WΓ̃(γ,S ) can be obtained from WΓ̃(γ,S
i

for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} by

i−1 )

applying a sequence of insertion, deletion and inversion operations. Thus, by
Lemma 7.2.2 each of the words WΓ̃(γ,S ) , . . . , WΓ̃(γ,S
2

k)

is an assembly word.

For each vertex v in Γ there are two neighboring edges incident to v labeled
by Mi and Mi−1 for some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. Since Γ is smoothed with respect to
Hamiltonian polygonal path γ, smoothing the vertex v results in an edge with
label Mi−1 Mi .
Therefore, dg(WΓ̃(γ,S

i−1 )

) < dg(WΓ̃(γ,S ) ) for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. Hence, the
i

sequence
WΓ , WΓ̃(γ,S ) , WΓ̃(γ,S ) , . . . , WΓ̃(γ,S
1

2

k)

is assembly strategy. 2
7.5

Application of Assembly Words to Experimental Data

In [39], the gene assembly of O.Trifallax actin I gene was discussed. The micronuclear actin I gene is schematically represented on Figure 7.3. Partially assembled
molecules were detected and are presented as possible intermediates. Based on
these results, we propose possible pathways for detangling O.Trifallax actin I
gene. In Figure 7.4 those pathways are described in terms of assembly graphs and
smoothings.
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Figure 7.3: Schematic representation of the actin I micronuclear gene in O.Trifallax.

The assembly graph representation of actin I is given on Figure 7.4(A). Note
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Figure 7.4: Two smoothing strategies ((A)(B)(D)(E)(F) and (A)(B)(C)(F)) as models
of two different pathways for actin I macronuclear gene assembly.

that the path γ : M1 − M2 − · · · − M9 − M10 is a Hamiltonian polygonal path. The
graphs (A), (B), (C), (F) determine one pathway, and (A), (B), (D), (E) another.
The first case defines the smoothing strategy {3}, {7}, {4}, {5, 6, 8, 9}, and the
later one {3}, {4, 5}, {6, 7, 8, 9}. Both smoothing strategies are not successful.
Next, we explain the connection between the possible intermediates and the
proposed pathways for assembly of actin I in O.trifallax.
1. The first step would be an alignment of the pair of pointers, that occur at the
end of MDS2 and at the beginning of MDS3 , followed by their recombination
(see Figure 7.5(A)). The resulting molecule is an itermediate that coresponds
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to the one in Figure 7.5(B). In terms of assembly graphs, this step is {3}smoothing with respect to γ.
2. The alignment of pointer 7 is shown in Figure 7.5(C). After recombination,
MDS6 and MDS7 are spliced in correct order, while we assume that MDS5
is excised as a part of circular molecule. The resulting intermediate corresponds to the one given in Figure 7.5(D), which does not contain MDS5 and
there is no information about the position of MDS5 at this point. This step
would be {7}-smoothing with respect to γ.
3. In this step IES1 is excised, and MDS3 and MDS4 are joined through recombination of pointer 4. The resulting molecule corresponds to the intermediate
shown in Figure 7.5(F).
4. The next step involves an intermolecular recombination. Namely, the excised
circular molecule that contains MDS5 contains both pointers 5 and 6. Pointer
5 would align with pointer 5 which is at the end of MDS4 and pointer 6 would
align with pointer 6 which is at the beginning of MDS6 . At the same time
pairs of pointer 8 and 9 align. All of them recombine resulting in one excised
circular molecule composed of IESs only and an intermediate given in Figure
7.5(H). In terms of assembly graphs, this step is {5, 6, 8, 9}-smoothing.
The second pathway for assembly of actin I in O. trifallax may be described
through the following steps.
1. The first step is exactly the same as in the previously discussed pathway.
The intermediate is in Figure 7.6(B).
2. The pair of pointers 4 (at the end of MDS3 and the beginning of MDS4 ) and
5 (at the end of MDS5 and the beginning of MDS6 ) will align and recombine,
which is depicted in Figure 7.6(C). The outcome is: two circular molecules
and an intermediate molecule, whose MDS-IES structure is shown in Figure
7.6(D). One of the circular molecules contains MDS6 and the other one is
excised IES1 . In terms of assembly graphs this step is {4, 5}-smoothing.
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3. In the next step, an intermolecular recombination is performed between the
circular molecule that contains MDS6 and the intermediate molecule (see
Figure 7.6(E)). They recombine through pointers 6 and 7. Pointers 8 and
9 recombine as well. The resulting intermediate is given in Figure 7.6(F).
This step can be modeled by {6, 7, 8, 9}-smoothing.
In the list of possible intermediates, none of them contain MDS10 , so we can not
track its position and can not determine when the pointer 10 is being recombined.
The last step in the assembly for both pathways is expected to be recombination of pointer 2. With that, MDS1 would be inverted and correctly joined
with MDS2 . In both pathways, at certain point, a circular molecule containing
an MDS was excised. This suggests that the motivation for the notion of successful smoothing strategies, namely the assumption that each intermediate molecule
contains all MDSs may not apply in general , i.e., some assembly strategies may
be intermolecular.
We also use assembly strategies to prove that the two rearrangement pathways
for descrambling the O.Trifallax actin I gene described above are theoretically all
the possible strategies. The set of possible intermediate molecules observed in [39]
is given below.

a = M1 I8 M2 M3 I1 M4 I2 M6 I3 M5 I4 M7 I5 M9 ,
b = M1 I8 M2 M3 I1 M4 I2 M6 M7 I5 M9 ,
c = M1 I8 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 ,
d = M8 I9 M1 I8 M2 M3 M4 M5 I4 M7 I5 M9 ,
e = M8 I9 M1 I8 M2 M3 M4 I2 M6 M7 I5 M9 ,
f = M8 I9 M1 I8 M2 M3 I1 M4 I2 M6 I3 M5 I4 M7 I5 M9 .
Based on this data, we construct assembly words that model the micronuclear,
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macronuclear and intermediate molecules. Let
w0 = M3 I1 M4 I2 M6 I3 M5 I4 M7 I5 M9 I6 M10 I7 M2 I8 M1 I9 M8 ,
A = {M8 I9 aI6 M10 I7 },
B = {M8 I9 bI6 M10 I7 , [I3 M5 I4 ]},
C = {I5 I9 cI6 M10 I7 , [I1 ], [I3 I2 I4 ]},
D = {dI6 M10 I7 , [I2 M6 I3 ], [I1 ]},
E = {eI6 M10 I7 , [I3 M5 I4 ], [I1 ]},
F = {f I6 M10 I7 },
wt = {I5 I9 I8 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 I7 , [I3 I2 I4 ], [I1 ], [I6 ]}
be assembly words over alphabet A10 . Then, w0 models the scrambled micronuclear actin I gene, wt models the assembled macronuclear actin I gene and the assembly words A, B, C, D, E, F model the intermediate molecules a, b, c, d, e, f , respectively. We construct the assembly words A, B, C, D, E, F , so that a, b, c, d, e, f ,
respectively are factors of the respective linear element. Note that w0 is minimal
and wt is maximal with respect to the partial order →.
Proposition 7.5.1 The assembly words A through F satisfy the following properties.
(1) w0 → v for v ∈ {A, B, C, D, E, F }.
(2) v → wt for v ∈ {A, B, C, D, E, F }.
(3) There are two assembly strategies that have minimal word w0 , maximal word
wt , and consist of assembly words from {A, B, C, D, E, F }.
Proof. (1) We show that w0 → A, by constructing a sequence of assembly words
such that each word in the sequence has greater or equal degree than the preceding
word and is obtained by insertion, deletion and inversion from its predecessor. Let
w0 = {M3 I1 M4 I2 M6 I3 M5 I4 M7 I5 M9 I6 M10 I7 M2 I8 M1 I9 M8 },
w1 = {M3 I1 M4 I2 M6 I3 M5 I4 M7 I5 M9 I6 M10 I7 M1 , [M2 I8 M1 I9 M8 ]},
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w2 = {M2 I8 M1 I9 M8 M3 I1 M4 I2 M6 I3 M5 I4 M7 I5 M9 I6 M10 I7 },
w3 = {M8 I9 M1 I8 M2 M3 I1 M4 I2 M6 I3 M5 I4 M7 I5 M9 I6 M10 I7 }.
For each i ∈ {1, 2, 3} the assembly word wi is obtained from wi−1 by a single insertion, deletion or inversion operation. Furthermore, dg(wi−1 ) ≤ dg(wi ),
dg(w0 ) < dg(w3 ) and A = w3 . Therefore, w0 → A.
Similarly, one can show that w0 → v for v ∈ {A, B, C, D, E, F }.
(2) We only prove that C → wt , since the rest of the cases can be similarly
proven. Let
v0 = {I5 I9 M1 I8 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 I6 M10 I7 , [I1 ], [I3 I2 I4 ]},
v1 = {I5 I9 I8 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 I6 M10 I7 , [I1 ], [I3 I2 I4 ]},
v2 = {I5 I9 I8 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 IM10 I7 , [I1 ], [I3 I2 I4 ], [I6 ]}.
The assembly word v1 is obtained from v0 = C by inversion and v2 = wt is
obtained from v1 by deletion. In addition, dg(C) < dg(v1 ) < dg(wt ). Therefore,
C → wt .
(3) The assembly words F and A are the same. Hence, we consider only A.
The degrees of the assembly words w0 , wt and A through E are:
dg(w0 ) = 0,

dg(A) = 1,

dg(D) = 3,

dg(B) = 2,

dg(E) = 3,

dg(C) = 7,

dg(wt ) = 9.

According to the degrees of the assembly words there are two sequences that
are possible candidates for assembly strategies. They are:
w0 → A → B → D → C → wt ,
w0 → A → B → E → C → wt .
By (1) and (2), we have w0 → A and C → wt . One can easily check that
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A → B, B → E and B → C. On the other hand, B 6→ D. To show B 6→ D,
assume the contrary. If B → D then there is a sequence of assembly words
B = W0 , W1 , . . . , Wh = D such that for each i (i = 1, . . . , h), Wi is obtained from
Wi−1 by a single operation of deletion, insertion or inversion, and dg(Wi−1 ) ≤
dg(Wi ). Since the assembled segment M6 M7 ⊏ B and M6 M7 6⊏ D, there is some
j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , h} such that M6 M7 ⊏ Wj−1 and M6 M7 6⊏ Wj . The assembly word
Wj is obtained from Wj−1 by single deletion, inversion or insertion operation, so
by the structure of B and D that is only possible if dg(Wj−1) > dg(Wj ). This is
a contradiction and thus, B 6→ D.
Hence the following two assembly strategies are the only assembly strategies
that have minimal word w0 , maximal word wt , and consist of assembly words from
{A, B, C, D, E, F } :
w0 → A → B → D → C → wt ,
w0 → A → B → E → C → wt .
2
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Figure 7.5: First proposed pathway for unscrambling actin I gene in O.trifallax, based
on the possible intermediates observed in [39].
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Figure 7.6: Second proposed pathway for unscrambling actin I gene in O.trifallax, based
on the possible intermediates observed in [39].
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Conclusion

In this dissertation, we presented several mathematical approaches to study gene
rearrangement in ciliates. We applied various techniques from language theory,
graph theory and knot theory which may lead to better understanding of these
bio-processes. Our mathematical models also offer motivations for new biological
experiments and new mathematical research directions.
Although motivated and applied to gene rearrangements in ciliates, the explicit models for RNA-guided DNA recombination discussed in Chapter 4 serve
as possible models for homologous DNA recombination in general. The assumption that RNA molecules are involved in guiding recombinations has been justified
in [42]. However, additional details need to be further tested experimentally, such
as when and where exactly the cuts of the strands occur in the branch migrations,
what type of enzymes are involved.
The models for RNA-guided assembly proposed in [2] are the background for
the new combinatorial model for gene assembly based on spatial graphs that was
presented in Chapter 5. We studied graphs with rigid vertices, called assembly
graphs, and introduced a number of new mathematically relevant notions, properties and characteristics of assembly graphs such as assembly numbers, polygonal
paths, successful smoothings.
A polygonal path is defined as a path which makes “90◦ turn”at each vertex
and it was introduced as a model for a single MAC gene in the assembly graph.
A set of polygonal paths whose union contains each vertex of the assembly graph
is called Hamiltonian set. The assembly number is the cardinality of the minimal
Hamiltonian set in an assembly graph, which can model the minimal number of
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genes that can result from the DNA rearrangement.
We proved that there is an assembly graph with assembly number n, for every
natural number n. An assembly graph with assembly number one represents a
single scrambled gene. Hence, combinatorially describing the graphs with assembly number one will be considered in a future research. This problem can be
extended to a quest of characterizing the assembly graphs with assembly number
n i.e., the assembly graphs that model multiple scrambled genes.
In this study we mainly concentrate on the properties of simple assembly
graphs, which are assembly graphs composed of a single transverse component. A
simple assembly graph models a single micronuclear DNA molecule. Since there
are experimental results showing that some genes can appear on more than one
loci in the micronucleus [34], extending this model to include multicomponent
(non simple) assembly graphs would be a natural generalization.
In addition, we considered the relationship between the number of vertices in
the assembly graph and its assembly number. We defined a minimum realization
number of n, Rmin (n) to be the number of vertices of the minimal assembly graph
with assembly number n. Some bounds for this number were determined. For
example, we proved that Rmin (n) ≤ 3n − 2 and Rmin (n) < Rmin (n + 1) for every
natural number n. An open problem for future research is finding a formula for
Rmin (n).
In Chapter 5 we introduced smoothings with respect to a polygonal path.
This type of smoothings was compared with the smootings by proper coloring
introduced by Kauffman. Except the fact that the assembly number is always
less or equal to the number of one colored components in smoothed properly
colored assembly graph, these two smoothings are not related. Therefore, the
smoothings that we consider are new in mathematics and open a possible track
for investigation in graph theory.
Moreover, we take into account 3-dimensional positions of DNA molecules
by considering spatial embedding of assembly graphs before and after smoothing.
The assembled DNA molecule can have different embeddings in space and it might
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be knotted or linked. We showed that there is always an embeding of an assembly
graph with fixed Hamiltonian set, such that the smoothed graph with respect
to the Hamiltonian set is an unknot/unlink. However, the experimental results
show that there are excised circular molecules after the recombination which are
removed, so a natural question for further analysis would be: whether an assembly
graph Γ can be embedded in R3 such that the smoothed graph Γ̃γ is unlinked for
any Hamiltonian set of paths γ.
In Chapter 6, successful sets of vertices are proposed for studying the rearrangement strategies. The smoothing of all vertices from a successful set in an
assembly graph with Hamiltonian polygonal path γ results in an assembly graph
that contains γ in a single transverse component. Under the assumption that the
MDSs are not dispersed on different molecules during the gene rearrangement,
the successful sets model simultaneous recombination of a set of pointers. This
is a motivation for an experiment that will check our assumption that the MDSs
are part of a single molecule throughout the whole gene rearrangement. We characterize the successful smoothings through minimal complementary Hamiltonian
sets. We plan to incorporate a characterization of successful smoothings to find
an efficient algorithm for determining the successful sets.
The study of the assembly words, introduced in Chapter 7, is in the beginning
stage and further results are expected. Using the model of assembly words and
the partial order on the set of assembly words, one can characterize all possible
pathways that may appear during unscrambling a gene. Additionally, predicting
the intermediate molecules in the DNA rearrangement, theoretically identifying
the intermediate steps and determining all assembly strategies will be considered
in future research.
The models for gene rearrangement in ciliates proposed in this dissertation apply tools from different branches of mathematics such as language theory, graph
theory and knot theory. The notions of assembly graph, polygonal path, assembly number and assembly word introduced here present a view of well known
mathematical objects from distinctive perspective. In addition, our mathematical
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models may motivate new biological experiments and new mathematical research.
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